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TEST OUTLINE
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN
 
Ito ?Uqhose
 
THE PURPOSE OF IHE COUNTDOWN IS TO ACCOMPLISH THE OPERATIONS REQUIRED TO
PREPARE AD LAUNCN THE SKYLAB SPACE VEHICLE, THE SKYLAB CONFIGURATION
 
IS A TWO-STAGE SATURNOIP RESCUE VEHICLE, SERVICE MODULE, COMMAND MODULE
 
WIT4 A RESCUE KIT AND A LAUNCH ESCAPE SYSTEM;
 
1.1 TEST OBJECTIVE
 
"THa OBJECTIVE OF THIS TEST 
IS TO SATISFY THOSE SPACE VEHICLE TEST AND
 
CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS SPECIFIED IN THE TEST AND CHECKOUT REQUIREMENTS
 
4ATRIX SECTION OF THE SKYLAB TEST AND CHECKOUT PLAN,
 
- COStRAINTS AND'GUIDELINES 
1.2,1 TEST CO',FIGURATION
 
THE S0 ACt VEqICLE SHALL RE AT THE PAD IN 
A LAUNCH CONFIGURATION.
 
1.2,, JPrRATIONAL CONSTRAINTS AND GUIDELINES
 
A; FLIGHT BATTRI1ES WILL TO BE INSTALLED AS LATE IN THE COUNTDOWN
 
AS PnSSIBLF. 
1. FUEL CFLLS WILL BE ACTIVATED AS LATE I'J THE COUNTDOWN AS
 
POSRIRLE'. 
, -THE FLIGHT 
CREW WILL INGRESS AS LATE IN THE COUNTDOWN AS

POSSIBLE 
(AFTER CRYOGENIC TANKING ;.BUT WITH SUFFICIENT TIME
 
REMAINING TO PERFORM THE REQUIRED SYSTEM CHECKS'
 
D; THE 
PRIMARY DAMPER WILL BE RAISED (AFTER LV CRYOGENIC
 
TANKING) PRIOR TO FLIGHT CREW 
INGRESS,
 
A HOLD IS PLANNED IN THE COUNTDOWN JUST PRIOR TO AND ArTER
 
CAUNr.H VEHICLE CRYOGENIC LOADING;
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OJF POOR QUALITy
 
Lt 0_______ 
1.3 
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ATE'-	 .TEST NO. SKYLAB R
 
REVISION 	 VEHICLE 
1.2.3 SArETY 
THE 	SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH COUNTIDWN I'S CONSIDERED TO BE HAZARDOUS FOR THE
 
FOLLONINI R.EASO 'S
 
X 	 SPACE VE4AICLE HYPERGOLICS WILL BE ON BOARD:
 
B; 	 SPACE VEHICLE ORDNANCE WILL 8 E INSTALLED AND CONNECTED:
 
C! 	 SPACE VEHICLE PROPELLANT TANKS AND GAS STORAGE SPHERES WILL
 
BE PRESSUR-IZED;
 
D, 	SPACE VEHICLE CRYOGENICS CLOY,. LH2, AND LHE) WILL BE LOADED, 
E. 	 RP j wILL BE ON BOARn; 
F. 	 THE FLIGHT CREW WILL !NGRESS -AND THE HATCH WILL BE CLOSED,
 
TEST DESCRIPTION
 
PRECOUNT ACTIVITIES STAPT AT T;91 HOUQS FOR THF LAUNCH COJmTDOWN, THE FUEL
 
CELLS tILL !E ACTIVATED, LAUNCH VEHICLE BATTERIES INSTALLER, cSM CRYOGENIC
 
LDADED, CAUNCH VEHICLE RP,1 REPLENISHED, LV ORDNANCE INSTALLED AND SV ORDNANCE
 
HOOKED-UO, SJA; DA, AND SPGG CONNeCTED, AND LAUNCH VEHICLE CRYOGENICS LOADED,
 
A RFI TEST WILL BE RUN AT T-4 i/2 HOURS; THE CSM CLOSE OUT CREW WILL BE ON
 
STATIOn: ;EFORE THE ONE HOUR HOLD AT T-3 t/2 HOURS' LAUNCH WINDOW OPENTNG TIME
 
ADJUSTMENT WILL BE MADE DURING THIS HOLD WITH FURTHER REFINEMENT POSSIBLE IN 2
 
MINUTE N MINOL HOLD AT T-15 MINUTES; TARGET UPDATES FOR THE LVDC ARE PLANbED
 
AT T.8 W3URS 5 MINUTES AND T.35 MINUTES; THE FLIGHT CREW WILL INGRESS THE
 
COMMAND AOQOUE AT T-2 HOURS 40 MINOTES, FINAL SYSTEM VERIFICATION WILL BE
 
PERFORMED A'ND TPE COMMANf MODULE rLOSEU OUT, A FINAL CHECK OF CRITICAL
 
OPERATIONS; GUIDANCE, AND COMMUNICATIONS WILL BE MADE, THE TERMINAL COUNT
 
SEOUENCER (ToS) WILL BE A'CTIVATED TO, PROVIDE AUTOMATIC PROCESSING THROUGH
 
LIFTOFF"
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1.4 POST LAUNC:i
 
AT LIFTOFF THC 
FLIGHT DIRECTOR AT MCC ASSUMES OPERATIONAL PESPNSIBILITY

FOR TtE SPACF VEHICLE. 
 A DUAL ARORT REQUEST RESPONSIBILITY EXISTS WITH
THE FLIG4T DIRECTOR AND THE LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER (KSO) 
UNTIL THE
VEHICLE 
 LEARS THE UMHILICAL TOWER: AT THAT TIME, THE 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS
PESPONSISICITY IS TPANSFERRED TO 
THE FLIGHT DIRECTOR;
 
KSc OPERATING AND SUPPORT ELEMENTS SHALL SECURE THEIR SYSTEMS IN A TIMELY
 
SEQUENCE SO AS NOT TO AFFECT THE OBJECTIVES OF THE MISSION: POST LAUNCH
PAD INSPECTION SHALL EE ACCOMPLISHED IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
POST LAUNCW
ACCESS AND INSPECTION PLAN, LAONCH COOPLEX 39-A AND 
B,
 
DESIGNATED PERSONNEL SHALL REMAIN ON STATION THROUGH THE LAUNCH 
INSERTION
 
PHASES.
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LIST OF REFERENCES
 
LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS FOR SUmPnRT OF SPACE VEHICLE
 
COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRA'TION TEST AND LAUNCH COUNTDOWN,
 
v-20t30. 
2. 	 SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS F,OR SPACE VEH4CLE LAUNCH COUNTDOWN/
 
COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION, K.O007.
 
3'. 	 SKYLAB SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN OPERATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL
 
CHART,
 
4. 	 SKYLAB 2,3,4, RESCUE TEST AND CHECKOUT PLAN, VOL, i,
 
5 SKYLABI/3KYLAB 2 AND SURSEQUENT LC-39 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
- INSTRUCTIONS, AOn-26-0102. 
'S. ASTp/SKYI.AR . SATURN 1 SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPLRVISOR 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES, SV--46i0f 
7, S-18 STAGE RP.j AUTOMATIC LOADING, V-20127 
A. 	 POST LAUNCH ACCESS AND INSPECTION PLAN, LAUNCH COMPLEX 39-A 
A\ 13, "3c901 
-9. 	 A-POLLO/SATURN CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM GROUND RULES
 
AND PROCEDURES; 63040-o0009,
 
1.0. 	 KSC APOLLO/SATURN CALL SIGN HANDBOOK, 63023-0001,
 
11. 	 GROUND SAFETY PLAN, K'Y-053 
12. SECURITY OPERATIONS PLAN FOR 'SKYLAR, KHB 160-0.1/IS:
 
Vs. SKYLAB P'ART I RD ?0000
 
14, -LOX/LH? LOADING ANO DRAIN OPERATIONS, PAD A, V-3501,4,
 
15. 	 SKYLAR L-AUNCH M-ISSION RULES,
 
O4 OR QALITY.L
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ACCESS CONTROL
 
CONTROL OF PERSONNEL IN THE LAUNCH COMPLEX 39 OPERATIONAL
 
AREA IS HANDATORY DUE TO HAZARDOUS CONDITIONS;
 
THE CONTROL OF PERSONNEL IN THE OPERATIONAL AREA IS UNDER
 
THE DIRECTION or. THE TEST SUPERVISOR' THE GROUND SAFETY
 
PLAN AND THE SKYLAB SECURITY PLAN WILL GOVERN nURING THE
 
SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH COUNTDOWN; THE NUMBER OF PERSONNEL
 
EXPOSED TO HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS WILL BE CONTROLLED BY THE
 
NAZARDOUS OPERATIONS MANLOADIG DOCUMENT, AS APPROVED BY
 
THE TEST SUPERVISOR AND KSC SAFETY FOR ALL OPERATIONS,
 
ANY CHANGES TO HANLOADING DURING THE PERFORMANCE OF THE
 
TEST/OPERATION MUST HAVE THE CONCURRENCE OF THE KSC SAFETY
 
REDRESE:4TATIVE;
 
I.-s A .~.. 

.I.....
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HAZARDOUS AREA CONTROL
 
FUNCTION 

1. 	CSM SMALL ORDNANCE 

HOOKUP
 
2. 	 S-IB ENGINE HYPERGOL 

INSTALLATION 

3. 	 LAUNCH VEHICLE INITIATOR 

DETONATOR HOOKUP AND 

CSM HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP.
 
4. 	CSM REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECKS 

AND GHE SERVICE AND PROPELLANT 

LINE DISCONNECTION.
 
5. 	CSM L02 AND LH2 TANKING 

6. 	CSM L02 AND LH2 

PRESSURIZATION. 

7. 	CM 02 SURGE TANK 

PRESSURIZATION
 
8. 	HDA AND SPGGI 

CONNECTION 

9. 	LV SCA CONNECTION 

10. LOWERING OF ESP 

11. LV L02 SYSTEM CHILLDOWN 

CONTROL AREA
 
MSS 	LEVELS 4 AND 5, SA 8 AND 9.
 
TOP 	OF PEDESTAL AND ML
 
ZERO LEVEL.
 
ML, 	MSS, PAD APRON) AND ZERO
 
LEVEL.
 
AREA CONFINED BY THE COMPLEX
 
PERIMETER FENCE.
 
1100-FOOT RADIUS AROUND THE
 
SPACE VEHICLE. LV COMPUTER
 
MAINTENANCE PERSONNEL ARE
 
PERMITTED TO REMAIN IN ML ROOM
 
10 AND 15A DURING CSM CRYO TANKING.
 
AREA CONFINED BY THE COMPLEX
 
PERIMETER FENCE.
 
CM INTERIOR.
 
TOP OF PEDESTAL, ML ZERO
 
LEVAL AND FLAME TRENCH.
 
LV INTERIOR, S-IB AFT AND A
 
10 FOOT RADIUS AROUND THE SCA
 
UNITS AND TOP OF PEDESTAL.
 
ML 127' LEVEL, DIRECTLY BELOW THE
 
ESP, AND INSIDE THE PEDESTAL LEGS.
 
PERIMETER ROAD.
 
KSC FORM 23-S1 0 I/641 
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FUNCTION 	 CONTROL AREA
 
12. 	 LV RP-1 -REPLENISH MOBILE LAUNCHER 127', ZERO LEVEL
 
AND THE FLAME TRENCH.
 
13. 	 MSS MOVE TO PAD B 50-FOOT RADIUS AROUND MSS
 
EXCLUDING ML AND SPACE VEHICLE
 
FOR MOVE TO PAD GATE. 600-FOOT
 
RADIUS AROUND MSS OUTSIDE PAD
 
PERIMETER.
 
,14. LV L02 AND LH2 LOADING. 	 BLAST DANGER AREA.
 
15. ARM LES 	 BLAST DANGER AREA.
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VEHICLE 
86
 
f " ATLANTIC OCEAN
 
LC-39a 
BN ACCESS 
POINT UM F P 
TR-170 860 
', 
A18 
Al ACCESS 
POINT 
MSS.PARKS ITE . 
/All, B11 NOTEZ 
NUMERS PREFIXED WM T HE LETTERS A OR B DENOTE ROADLOCKS 
PERTAINING "TOA L.AUNCHI FROM PAD A OR PAD 8 RESPECTIVELY. 
S,-{;IQ l.l0 
€/4 
--------------------------------- --------
---------------------------------- ---------------------------
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ALL;AREA;PAGING EM PA
 
TO RE USE' FOR ALL AREA ANNOUNCEMENTS SUCH AS, PERSONNEL CLEARING FOR
 
ORD'dANCE nOERATIONS I\ THE VAB OR FOR EMERGENCIES,
 
PAGING (CH.) 188 (PAM
 
TO RiE USFD FOR OPERATIONAL ANNOUNCEMENTS WITHIN THE OPERATIONAL AREA
 
IF A SPECIFIC 01S MISSION BUS, PA OPERATES AT LAUNCH COMPLEX 39,
 
INCLUDING THE VAR, LCC; AND PADS; PA-DOES NOT GO ?0 THE CIF OR O&C
 
SU IL0IN CS,
 
OPERATIONAL INTERCOIMUNICATIONS SYSTEM (DIS)
 
THE TEST AND CHECKCUT OPERATIONJAL COMMUNICATIONS ARE UTILIZED AS
 
&SSIGNED OR INDICATED IN THE PROCEDURE FOR THE TEST OPERATIONS:
 
COORDINATION BY THE SPACE VEHICLE TESt SUPERVISOR WILL NORMALLY
 
BE CONDUCTED OVER OI CHANNEL 181, iF THE TEST SUPERVISOR IS
 
JNABCE TO REACH AN ORGANIZATION ON 0IS CHANNEL 181j ONLY THEN
 
4ICL HE SWITCH Tn THAT ORGANIZATIONtS PRIMARY ASSIdNED CHANNEL: 
TEST SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL SHnULD ALWAYS BE AVAILABLE ON THE 
rOLLOWTN'r CIRCUITS 
SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR (NASA-LOT 18
 
TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA.-TS) 121
 
LAUNCH VrHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR (NASA-LV) 261
 
CSM SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR (NASA-LS) 212
 
SYSTEMS SAFETY (NASA-SF) 125
 
S-IB TEST CONDUCTOR (CHRYSLER) 231
 
OSE TEST CONDUCTOR (BOEING) 266
 
S-IVB TEST CONDUCTOR (MDAC) 241
 
IU TEST CONDUCTOR (IB) 251
 
INSTRUmENTATION CONTROLLER (NASAnIN) 116
 
SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA-SO) 122
 
INSTALLATIfN SUPPORT CONTROLLER fNASA-IS) i4
 
SPACE VENICL5 TEST SUPFPRvISOR DIE SPECIAL COORDINATION.CHANNEL
 
CHANNEL 174 HAS BEFN DELEGATED TO THE SV TEST SUPERVISOR AS AN
 
AUYICIARY CHAPNEL THIS CHANNEL MAY BE UTILIZED AT THE DISCRETION
 
IF THE SV TEST SUPERVISOR TO rESOLVE PROBLEHS INVOLVED fITW TEST
 
SHPoPRT ACTIVITIES AND FOR CONFERENCE DISCUSSIONS VITH THE KSC
 
AEATHER STATION,
 
KIC FORM a3.61 D 0,041 
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SUPER lJTENDEjT OF PANGF nPERATIONS _SRO)
 
THE SRO HAS ACcqs To Ol; CHANNELS 181, 121, 2 1. AND 264:
 
THE TEST SUPERVISOR WILL REQUEST THE SRO TO SWITCH TO ONE OF THESE
 
CHANNELS wHFN HIS ACTIVE PARTICIPATION IS REQUIRED; NORMALLY, THE
 
SRO WILL ONITo ROUTINE TEST COMMUNICATION'S WITH THE TEST
 
SUPPERVISOR;
 
PAD TEST SUPERVISOR (PVTS)
 
AN ASSISTAMT TEST SUPERVISOR WILL RE LOCATFD AT THE PAD DURING
 
TIMES OF OPEN PAD CONuITIONS TO MONITOR THE OPERATIONS AND ASSESS
 
0RDRLEM AREAS FOR THE TEST SUPERVISOR HE WILL COORDINATE
 
qPERATIONIS AT THE PAD FOR THE TEST SUPERVISOR AND WILL UTILIZE..
 
1IS CHANNEL 1i; 
OIS SYSTEM TROUBLE REPORTING
 
Tn REPORT TROUBLES OR REQUEST ASSISTANCE IN THE USE OF THE OIS 
SYSTEM; CONTACT YROL (OC, CIF), BROL (LC&39), OR JROL (ALL OTHER 
AREAS ON 0IS CHANNEL jj7. IF TROURLE PREVENTS USE OF OIS, 
CnlTACT COMMUNICATIO'S CONTROL CONSOLE ON 867-4141'
 
KSC FORM 23.i t ( /04) 
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HEADSET 	INTEGRITY CHECK
 
A NEADSET, HEADSET CORD, AND EXTENDER CABLE INTEGRITY CHECK WILL 
9F MADE PY EACH USER OF THE OS SYSTEM EACH TIME HE COMES ON 
STATTON TO SUPPORT THE SPACE VEHICLE LAUNCH COUNTDOWN-
JHEN COtING ON STATION; HE WILL REPORT TO HIS IMMEDIATE SUPERVISOR
 
USING ONE OF THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURES
 
A-	 IF THE HEADSET IS CONNECTED DIRECTLY TO AN OIS.RF END INSTRUMENTS
 
SELECT YOUR SUPERVISOP'S PRIME CHANNEL ON THE ACTI-VE DIAL.
 
REPORT To YOUR SUPERVISOR STATING CALL SIGN AND POSITION,
 
3. 	 SELECT CHANNEL 274 ON THE MONITOR DIAL:" A 1000 HZ TONE
 
WILL BF HEARD,
 
4, 	 GIVE A SHORT C6UNT; E,G' 1s 2, 3, 4,-5, Z.; 5, 4' 3 , 2, 1.
 
ON YOUR ACTIVE C-"ANNEL;
 
9, 	 THE SUPERVISOR MONITOR DIAL SHOULD NOT BE SET TO CRANNEL 274,
 
IF THE SUPERVISOF PEARS THE 1000 HZ TONE, THE HEADSET IS
 
UNSATISFACTORY AND SHOULD BE REPORTED THROUGH ESTABLISHED
 
CHAN'ECS,
 
IF THE SUPERVISOR DOES NOT HEAR THE 1000 HZ'TONE, THE
 
HEADSET IS SATISFACTORY;
 
X$C FORM 23.81 0 (8/54* 
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, IF IqE HEADSET IS CONNECTED TO AN EXTENDER CABL
 
1. REPEAT ITEMS A.1 THROUGH 5:
 
IF THE RESULTS ARE UNSATISFACTORY (SUPERVISOR HEARS 1000 H7 -
TONE), THE FOLLOWING IS REQUIRED TC ISOLATE THE PROBLEM TO 
WEADSET OR EXTFNUER CABLe 
(A) 	 REMOVE PEADSET FROM EXTENDER CABLE ANf CONNECT DIRECTLY
 
To NEAREST AVAILABLE OIS-RF INSTRUMENTS'
 
(B) 	REPEAT ITEMS A:1 THROUGH 5;
 
(C) 	IF PESULTS ARE STILL UNSATISFACTORY, THE PRC8LEM IS IN
 
THE HEADSET OR HEADSET CORD.
 
(D) 	IF THE RESULTS ARE SATISFACTORY, THE PROBLEM IS IN THE
 
EXTENDER CABLE:
 
THE UNSATISFACTORY COMPONENT SHOULD RE REPORTED THROUGH
 
ESTABLISHED CHANNELS-

NOTE
 
THIS CHECK IS APPLICABLE
 
AT THE O&C AND LCo39
 
THOSE USERS HAVING AUDIO
CAPABILITY (TYPE 51
 
UNIT) SHOULD NOT
 
ACCESS ANY OIS CHANNELS
 
THROUGH THE AUDIO SYSTEM
 
FOR THIS CHECK:
 
END 	OF HEADSET INTEGRITY CHECK
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ORIGINAL TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
OPERATING STATIONS
 
TEST CONDUCTORS AND TEST MANAGpNFNT PERSONNEL 
OLD LAUNCH OIRECTOR (NASA) 
0oM LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER (NASA)
 
'VTS SPACE VEHICLE TEST SUPERVISOR NASA)

4STC SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR (CSM/NASA)
 
CLTC LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CUNDUCTOR (NASA)
 
CTSC TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA)
CUTc IU STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (IBM)
 
03TC S-12 STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (CHRYSLEP)

%ITC GSE STAGE TEST CONDUCTOR (BOEING)
 
C4TC S-IVB TEST CONDUCTOR (MDAC)
 
BOSc SJPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA)

4TIS INSTALLATION SUPPORT CONTROLLER (NASA)

GIIc KTNSTRUMeNTATIONI CONTROLLER (NASA)
 
SYSTEMS SAFFTY
 
I--------------

ZPSS SYSTEMS SAFETY 
LAUMNt OPERATIONS SECURITY
 
CTIS SECURITY CONTROLLER 
RAM3. SUOPORT 
ZRSS RANGE SAFETY SUPERVISORtS PANEL
 
1MIL UNIFIED S 8AND GROUND STATION
 
RSO RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
 
C;Ro SUPERINTENDENT Or RANGE OPERATIONS
 
FLIGT CVNTRZL (HCC)
 
HFLT FLIGHT lIRECTOP. HOUSTON
 
20 SPACE VE0CL E cOITO0Naf - RESCUE VEH.ICLE 
tA UST P.2, 1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAG SV-4-4QO§R 
bATE" DRIGINAL . NO, SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEICLE 
OPERATIONS PERSO'INEL
 
eCMP CSM PILP!1 bA,CKPUP
 
ROSS LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY FORCES COMMANDER 
:nC* GROUND COMPUTER, COMPLeX FIRI-NG ROOM 
;LTM TM SYSTEHS ENGINEER 
LRF LV DRSCt SYSTEHS ENGINEER 
qpRqo PNOTl CO3RDI,NATOR
 
qOTV OTV CONTROLLER
 
4IC w!DERA ,D SYST EN CENTE' /AAS POWER-RECORDER OPERATOR 
Tm TM C/O ElUIPMENT, COMM, MODULE R0O01 2PIo
 
CEDK CRT KEyBnARD - EDS DCC OPERATOR 
,LSK CRT KEYSOARD GUICANCE COMPUTER 
M

,LVk VEHCLF NETWORKS CONSOLE
 
CSAT TEST CoNDUCTOR'; S/C ASST,
 
CSA9 SERVICE ARM 9 CONTROL CONSOLlE-, CONM| MID,
 
cSPP SERVICF ARMS POWEP PANEL­
tST9 4STRO cflHt;
 
*'UES EDS PPPARATION
 
ZIIEV FVENTS DtSPLAY (IU)
 
ZUNP NETWORKS PANEL
 
tJSW NETWOPKIS SW14 SELECTOR PANEL
 
WcP INDUSTRIAL WATER CONTROL PANEL
 
CLMS MECHANICAL SYSTEYS ENGINEER
 
zr-S cUTOFF SENSORS PANEL
CiOP PROPELLANT DISPERSION AND ORDNANCE (DESTRUOT) PANEL 
Z1FC rLIGHTT-CONTROL RECORDERS
 
Z1rP rIRING CONSOLE AND COMPONENT TEST PANEL
 
Cil LOX SYSTEM PANEL
 
IINP qETORKs PANEL IS-IC)

Crin POWER'PANEL (DC)
Z1SP SEOUENCER PAN&L 
,2DP PROPELLANT DISPERSION PANEL 
dI&JP t4ETfORKS PANEL 4S-11)) 
FTNS TELEMETRY GROUND STATION (CIF) 
4ARDTOP DAD EGRESS TEAM COMAt'DgR 
cISF LAUNCh.I'FORMATIOr EXCHANGE FACILITY 
4ACE ACE TEST DIRECTOR1 GE 
LrC FUEL CELL UNIT i2 S/C 
'TPr *R TEST PROJECT MNGINEER; UNIT iO, S/C 
KSC' '04)44)FOaM 
21 
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SKYLAB R
ORIGINAL 	 TEST NO. 

VEHICLE
 
PEWE ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH ENGINEER
 
PvSS SYSTEMS SAFETY (PAD)
 
pVTS PAD TEST SUPERv.ISOR
 
SCOR C$M COMMANDER
 
SEH7 4SS HAZARDS MONITOR OPERATOR
 
.'JGCU WATER GLYCOL CONTROL UNIT OPERATOR
 
JWGR GLYCOL REFRIGERATION UNIT, S/C
 
VUMS' IU MEASURING GsE STATION
 
VURF C-BAND RADAR AND CC$ CHECKOUT
 
z1 ABORT MONITOR VISUAL 09SERVER UC-4 (PAD A),
 
UI0-12 (PAD B)
 
Z2 4BORT MONITOR VISUAL ORS RVER UC-16
 
(PADS A & B)
 
23 ABORT MONITOR VISUAL ORSERVER :c-117
 
(PADS A A 4)
 
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
 
DROGRAM TITLE a DESCRIPTInN 	 RUNNING TINE
 
FT.25 SC DISCRETE INPUT TEST 	 5 MINUTES
 
FT-42 PREPARE TO LAUNCH TEST 	 2 MINUTES,
 
25 SECONDS
 
FT-45 LVDC COMMAND SYSTEM TEST 	 5 MINUTES
 
FT-47 PREFLIGHT COMMAND TEST 	 6 OR 10 MINUTES
 
(DEPENDENT ON
 
VARIOUS OPTIONS)
 
THIS LIST COTAIIS ONLY MAJOR COHPUTER PROGRAMS REFERENCED
 
I' THIS TCP; REFER TO SUPPORTING COUNTDOWN TCPS vOR OTHER
 
COMPUTER PROGRAM INFORMATION;
 
I LOWI.I .=
 
SPACE VHFICLE COLiNTDOWM - RESCtlE VEHICLE " 22 
. AU1UST 22, 1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SV-4e40oR 
OATE- ORGINJAL TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
OTV*AND,.AAS CAMERA LOCATIONS
 
CAMFRA 
NUMREP LOCATO, 

032 (NW) PAD, APRON.-

nQR (SE) LUl-i j6O' LEVEL 

IO'D LUT-'30' LEVFL 
12R CUT-i irO f LEVEL 
168 (SW) LUT-i' 180' LEVEL 
19A (E) LUT;± 200' LEVEL 
21P (SW) LUT-i 240' LEVEL 
229 (S) LUT-i 240' LEVEL 
24R (S) LUT-t 260' LEVEL 
25P CUT-1 320' LEVEL 
26r (S) LUT-i 320' LFVEL 
271 (SE) LUT-i 360' ILEVEL 
28B (NW) SIDE OF PAD 
29P (&Wl SIDE OF PAD 
31* (;E) PAP PERImETR 
SITE #1 
SUBJECT TO BE VIEWED
 
PRIME SWITCHER INPUTS
 
LUT SIDE 31. LOX/LH2 DISCONNECT TOWERS;
 
FLAME DEFLECTOR COOLING WATERJ LUT
 
.
HORIZ; RUN AN) VERT; RISERS Of-2OO-

S-I VEHICLE OVERALLi 9P-1 FUEL MASTI 
EMERG; EGRESS -
S-IR ENO SERVICE PLATFORM 
S-IB RP-i VALVE. COMPL'EX
 
VIEW OF 1271 DECK) EMERG, EGRESS)
 
S/A-iA AND 6; S;18 FIR'ING ACCESSORiES;
 
LOX SERVICE MAST
 
S-IV8 LOX/LP2 VALVE COMPLEXI IWS FOGGINC
 
S-,IVB LOX/LW2 FILL DISCONNECTI S/A-6A 
MSS PLATFORM 2 
S"IVB LOX/LH2 FILL DIsCONNECT/APT
 
UMBILICALI SIA-IA-6;71 S-IB
 
S-IVB FWD IU UMBILICALI GH2 VENTI
 
S/Au6-7-8
 
INTERIOR OF WHItE -ROOM AND SPACECRAFTj
 
CH HATCH
 
S/A-8-91 '4H UMBILICAL CONNECTIONS
 
FLUID LINES
 
.S/A-8-91 Q-BALLI DAMPERS; EMERG:,
 
EGRESS) FLUID LINES
 
LOX STORAGE TANKS, VALVES, LINES,
 
PUmPS 
LOX STORAGE TANKSt VALVES, LINES.
 
P'JMPS EMERG, EGRESS
 
VEHICLE; LH? FACILITIES - VALVES, 
LINES, BURN POND
 
KSC FOfM *3-81 0 (6/041 
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AUGUST 22, 1973 APOLLO/SATURN 	 PAGE SV-4040OR 
DATE- 091SIVAL 	 TEST NO., SKYLAB R 
REVISION 	 VEHICLE 
328 ONE) SIDE OF PAD 	 LH2 STORAGF TANK, VALVES, LINES
 
342 CSA) PAD APRON, 	 INGRESS/EGRESS FLEVATOR ENTRANCE)
 
S-IVS; LOY VENTSj OXIDIZER
 
358 (SE) PAD APRON 	 VEHICLE; LOX VENT VALVES) WATER PIT;
 
OXIDIZER
 
363 (E} PAD APRON 	 PAD SURFACEJ VEHICLE; SERVICE ARMS;
 
LOX/LH2 FAC;
 
388 (ME) PAD APRON 	 LH2 FACILITIES; PAD SURFACEJ INGRFSS/
 
EGRESS
 
AAS-3 (E) SIDE OF PAD 	 VEHICLE VERTICAL HOTIONI DECK; AND
 
SERVICE ARMS
 
AAs-4 c4) SIOP OF PAD 	 VEHICLE VERTICAL MOTION; DECK; AND
 
SERVICE ARMS
 
ROOF VAB ROOF (SE) 	 CRAWLERWAY; PAD/LUT-i; VERICLE; MSS
 
PARKSITE
 
SANDERS rp=2 DO:-PUTEP ROOM 	 SANDERS OUTPUT TRUNK #I (FR.2 OR FR-3 
COMPUTER RH, DATA WILL BE PROVIDED AS 
DICTATED BY TEST CONDITION)"
 
ORIGINAL pOP POOR Q GE 
KCoo.1IAL.I 
KI¢ t'ORM 23.51 0 totall% 
0
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 

AUGUST 22, 1973 
IOATE: ORISINJAL 
REVISION 
RESCUE VEHICLE 

APOLLO/SATURN 

O1V CAMERA LOCATIONS 

PLATFORM 4 
PLATFORM3 
PLATFORM 2 
t 
-4057 OXID -SI4~032 
S14009 7
sl~oo9g- iBII 
S14 026 
FUEL 	 Sf4084 
S14 068 
MSS 
24 
PACE SV-4040OR 
TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
5r ,
 
PLATFORM 4C
 
*
 
PLATFORM 4A 
PLATFORM 3
 
KC; 'rORM aza1' 0 C4I4 
--
___ ___ ___ _  ___ 
ORIGINAL -PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITY 
SPACE VENICLC COLIN7 DO. 
AUGUST 22, 1973 
RATE: 
- ORIGINAL 
REVISION 
- RESC'JE VEHICLE 
APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 
TEST NO. 
VEHICLE 
25 
SV-40*40OR 
SKYLAB R 
I 3-0 
4M7IJ LEV:_. 
27B 

_M 
AAS-I />-360" 
AAS-2A- 2 ,---L\ -340 SVL 360' 
-58.... 

- -320' 26,. AAS-I 
_ 
_ u LE L V2L 330' 
53 d25 
B4 LEVEL B20' 
, 
r L 
21ZL ii-a200' --- '2 L:VEL 260' 
24,, LLEVELZ 
-200" "'LLEL' 220' 
I- -gJ E O'- ­-L -io-- ­
/L/VL 26 -o-
I9--
 -- 00 LEVEL I0L0EL
-I0G 
­B-F2 7 -- - LEVEL- -- -_ - - - - --­- - 6- -

" LEVEL 127' 
LEVEL A2' __ 
t " h,-F7 _- I j760LEVEL 
 100'
 
- -~&LEVEL 60' 
ILt -- .8...
 I 
3R3B 
______ 
___ __:4____ 48_ ; LEVEL A;RIA4A 
LEVEL A;RM15A 
ML-L-I
 
KSC FORM 23.111 0 (4,841 
26 
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1973 APOLLO/SATURN

DATE: DT G I N A L PAGE SV-4640OR 
TESTNO. SKYLAB RREVISIONvxcF 
A
 
L,
 
I. 
29D< 
I A "sL' 44[B (k~x 
TRAC;KWAY- B 
TRACKWAY-A-
PAD- B
 
---------------------------------------
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCOE VEHICLE 27 
DATE. 
AUSUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 
TESTNO. 
SV-4A40OR_ 
SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
LIST OF ABEREV!ATIONS/ACROJYMS
 
AAC ABORT ADVISORY CHANNEL
 
AS ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM
 
ACE ACCEPTANCE CHECKOUT EOUIPMENT
 
ACS ASTRokCOMMUNICATION SYSTEM
 
AFETR AIR FORCE EASTERN TEST RANGE
 
AIJ ABORT INTERFACE UNIT
 
ALt ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT
 
ALDS APOLLO LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
 
ALSA ASTRONAUT LIFE SUPPORT ASSEMBLY
 
AM AMPLITUDE MODULATEDI AIRLOCK MODULE
 
APS AUXILIARY PROPULSION SYSTEM (SWS) 
jTM APOLLO TELESCOPE MOUNT 
ATMDC ATM DIGITAL COMPUTER 
RP BOILERPLATE
 
gPC ROOST PROTECTIVE COVER
 
CADFISS COMPUTATION AND DATA FLOW INTEGRATED SUBSYSTEM
 
CASTS COUNTDOWN AND STATUS TRANSM4ITTING SYSTEM
 
Ce CIRCUIT BREAKER
 
-CBRM CHARGER BATTERY RELAY MODULE
 
COCATS COMMUNICATIONS; COMMAND, AND TELEMETRY SySTEM
 
CCC COMPLEX CONTROL CENTER
 
COF CONVERTER COMPRESSOR FACILITY 
6cs COMMAND COMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
C&D CONTROL AND DISPLAY (ATM) 
CD COUNTDOWN 
crDSc CENTRAL DISTRIBUTION AND SWITCHING CENTER 
CDC COUNTDOWN CLOCK 
COOT COUNTDOWN DEMONSTRATION TEST 
cDF CONFINED DETONATING FUSE 
CDU COUPLING DATA UNIT 
C2F2 CREW COMPARTMENT FIT AND FUNCTION 
CH CHANNEL 
clr 
 CENTRAL INSTRUMENTATION FACILITY
 
,IU COMPOTER INTERFACE UNIT
 
CrD COMMANP
 
CMGO CONTROL MOMENT GYRO SUBSYSTEM 
COAR CREW OPTICAL ALIGNMENT SIGHT 
ro i COMMUNICATION
 
C/0 CHECKOUT
 
ZPflU COMMAND RELAY DRIVER UNIT
 
ZRG CONTROL PATE GYRO
 
zRT CATHODE RAY-TUBE
 
ZRYO CRYOGENIC
 
C/T CRAWLER/TRANSPORTER
 
rdg CAUTION AND WARNING
 
OlC FOM ,'-. I' Ge 
28 SPACE 	VEICLE COUTDOWMj 

AUGUST 22, 1973 

DATE ORIGINAL 

REVISION 

DADE 

OAS 

DC 

OCS 
nDAS 

OFE 

OPDM 

OPF 

DRScS 

DRSCR 

DTC 

OTCS 

bT4S 

DT,; 

DTVC 

DUA 

EBW 
E/C 

ECS 

EDt 
EDU 

EEKP 
EGADS 

EIS 

E-l 

EMC 
ep C 

rP 

;RD 

EREP 
=St 

ESP 

qSS 

ETR 

EVA 

OAS 

OCc 

PDq 

rM 

r13 

JFR 

FSQT 

rT 

FTR 

rwn 

. RESCUE VEHICLE 

APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SV-4n4ODP
 
TESTNO. SKYLAB R
 
VEHICLE
 
DEPLOYMENT ASSEMBLY
 
DIGITAL ACQUISITION AND DECOMMUTATION EQUIPMENT
 
DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
 
DESIGN BURST
 
DIRECT CURRENT
 
DIGITAL COMMAND SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL DATA ACQUISITION SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL EVENTS EVALUATOR
 
DOUBLE PULSE DURATION MODU;LATION
 
DIFFERENTIAL PRESSURE FEEDBACK
 
DIGITAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND RECEIVER
 
DESIGN/TEST CONTRACTOR OR CENTER
 
DIGITAL TEST COMMAND SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL TEST MONITORING SYSTEM
 
DATA TRANSMISSION SYSTEM
 
DIGITAL TRANSMISSION AND VERIFICtATION CONVERTER
 
DIGITAL UPLINK ASSEMBLY
 
EXPLOSIVE BRIDGE WIRE
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER
 
ENVIRONMENTAL cONTROL SYSTEM
 
EXPERIMENT DEVELOPMENT CENTER
 
EMERGENCy DETECTION SYSTEM
 
EMERGENCY EGRESS AIR PACK
 
ELECTRON! 0 GROUND AUTOMATIC DESTnUC-T SYSTEM
 
EXPERIMENT INTEGRATION CENTER
 
FLECYRO.PECHANICAL
 
ELECTROMAGNETIc COMPATIBILITY
 
EXPERIMENT POINTING CONTROL
 
ELECTRICAL POWER SYSTEM
 
EXPERIMENT REQUIREMENTS DOCUMENT
 
EARTR RESOURCES EXPERIMENT PACKAGE
 
ELECTRICAL SUPPORT EQUIPMENT
 
ENGINE SERVICE PLATFORM
 
EXPERIMENT SUPPORT SYSTEM
 
EASTERN TEST RANGE
 
EXTRAVEHICULAR ACTIVITY
 
FIXED AIRLOCK SHROUD
 
FLIGHT CONTROL COMPUTER (LV)
 
FLUID DISTRIBUTION SYSTEM
 
FREQUENCY MODULATION
 
FOOD SERVICE MANAGEMENT (OWS)
 
FIRING ROOM (LCC)
 
FLIGHT SYSTEMS REDUNDANCY TEST
 
FUNTIONAL TEST, FOOT
 
FINAL TEST SACK
 
FORWARD
 
K4C FORM as41 D 86/041 
SPACE VE41CLE COUNTDOWN - RESCOE VEHICLE 29 
DATE-
AUGUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 
TEST NO. 
SV-4p4ooR 
SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
GiC GUIDANCE ANn CONTROL 
GET GROUND ELAPSED TIME 
GETS GROUND EQUIPMENT TEST SET 
GHE GASEOUS HELIUM 
SH2 GASEOUS HYDROGEN 
GLrC GRAPHITE LM FUEL CASK 
GMT GREENWICH MEAN TIME 
SSFc 
S\12 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
GASEOUS NITROGEN 
S92(30X) GASEOUS OXYGEN 
SSE GROUND SUPPORT EQUIPHENT 
lC) HARVARI COLLEGE OBSERVATURY 
HDA HOLDDOWN ARM 
AGOS HAZARDOUS GAS DETECTION SYSTEM 
4osl HUNTSVILLE OPERATIONS SUPPORT CENTER 
HFG HIGH PRESSURE GAS 
ASS HABITABILITY SUPPORT SYSTEM 
AVAC HEATING, VENTILATING, AND AIR CONDITIONING 
,42 HYDROGEN 
H29 WATER 
Az HERTZ (CYCLES PER SECOND) 
ID IDENTIFICATION 
iEU INTERFACE ELECTRONICS UNIT 
IGOR INTERCEPT GROUND OPTICAL RECORDER 
LCA INVERTER LIGHT CONTROL ASSEMRLY (AM/MDA) 
pU 
IP 
INERTIAL MEASURING UNIT 
IMPACT PREDICTOR 
IRIG INERTIAL RATE INTEGRATION GYRO; INTER-RANGE 
INSTRUMENTATION GROUP 
IL; INSTRUMENT UNIT 
IVA INTPA VENICLAR ACTIVITY 
Iws INDUSTRIAL WATER SYSTEM 
<Sc KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
LPNP LOWER 300Y NEGATIVE PRESSURE 
LBQ LOW BIT RATE 
(C LAUNCH COMPLEX 
LCC LAUNCH CCNTFROL cENTER 
LC, LIL-UID) COOLED UARMENT 
,Hp LIQUID HYDROGEI 
LIFF LAUNCH INFORMATION EKCHANGE SYSTFM 
*0 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
LOM LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER 
11/0 
LOPfLOX) 
LIFTOFF 
LIQUID OXYGEN 
L P LOW PRESSURP 
LPR LAUNCH RFADINESS REVI:W 
31 SOflM a .c, 0 In'64 
kSPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 30 
AUIUST 22, 1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SVo404OR 
DATE' ORIGINAL TEST NO SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
Ls SPACECRAFT OPERATION (OFFICE SYMBOL) 
LSC LINEAR SHAPED CHARGE 
(SE LAUNCH SUPPGRT EQUIPMENT 
LSR LAUNCH SITE RECOVERY 
LUT LAUNCH UMBILICAL TOWER 
LV LAUNCH VEHICLE 
AVDA LAUNCH VEHICLE DATA ADAPTER 
LVDC LAUNCH VEHICLE DIGITAL CCMPUTER 
LVO LAUNCH VEHICLE OPERATIONS 
MAP MESSAGE ACCLPTANCE PULSE 
%iCc MISSION CONTROL CENTER 
'DA MULTIPLE DOCKING ADAPTER 
M4F MILD DETONATING FUSE 
4H7 MhGA-HEPTZ 
'lILA MERRITT ISLAND LAUNCH AREA 
MITTS MOBILE IGOR TRACKING TELESCOPE SYSTEM 
ML MOBILE LAUNCHER 
NODEM MODULATOR/DEMODULATOR 
•OTS MOBILE OPTICAL TRACKING SYSTEM 
MSFc MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
"MSOR MANNED SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS BUILDING 
'1SS MOBILE SERVICE STRUCTURE 
)A ORBITAL.ASSEMBLY 
OAT OVERALL TEST 
12 OXYGEN 
31, OPERATIONAL INTERCOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEM 
ICC OPERATIONS INTERFACE CONTROL CHART 
')TV OPERATIONAL TELEVISION 
Iws ORBITAL WORKSHOP 
OA PUBLIC ADDRESS 
PAM PULSE AMPLITUDE MODULATION 
DCO POWER CONDITIONING GROUP (AM) 
PC'l PULSE cODE MODULATION 
PCMD PARTICLE COUNT MONITORING DEV.ICE 
'CS 
0D 
POINTING CONTROL SYSTEM (ATM5 
PROPELLANT DISPERSION 
DDS * PROPELLANT DISPERSION SYSTEM 
aI PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR 
'REPS PREPARATIONS 
PS PAYLOAD SHROUD 
PSI POUNDS PER SQUARE INCH 
PTCR PAD TERMINAL CONNECTION ROOM 
6TCS PROPELLANT TANKING COMPUTER SYSTEM 
zU PROPELLANT UTILIZATION 
OYRO PYROTECHNIC 
KIC VORM 23-8$ 0 (60/4) 
I SPACE VEHICLE COUJNTDOWN - RESCOE VEHICLE 31 
AUqUST 22, 1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SVv4n40OR 
DATE: OOIGINAL TEST No. SKYLAB R
 
REVISION VEHICLE 
oc QUALITY cONTROL
 
!D QUICK DISCO:UNECT
 
.'LDS QUICK LOOK DATA STATION
 
IACS REMOTE AUTOMATIC CALIBRATION SYSTEM
 
RCS REACTION CONTROL SYSTEM
 
zrF 0 ADIo FREQUENCY
 
RIcS RANGE INSTRUMENTATION COPIROL SYSTEM
 
RLC ROTATI G LITTER CHAIR
 
RPI. ROCKET PROPELLANT -I
 
ROT] RECOPDI'G OPTICAL TRACKING INSTRUMENT

"'SCR 
 RANGE SAFETY CnMMAND RECEIVER
 
RSO RANGE SAFETY OFFICER
 
RSS REFRIGFRATION SUBSYSTEH
 
ZTc REAL TIME COMMAND
 
3TCC REAL TIME COMPUTER COMPLEX (MCC)
 
QTcS REAL TIME COMPUTER SYSTEM (AFETR)
 
S.A SAFE AND ARM
 
SA SERVICE ARM
 
SAL SCIENTIFIC AIRLOCK
 
SAS SOLAR ARRAY SYSTEM
 
SAWS SOLAR ARRAY WING SIMULATOR
 
Sc SPACECRAFT
 
SCAPE SELF;CONTAI'!ED ATMOSPHERI-C PROTECTIVE ENSEMBLE
 
SCI) SPACECRAFT OPERATIONS
 
SOs STABILIZATION AND CONTROL SYST.E
 
SHE SUPERCRITICAL HELIUM
 
SIM SIMULATE
 
-SIT SOFTWARE INTEGRATED TEST
 
SLCC SATURN LAUNCH COMPUTER COMPLEX
 
SLDS SKYLAB LAUNCH DATA SYSTEM
 
SLR SKYLAB RESCUE
 
OF POOR QUA~xr 
I'A~~
 
etc~~~ 'vo641j~'. 
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DATE: ORIGIMAL 	 TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
REVISION 	 VEHICLE 
SRO SUPERINTENDENT OF RANGE OPERATIONS
 
STo SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR
 
STDN SPACECRAFT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORK
 
STS STRUCTURE TRANSITION SECTION
 
SV SPACE VEHICLE
 
tWS SATURN WORKSHOP
 
S-IB SATURN IS LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
S-IC SATURN V 1 ST STAGE
 
S-TI SATURN 2ND STAGE
 
TAOS THRUST ATTITUDE CONTROL SURSYST5H (SWS)
 
TCE TELEMETRy CHECKOUT EQUIPMENT
 
TCH THRUST CHAMBER
 
Tr, TEST AND CHECKOUT PROCEDURE
 
TCS TERMINAL COUNT SEQUENCERI THERMAL CONTROL SYSTEM
 
(ATM)
 
TDDS TELEVISION DATA DISPLAY SYSTEM
 
TDq TIME DOMAIN REFLECTOMETER
 
T- TELEMETRY
 
TRS TIME REFERENe SYSTEM
 
TS1 TAIL SERVICE MAST
 
TTY TELETYPE
 
-UDL UPwDATA LINK
 
'JHF ULTRA HIGH FREQUENCY
 
U'Jg UMBILICAL
 
ISe UNIFIED SvBAND
 
jV ULTRAVIOLET
 
VA9 VEHICLE ASSEMBLY BUILDING
 
VCG VECTORCARDIOGRAM
 
VHF 'VERY HIGH FREQUENCY
 
VLF VERY LOW FREQUENCY
 
VMGSE VEHICLE MEASUREMENT 0SE
 
14CIU WORKSHOP COMPUTER INTERFACE UNIT
 
WITS WEST INTEGRATED TEST STAND
 
AS WASTE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (OWS)
 
4/R 	 WHITE ROnM
 
Z-LV 	 Z-AXIS PARALLEL TO LOCAL VERTICAL
 
<SC FORM 	 23.81 C (C./54I 
------------------------ 
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AUGUST 22, 973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SV-4040oR
 
DATE OR IGIAL 
 TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
REVISION 	 VEHICLE 
SELECtED HOLD POINTS
 
TH FCLL3WI.'VG MAJOR MILESTONE ACTIVITIES ARE THE MOST PROBABLE HOLD

POImTS I' THE COUN
 T DOWIN' FOR ALL VEHICLES. THE TEST SUPERVISOR OR
 
LAUNCH O'ERATIOPS MAN'AGE! 
WILL OBTAIN THE STATUS OF THE MO OPERATIONS,

HE MAY FLECT TO HOLD THF COUNT IF CC IS HAVING PROBLEMS (IN A NO-GO
 
STATUS) IEPE4DENT ON THE 	 THE
OVERALL ASSESSMENT OF OPERATIZNS,
 
'4CC STATUS KSC EVENT
 
REPORT T.TIPE T.TIHE
 
fAYS HPS MIN SEC DAYS HRS MIN SEC EVENT
 
07 r5 00 06 50 00 	 LV CRYO LOADING
 
5 mIINjTLS REFORE
 
=Nn OF HOLn AT
 
T-3 30 '0 03 15 on 
 FLIGHT CREW LEAVES MSOB
 
11 flO 0C 04 45 O1n 	 RETRACT ACCESS ARM (TO 
PARK POSJTIO', 
!o 2P n 00 14 30 	 LV TERMINAL SEQUENCE
 
HOLD POINT
 
00 n6 n" 00 03 07 	 START AUTOMATIC LAUNCH
 
SEQUENCE
 
KSC FORM 23.51 0 (5/041 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 34 
' -
OATE' 
AUGUST 22,
ORIGINAL 
1973 APOLLO/SATURN" PAGE 
TEST NO. 
SV-40400R 
SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
- THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY 
LEFT BLANK 
K3C FORM 23f41 0 (8/443 ­
---------------------------
SPA C- VF-411L2 !:JXT ,E L35136 
A'-3'JST 22, SS R197' S404 1^ 
DATE: 0!T1J3JL VLT OE SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE
 
PAD SPACECRAFT LAUNiCH CLOSEOUI A 
-3:30 -3HOURS -2:30 -, ,OURS JA -1HOUR -30 MIH 0 
L/ RYOGENICLODN 
COS LT B SCTEW TOPAO
• lm OPEjRHR~T"~ PREP CAIlN 
LOADAN
 
, ]CABIN PURSEA tEAR CHECK 
} CLOSE BPC & SECURE W/R 
[EE. MiO.VEHICLENO. CLEARPAD 
CREW 
SSSA1 
ASTOAUTS SCTL 3 
SSPT1 
SECURITY YAN DRIVER 3
 
IVAN SECURITY ._ . .
ESCORT .. 

MLELEVATOR - LEVEL326 4 . A
NO. I ML 
32---ML LEVEL - -- ----------------- r------
ML LEVEL A ....- I 
ML ELEVATORNO.2
 
ML LEVEL 320' --------------------------------- - 

MLLEVEL A .'- . ! 
LO-RISEELEVATOR[WEST PADAPRON)ML LEVEL A 
PAD APRON
 
IPERSONNEL WILLREPORT UPON P;iI3R ML IHI.RISEI VIAPOINT PHONE.IN OCOTS ETERINGANDTOEXITING ELEVATORS TO POINT 
PERSONNEL UPWILL REPORT GOING INTO PA LEADER. 
ORINLORISE WILL TO EMERGENCY DIRECTIONSCVTS.
 
ML LEVEL00 4. ALLTHREECREWMENWILLBETRANSFERREDTOTH  LEVEL SCOR&SPLT WILLEXIT WITHSSSAOND
 
PADAPRON 3. PERSONNELO  PAD APR N ELEVATORRSPOND PAGING FROM 
120'SIMULTONEOUSLY. ELEVATOR 

ML LEVEL PROCEED SSPT WILL INELEVATOR ATS/. WILL INELEVATORSSPT.
320 TOW/R, &SSSO REMAIN VNTll REOIRED ASEAT BE PROVID D F  

! IN TRANSIT UPON FROM WILL NOTIFY VAIPOINT PHONTO TRANSFER 
IN ELEVATORS DIRECTION MOTCCIOTS USB TO POINT SSPT TOW/R.

ELEVATORSIN EGRESS MODE RISE MUST TOACOMPLETE BEFORE DODD
& LOW LEVATOR COME S OP INNER IS OPENED,
 
77ELEVATOR MODE6.VNDIEWILRPRTOVSVINE
IN NORMAL UUONNRACTOHEA­
-- INTRANSIT NO.I DRIVER REPORT VIANET IHIRANCE PAD.VEHICLE 6. VAN WILL TOOT 105 UPON TOTHE 

I%TRANSIT VEHICLE4O. 2 COMPLETIDN CRYOGENIC CVTS NOTIFY TODISPATCH 1, 2 FROM
7.UPON OFL/V LOADING WlEl SAFE Y VEHICLESAND SS
 
IN TRANSIT NO.3(TRANSFER VAN). IROADBLOCK TO THE PAD.
VEHICLE PARKSITE A5J 
8. VAN DRIVER WILL BE RELEASED TO EXIT PAD By CVTS AFTER SSSB REPORTS ASTRONAUTS ARE AT 
THE 320 FT LEVEL i PT. TO PT,It9\CSTO WILL SEND ELEVATOR N). 2 TO THE -20 FOOT LEVEL IP.CCUPTED. 
F...OLoLr- FRAM, 
CO. 
FOLDOUT FME RATES2ZAUOUST197, SKYLAB LAUNH OPERATIONS ' SY4BR RESCUESPACEVEHICLE i 
'll. 
S0: 

REVISION:ORIGINAL L N..I.ES
 
SPACE VEHICLE TM FREOUIENCIESSV CD RE t ATRIX 
UPLN--LI ~ ~tsLE H 
S-UUS DENNIS PRAARDSACO 
_______ 400 4501.03 5690.0 
ONLN RUo~57S 240.2125G.2MURIA- 515A0HIMK 
SUPPORT GIL EUR LOCAL ETH LOCAL ETR LOCAL 
_______ - . --
H 
TELEMETRY 
25M. 250.151 
II 
j
--
UHVP 
MIRA0 
2 222M 
MtLA 
E 
9O.8 259. 
7200 259. 
g 
DUPLEX, 
2503. 290
296SHN, 
L I7 
REMARKS 
UP-LINK0000711 
FREQ...o 
SUPPORT 
______DI225,1 
STAGE 
0_8 
S-P/B 
IOGREF-I 
SIM0 
LINK 
CH-I 
CE-I 
FREQUENCIES(-o) 
0. 
254.1CI 
2207.5 
RECOVERYBEACONS 
o,U-SISOEM 243.0 
1o IT 
FI7T11MIC0 W -0530g~9=r f 2 M g o. 
loll,7 07902 
-l..t 4 - I ERN 
RR , REUIEDFR 
OIMIDVAIDTIN ES 
LOO 111 --i; 4.LOOP 
-- . ALL EAIAIIONI-LASANCE ARE OPEN USS INDICATEDBY© 
©CLOSEDSLOOPCLEARANCE 
K>POENTIALINTERFERENCEM OsSILENCE: 
01-01350 1 o 
D I 
T­ 0 :M 
Si 
O 
S;
WoONS15BT SES qSi0O EBLOIAGB 
- REQJIIREDFORMITlON-STATIONCALIDEALIFO 
Tfo, A R EQ U IR E FOB TICOI M02BAL AT IO N TEST 
a no 11 REQUIREDPORMTCCAIOCOROINBVALIBATICISTEST 
>~ RI%110E0FP OP AIYEBL'A CALIBR0AION 
A p 5 
REQUlIRE0FOR 050IL TONALANTIROALIGNMENTO 
55ROB FEDOR100COMMONOPALlNATIONTEST 
0075711POOPLIGOT"o020A 
0070 -QT7IO 70T 
SCS-CL13- P - -0000 
,2T2 
00110OLBOB- - LOO -0077 It -IT--
SPACE YIZLE CCUJTVO&, - ISSuE IEICLe PE4o
 
U0U 1 22, 1'73 
 PAGE 391
 
OATEt OR!I\IA TEST No. SV40400R 
REVISION VEHICLESATURN I B LOX-LH2 LOADING S<YLAB R 
T-7:00 T-6:30 T-6:00 T-5i:30 T-5:00 T-4:30 T-4:00 
LIQUID '0O YOEN he:50 -6:10 
-5 2_5:2
_5 8 
OMNAN
CFILL:,u nLOXSTART? IM MOTOR 152
DEPRESSKTANK PRESS + 6" V J LINE 
-5:18
 
m & PUMP CHILLDOWN 
7 SLOW FILL TO 22% (500 GPM) ­
-
- FAST FILL TO 95% (1200 GPM) 
SLOW FILL TO 99% (525 GPM :-
REPLENISH TO 100% - TO TCS 
EE H_ _ _ _ APPROX 1 HR 42 MIN 
-5:48-

CHILLDOWN S-IVB FILL PIPING 
-5:29
 
& S-IVB LOX TANK 
-525
 
-5:05
5t (350 GPM !c' -5:o02mSLW# FILL TO 'I 7 
-- i FAST FILL TO 94% (1000 GPM) 
-5:00
 
* SLOW FILL TO 99% (300 GPM)
 
REPLENISH TO 100% 
 TO TS

TO TCS
 
REPLENISH
 
AVERAGE FLOWRATE "*- APPROX 48 MIN 
LIQUID HYDROGEN -5:2

'" DEPRESS LH2 FILL ¢C ---. -4:38 
a PRECOOL TO 5% (500 GPM) -:15 
-4:12

FAST FILL TO 98% (3000 GPM) 

I SLOW FILL TO 99% (500 GPM)-
REPLENISH
 
Q"IAPPROX 51 MIN
 
WLM FRAE/ oc -­
SPAVr-lV4t '.Z.? Tt -L 3EGUE V"HRI CILE 41/42 
[FAiIT21 qL I SKYLAB RESCUE SPACE VEHIL CABDW Jrms Ar S-f40 
11 1i 1. 1.I I IT F I I 
1 Et ...z l l 
r m m~ FEE33 
(353-1 "t, I ILLF,-30i~ 
.Rt 
7 
4 
9I 
T1--­
_IFIF 
TJ"'c11 
Tn7----
___ li­ -. 
*g~vt till_ 
_ 
0 It- "" oo 2303 
_ 
-F3e 
____I" F I , IF__ 
fO~n~tIT~ 
A~~1 
OD 
PIGA-
OF4 POO 
1R~ly. 11T7TF 
I~
~'PO 
... 
PAGE 
Olr 
N-----------S 
43 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-40400R 
REVISION ORIGINAL 	 LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSECH. STA. STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
OPERATING STEPS
 
------------...WARNING ,- , ............ ..

2C 	IN THE EVENT AN 
EMERGENCY ARISES DURING
 
THE RESCUE SPACE
 
VEHICLE COUNTDOWN, THE.
 
' 	 SPACE VEHICLE TEST 
SUPERVISOR EMERGENCY 
PROCEDURES, TCP NO. 
S SHALL BEV-46101, 
IMPLEMENTED.
 
NOTE
 
HAZARDOUS OPERATIONS ARE
 
DENOTED WITH THE LETTER
 
"H" IN THE REMARKS COLUMN.
 
NOTE
 
HOLDS (STOPPING THE COUNTDOWN
 
CLOCK PRIOR TO T-3' 8"). A
 
HOLD MAY BE REQUESTED BY THE
 
LAUNCH VEHICLE TEST CONDUCTOR,
 
THE SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR,
 
THE LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER,
 
GMIL, THE TEST SUPPORT CONTROLLER,
 
THE SUPERINTENDENT OF RANGE
 
ICOTQ S 	 OPERATIONS, OR THE FLIGHTlA 	 DIRECTOR. THE REQUEST FOR A 
) U P-.i y HOLD WILL BE MADE TO THE TEST 
SUPERVISOR (CVTS) OVER CHANNEL
 
181,1 WHO WILL STOP THE COUNTDOWN
 
CLOCK AT THE MOST ADVANTAGEOUS
 
TIME.
 
I ORM 2J 1 IRV 4 .bA 
I I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 44 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 lAUNCH OPERATIONS 
REVISION ORIGINAL SKYLAB R
 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 	 DESCRIPTIONCH STA. STA. 	 REMARKS 
NOTE
 
PRIOR TO BURN POND IGNITION,
 
APPROVAL MUST BE RECEIVED
 
FROM CPSS THAT THE BURN POND
 
AREA IS CLEAR OF ALL PERSONNEL
 
AND THE GATES TO THE AREA ARF
 
LOCKED.
 
-91:05
 
-3 DAY
 
19 HR
 
5' 0'
 
181 1 CVTS GMIL
 
SRO VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH
 
PRECOUNT OPERATIONS.
 
181 2 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
 
FREQUENCIES 2106.4, 2272.5, 2287.5,
 
259.7 AND 296.8 MHZ FOR GMIL ON-

STATION CALIBRATION.
 
-91:00
 
-3 DAY
 
lq HR!
 
0t 
0'
 
181 1 CVTS THE RESCUE SPACE VEHICLE PRECOUNT
 
EM OPERATIONS AT PAD B WILL START ON MY
 
PA MARK AT T-3 DAYS, 19 HOURS, 0' 0t.
 
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 - MARK. 
181 2 GMIL CVTS 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
 
ON-STATION CALIBRATION.
 
K~C rORM 23 At,I"O"REV NASA h S COML AI'IttI 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 45 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-4040OR
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKSCH. STA STA.
 
-90:30 
-3 DAYS 
18 HR! 
30' 0'
 
181 1 CVTS CTSC 	 VERIFY ALL REQUIRED PERSONNEL AND
 
EQUIPMENT ARE ON STATION READY TO
 
SUPPORT TEST OPERATIONS.­
181 2 CVTS LOM 	 PLACE THE CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL
 
SYSTEM OVERRIDE SWITCH ON CONSOLE AB-8
 
IN THE OFF POSITION AND VERIFY.
 
181 3 CVTS CTSC 	 CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
OVERRIDE SWITCH ON CONSOLE AB-8 IS IN
 
THE OFF POSITION.
 
ACTIVATE THE CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL
 
SYSTEM.
 
PLACE THE CAMERA OVERRIDF CONTPOL
 
SYSTEM IN MODE I.
 
181 4 CTSC CVTS 	 CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
ACTIVATED IN MODE I.
 
181 5 CVTS LOM 	 VERIFY CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
MODE I LIGHT ON.
 
181 6 CVTS CTSC 	 CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM MODE I
 
LIGHT ON.
 
NOTE
 
MODE I CAMERAS, WHICH ARE
 
TO BE USED ONLY IN AN
 
EMERGENCY, WILL BE
 
AVAILABLE TO LOM THROUGHOUT
 
THE COUNTDOWN.
 
KSC FORM 2?-81 (REV 4/711 	 NASA'KSC.COML APR71 
46 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 

DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. STA STA. 
-90:30 CONTINUED
 
-3 DAYS
 
18 HRS
 
O'
301 

181 7 CVTS CLTC 

181 8 CVTS MSTC 

181 9 MSTC CVTS 

-90:05
 
-3 DAY­
18 HRE
 
5' 0"
 
181 1 CVTS CLTC 

181 2 CVTS CPSS 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TESTNO 
VEHICLE 
SV-4400OR 
SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTiON REMARKS 
VERIFY THE SMDPS IS IN THE 2-SWITCH,
 
1-VALVE MODE.
 
VERIFY SLA AIR AND GN2 PURGE
 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS ARE SET TO
 
67 DEG. F.
 
VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH PRECOUNT
 
OPERATIONS.
 
POWER WILL BE APPLIED TO THE CSM IN
 
APPROXIMATELY 30 MINUTES.
 
VERIFY SMDPS IS IN 2-SWITCH, 1-VALVE
 
MODE.
 
VERIFY SLA AIR AND GN2 PURGE
 
TEMPERATURE CONTROLS ARE SET TO
 
67 DEG. F.
 
VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH PRECOUNT
 
OPERATIONS.
 
VERIFY SAFETY HAS CONTROL OF THE
 
PROPELLANT DISPERSION ENABLE
 
AND TCS KEYS.
 
VERIFY READY TO PROCEED WITH THE
 
PRECOUNT.
 
KSC FORM 23010 1REV 4171 NASA KSC COML %PF' 
PAGE 47
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 

DATE: 
REVISION 
TIME 
AUGUST 22, 1973 
ORIGINAL 
COMM. EQUECE OMMAND CH. S STA. 
RESPONSE 
STA. 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
DESCRIPION 
TESTNO. 
VEHICLE 
SV-4040OR 
SKYLAB R 
REMARK$ 
-89 15 
-3 DAY4 
17 HR! 
15' 0' 
t8i GML CvTS ON.STATION CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE' 
OMIL RF IS OFF, 
i8i 2 CVTS SRO GMIL ON0 STATION CALIBRATION IS 
COMPLETE; GMIL RF IS OFF, 
-89 00 
43 DAYc 
17 HR! 
i81 1 MSTC CVTS OSM POWER IS ON: 
-84 00 
"3 DAYz 
12 HR, 
i{8 j MSTC vvS REOUEST CPSS CLEARANCE TO FLOW G02 
AND 0H2-
REQUEST GH2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM BE 
ACTIVATED. 
l8i 
Blt 
2 
3 
CVTS 
CTSC 
CTSC 
CVTS 
1HAVE SENZ REPORT TO MTPE ON CH, 222; 
ACTIVATE 0H2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM. 
HAVE SEHZ REPORT TO MTPE ON OH: 222; 
GH2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM IS ACTIVE; 
i8i 4 CVTS CPSS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO FLOW G02 AND 0H2; 
i8i 5 CVtS MSTC CLEAR TO FLOW G02 AND oH2 H 
OH2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM IS ACTIVE. 
-. - AAKSC COAA AN fltst *CWM?3NIBIii 7 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 48 
DAE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-4040OR 
REVISIONOR I G I NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R VEHICI.ETIME SEQUENCE RN D ESPONSE 
COMM COMMA A DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
-83 15
 
R3 DAY' 
ii HR.€ 15' 0'
 
i8 j CLTC CvTS 	SAv9 WILL BE PRESSURIZED IN j5 MINUTES: 
THERE WILL BE NO ACCESS ACROSS THE 
EC0SC INTERFACE FOR APPROXIMATELY 15
 
MINUTES: CLEARING WILL BE CONTROLLED
 
BY SERVICE ARM PERSONNEL,
 
18i 2 CVTS MSTC 	 SA;9 WILL BE PRESSURIZED IN 5 MINUTES:
 
CLEARING WILL BE COORDINATD BY
 
SERVICE ARM PERSONNEL LOCALLY,
 
8 3 00 
-3 DAY4 
11 HRI
 
of O'l 
{8. I CL C C(VTS LV APPLYING POWER:	 
­
-82 30
 
.3 DAY,
 
10 HRS
 
30' 0'
 
{8i ± cVTS tLYC
 
MSTC 	 VERIFY READY FOR SA;9 ENVIRONMENTAL
 
CHAMBER DISCONNECTION IN I HOUR,
 
ORIGAI 
OPTPOPQUAL4T
 
' CS Ot' 22 SIR9 REV'ill) 	 NA - KS( CO.'APR41i 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 
D AUGUST 22, 1973 
- RESCUE VEHICLELAUNCH OPERATIONS AGE 49 
RtwL'IO ORIGINAL VEHIClE 
TIE omm SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIP1ION REMARKS 
CH. SSQUENCE STA. STA. 
-B2 30 CONTINUED 
-3 DAYE 
10 HRc 
30' O' 
NOTE 
THE CONN CTION/DISCONNRCTION 
OF THE SERVICE ARM NO, 9 
ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
REOUIRES TUC PERSONNEL TO 
OPERATE THE SYSTEM AND IBM 
PERSONNEL TO PROVIDE NE 
GROUND COMPUTER AND 
ASSOCIATED SUPPORT EQUIPMENT, 
SCHEDULING OF THIS OPERATION 
WILL BE COORDINATED THROUGH 
THE DLO DAILY STATUS MEETING 
AND WILL APPEAR ON THE LC.39 
72 HOUR/il DAY OPERATINS 
SCHEDULE: WHEN POSSIBL~o 
IT WILL BE ON FIRST SHFT 
IN ORDER TO PROPERLY 
UTILIZE PERSONNEL AND 
EQUIPMENT AVAILABLE. IN 
EMERGENCY REAL TIME SIUA 
TIONS WHEN TBC AND IBM 
PERSONNEL ARE NOT ON DnTY, 
LV MUST HAVE AT LEAST 6 
HOURS NOTICE TO SUPPORY 
WHITE ROOM OPERATIONS AND 
IT MUST BE COORDINATED WITH 
THE TEST SUPERVISOR, 
-82 201 
"3 DAY 
iC HRS 
20' 0' 
i8 i CLTC tVTS LV POWER IS ON: 
Pa I~N 4/I) A.AKC COW M 1./~.II~gIV 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 50 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 iE9 NO SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
TIME COMM.H. EQUENCE COMMANDSTA RESPONSESTA- DESCRIPTION - REMARKS 
-82 00
 
-3 DAY!
 
10 HRI
 
0 0' 
NOTE
 
ASTRO COMM CHECKS WITH GSE
 
ON OIS CHANNELS-I8, 182o 212o
 
214; 223, AND SPECIAL AUDIO
 
CIRCUITSASTRO LAUNCH, KSC
 
AEROMED PRIVATE, MS PRIVATE,
 
FLIGHT DIRECTOR AND CAP COMM
 
ARE SCHEDULED FOR THE NEXT
 
8 HOURS;
 
.81530
 
-3 DAY
 
9 HRE 
301 0' 
i8 i MSTC CYTS 	 REOUEST '9A,9 ENVIRONMENTAL.CHAMBER BE
 
DISCONNECYED FROM SC FOR BC
INSTAL4ATION:,
 
1 i81 2 CVTS. CLTO 	 DISCONNECT SA,9 ENVIRONMENTA. CHAMBER
 
FROM SO FOR OPC INSTALLATION,
 
"81j 5
 
-3 DAY
 
9 HR 
15' 0"
 
i8i 1.OLTC CVTS 	 SA;9 ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER HAS BEEN
 
DISCONNECTED:
 
MSCfJm 23t810 (ItV A1711 	 HAI KSCCOMI AFRkI 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 51 
-- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-440OR 
=un," ORIGINAL VEHtCE SKYLAB R 
INA 
O 
CH. 
E COMMAND STA. RESPONSESTA DESCRIFTION REMARKS 
-T 00 
•3 	 DAY 
9 HR1 
i i j ovis CTNS 	 VERIFy THAT PLIGHT CODE PLUGS ARE
 
AVAILABLE IN ROOM 4P;
 
80 05 
-3 DAY 
9 HR 
91 01 
.8. 
 :i cVvS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR 
THE LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND 
CARRIER FOR DRSCS PREPS: PROTECTION 
IS NOT REQUIRED:
I 
II 
ic 00Y 
1-3 DAY 
9 NRS 
0' 
i 1.8i i CLYC eVvS 	 OBTAIN CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL RANGE 
9AFElY COMMAND CARRIER$ 
(PROTECION IS NOT REQuIRED;) 
{8{ 2 CVTS CLTC 	FLIGHT CODE PLUGS ARE AVAILABLE IN
 
ROOM 4P8;
 
1,77 20
 
v-3 DAYS
S 	NRS 
20' 0"
 
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LVI LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER 
FOR DRSOS GSS LOSED LOOP TEST; 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED: 
I 
I ~	 NAASLO4 
ORIGINAL PAGE ISF POOR QU T---
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 52 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-404OOR 
REVISOXORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
TIME 
_ _ _ 
COMM-CH. 
SEUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE SETUEN.E5 STA. DESCRIPION REMARKS 
;3 DAY!
 
5 HR'
15' 0' 
ii 1 CLtC CVTS LV PROCEEDING WITH LV DRSCS GSE TEST;
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRI'NG OP THE LOCAL
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRI.ER,
 
(PROYECTION IS REQUIRED )
 
REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESYROCT SYST9M 
ENABLE KEY TO CLVN; 
i8i 2 CVTS tPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN,
 
{8{ 3 CPSS CVTS DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASES
 
TO CLVN: 
NOTE
 
THE. DETA-ILED SEQUENCES.
 
FOR YHE DRSCS GSE CLOSED 
LOOP TEST ARE IN THE LV
 
PROCEDURE t
 
-77 00
 
-3 DAYS 
i8i CLte CVTS LV DRSCS GSE TEST IS COMPLETE;
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED
 
TO cPSS:
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS

orFF
 
iBi 2 CPSS CVTS DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED, 
T
iBi 3 CLTC £VTS REQUEST RANGE o SUPPORT DOSCS PREPS 
.ON CH, 264: 
X-COmmmau "70)11V./! NASA KSCCOM APRil1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 53
 
TES NO SV-400ORSATE AUGUST 22 197 LAUNCH OPERATIONS. SKYLAB RREVIION ORIGINA L VEHICLE 
TIME comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPION REMARKS 
CH. STA STA. 
-77 00 CONTINOED
 
-3 DAY:
 
5 HRS 
i8i 4 CVTS SRO 	 LV DRSCS GSE CLOSED LOOP TEST IS
 
COMPLETE;
 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS OFF;
 
.STANDBY ON OH, 264 FOR 	LV ORSCS PRfPS,
 
1-76 20
 
.3 DAY!
 
4 HRI
 
201 0'
 
i8i I CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER:
 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED:
 
STANDBY ON CH, 261 FOR LV DRScS RANGE
 
CLOSED LOOP TEST WITH FLIGHT CODE
 
PLUGS,
 
-76 15
 
-3 DAY
 
4 HR 
151 0'
 
i i CLTC CVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING OP THE LOCAL
 
, RANGE SAFSTY COMMAND CARRIeR;
 
(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED;)
 
VERIFY RANGE IS READY VO SOPPORT DRSCS
 
CLOSED LOOP TEST WITH FLIGHT CODE
 
PLOGS ON CH, 201,
 
iBi 2 CLTC tVTS 	 REoUEST CpSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEY TO eLVN;
 
i8s 3 CVTS CPSS 	 RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN;
 
NASA SC C l APR1( RM 7" fR V 411 
54 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 
{)AT" AUUST22p 	 SV-40400R973TEST 	 NO. 
DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB 
RevisioN ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLABR 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKSCH. STA STA 
-76:15 CONTINUE)
 
-3 DAYc
 
4 HQE
 
15' 0' 
181 4 CPSS CVTS 	 DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED
 
TO CLVN.
 
NOTE
 
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES
 
FOR THE DRSCS RANGE
 
CLOSED LOOP TEST ARE IN
 
THE.LV PROCEDURE.
 
-76:00
 
-3 DAYS
 
4 HRS
0' 0' 	 " 
181 1 CLTC CVT; 	 LV DRSCS TEST IS COMPLETE. 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED 
TO CPSS.
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COM'AND CARRIER IS
 
OFF.
 
181 2 CPSS CVTS 	 DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED.
 
181 3 CVTS SRO 	 LV DRSCS RANGE CLOSED LOOP TEST IS
 
COMPLETE.
 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS OFF.
 
LV DRSCS SUPPORT IS NO LONGER REnUIRED.
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 55 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-40400R 
REVIsIo ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATION'S VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COmm.CH. SEQUENCESQUENCCH. COMMAND STA. RESPONSE STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
-75:35 
-3 DAYS 
3 MRS 
35' 0' 
181 1 CVTS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR.CSM 
FREQUENCIES 2106.4, 2272.5, 2287.5, 
259.7 AND 296.8 MHZ. 
-75:30 
-3 DAYS 
3 HRS 
30, 0' 
181 1 CLTC CVTS LV STACE POWER IS OFF. 
131 1 MSTC CVTS CSM PYRO BUSSES WTLL BE ARMED. 
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR CSN RF 
UHF 2106.4, 2287.5 A'iD 2272.5 PlHZ; 
VHF-AM 259.7 AND 296.8 MHZ. 
CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF. 
GMIL SUPPORT IS REQUIRED ON CH. 214. 
181 3 CVTS GMIL STANDBY ON CH. 214 TO SUPPORT CS" RF 
CHECKS. CLEAR TO BRING UP THE CSt4 
UHF COMMAND CARRIER WHEN REOUESTED. 
CSM COMMAND DECODER WILL REMAIN OFF. 
KEEP CVTS ADVISED OF CARRIER STATUS. 
VV-. FORM 23 RIO IREV 4171, NASA KSC-COMI APR It 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE' 56 
PAME. AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-4040OR 
REVISION OR I G I NAL 'LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEIHICE 
TIME Comm. 	 SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE
 
SQ N STA STA. DESCRIPTION
 
,73 30i CONTINUED 
3 HR­
301 0
 
NOT.E
 
OSH IS SCHEDULE TO 
ACCOMPLISH POWER ON STRAY 
VOLTAGE CHECKS FOR THE
 
NEXT 4 HOURS.
 
-75 00
 
-3 DAYS
 
3 HRS
 
O f 0!, {8O MStC
o i CVTS 	CLEAR TO SECURE GH2 HAZARDOUS MONITOR
 
SYSEM;
 
i i 2 CVYS C-TSO 	 SECURE GN2 HAZARDOUS MONITbR SYSTEM;
 
i8i 3 	 OTSC CVS GH2 HAZARDOUS MONITOR SYSTEM SECURED;
 
-73 00
 
"s DAYS
 
I HR
 
18i . MSTC CVTS 	REOUEST SC ORDNANCE BE DELIVERED TO 
MSS LOW RISE ELEVATOR BY T;7 30; 
i8i 2 CVTS epSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR SUPPOFUT TO
 
DELIVER SO ORDNANCE TO PAD 0:
 
{8i. 3 CVTS CTSC 	DELIVER SC ORDNANCE 7O PAD B MSS LOW H
 
RISE ELEVATOR IN 90 MINUTES;
 
tk-",23 gr[ 4'11
fU 
 pAa;I
 NASA XSCVCL A 
57 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAGE 
OtE- AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO S-:040o R 
REVISION OR IGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONSVEHICf SKYLAB P. 
TIME COMM COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-72 	 30 
-3 DAYS
 
0 HRS
 
i.8i I. CVTS OLTO 
MSTC VERIFY READY FOR SA-Q ENVIRONMENTAL 
I CHAMBER CONNECTION IN 30 MINUTES; 
-72 DO!
 
-3 DAYS'
 
0 HRS
 
O' 0"
 
{B I MSTC CVTS REOUEST.SAQ9 ENVIRONMENTAL
I 	 CHAMBER BE CONNECTED; 
i8i" 2 CVTS CLTC CONNECT SA.9 ENVIRONMENTAL
 
I ICHAMBER: 
i
 
- 71 	45 
I 
2

- DAYS
 
23 WR
 
Off
491 
I fBi j CLTC CvTS 	 SA;9 ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER HAS BEEN 
CONNECTED: 
r,71 30
 
2 DAYS
 
123 	HRS 
0 I 
0" ± MSTC CVTS 	 PYRO ARM SWITCH GUARD IS INSTALLED'
 
' 	 CSH PYRO BUSSES ARE SAFE,
 
CSM RF (VHF AND UHF) IS OFF: 
S OGMIL SUPPORT IS NO LONGER REQUIRED: 
t~i 2 GMIL CVTS CSm UWF COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF:
 
3 CVTS OMIL OSM RF SUPPORT IS NO LONGER REQUIRED;
 
r IS ....... 	 _______
 
If
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 58
 
DAE' AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TSTNO SV-404OOR 
kEVISIM ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEATIONS 	 SKYLAB RVEHICLE 
TIME Comm. E COMMAND 	 RESPONSECH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-71 30 CONTINUED
 
,2 DAYS
 
23 MRS
 
30' 0"i 
181 4 CVTS SRO 	 CSM RF IS OFF;
 
{81 5 CTSC CVTS 	 SC ORDNANCE RAB SEEN DELIVERED TO THE
 
M1S LOW RISE ELEVATOR'
 
8i 4 O6VS ST 	 SC ORDNANCE HAS BEEN DELIVERED TO THE 
MS9 LOW RISE ELEVATOR: 
.7i o
 
;2 DAYS
 
23 HRS
 
of O"
 
i i j MSTC QVTS 	 CLEAR THE CONTROL AREAS FOR 
CSM SMALL ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS, 
0SM IS POWERED DOWN;
 
isi 2 OVYS VVSO 	 PROVIDE FIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR
 
SPACE VEHICLE ORDNANCE OPERATIONS.
 
i8i 3 cVTS ALL NON;ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
EM CLEAR THE PAD 0 CONTROL ARUAS FOR"SM
 
PA 	 SMALL ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS,
 
THE CONTROL AREAS FOR 
a 0 SMALL ORDNANCE 
HOOKUP OPERATIONS 
oCONSISTS OF SApa'; SA;Q 
AND MSS LEVELS 4 AND 5; 
NASACKCOM APT ISC OWt 23 BRW 4j711 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PA E 59 
DAII U U T 2, 17 TESTNO aR 
AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYL R
 
CtV,.1,l ORIGINALV.,L
 
TIME COMM. J COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIP71ON 	 REMARKS 
CH. STA.IME SEQUENCE STA. 
w71 00 CONTINUED
 
-2 DAYS
 
23 HRS
 
0t 
0" 
16! 4 CVTS CPSS 	 CLEAR ALL NONESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM
 
THE CONTROL AREAS FOR CSM SMALL
 
ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS:
 
-70 30
 
2 DAYS
 
22 MRS
 
30' o"
 
1 CVTS TURN RF 	SILENCE SWITCH ON'
 
{I 2 CVTS RF SILENCE IS NOW IN EFFECT ON THE 
EM - SPACE VEHICLE AT PAD 8: 
PA 
ls 3 CPSS CVS CLEAR TO START CSM SMALL ORDNANCE 
WOOKUP OPERATIONS; 
i.{ 4 - CVS MSTC START CSN SMALL ORDNANCE HOOKUP H 
I 	 OPERATIONS; 
RF SILENCE IS IN EFFECT ON THE SPACE
 
VEHICLE UNTIL Y;54 3,
 
e64 30
 
1-2 DAYS
 
16 HRS30' 0"
 
I. C.LTC eVyS LV APPLYINQ POWER;
 
-64 20
 
;2 DAYS
 
16 HRS
 
20' 0" 
i. 	 1 04C0 CVTS REoUEST CPSS TO RELEASE TCS ARM KEy 
TO C3SP: 
I *1,f71 111,v,1V 4,7" 	 NA, %CCOM M11 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 60
 
DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 

REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM. UN COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. ISUENCE STA STA. 
o64 20 CONTINUED 
-2 DAYS 
16 HRS 
20' On 
{8i 2 CVtS CPSS 
{S{ 3 CPSS CVTS 
-64 00 
-2 DAYS 
16 HRSOf Oil 
8, OLTC CUTS 

2 TPAD 

2 CVTS CpSS 

i8i 3 CVTS CYSO 

i8i 4 CLTC CVTS 

j8j 5 CVTS CTSC 

I63 45 
-2 DAYS­
5 NRSj 
4?0" 
iBi I CLYC CVTS 
TESTNO SV-N40'OR 
LAUNCH'OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
RELEASE TCS ARM KEY T0 C38G,
 
TCS ARM KEY RELEASED TO C3SP;
 
REQUEST CTSO START SEIB MPERGOL-

CARTRIDGE DELIVERY,', CARTRIDGES
 
ARE 70 BE DELIVERED TO THE
 
LEVEL EAST ELEVATOR;
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR SUPPORT TO
 
DELIVER SmIB HYPERGOL CARTRIDGES TO
 
PAD B,
 
DELIVER So B HYPERGOL CARTrIDGES M
 
TO PAD LEVEL, PAD Bo EAST
 
ELEVATOR IN 30 MINUTES:
 
PROVIDE VIREMANK BUNKER SUITED, AT TOP
 
OF PEDESTAL IN 30 MINUTES TO SUPPORT
 
WYPERGOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION.
 
PROVIDE FIREMAN, BUNKER SUITED; AT TOP
 
OF PEDESTAL IN 30 ,MINUTES TO SUPPORT
 
HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION;
 
READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREA FOR
 
S-i8 HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION,
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	­
,r AUGUST 22, 1973 
;j~flJCN ORIGINAL 
TIME Comm.Cit SEQUENC COMMANDSTA. 
-63 45 CONTINUED
 
-2-DAYS
 
I5 MRS
 
45' O"
 
[8I 2 cVYS 

EM 

PA 

i8i 3 CVTS 
S8i 4 CLTC 
I 
i8i 5 CVTS 
6j3 302 DAYS 
15 MRS 
0' 0" 
i8i 1 CLYOC 
RESPONSESTA 

CPSS 

CVTS 

CpSS 

CYTS 

RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAGE 61
 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4MOR 
VEHI SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
ALL NON.ESSENTIAL !ERSONNEL ARE TO
 
CLEAR THE PAD B CONTROL AREA FOR SJIB
 
HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE !NSTALLaTION,
 
* 	 THE CONTROL AREA FOR 0 
o 	 S.B HNPERGOL eARYR1RGE * 
o 	 INSTALLATION CONSISTS a 
* 	 OF THE TOP OF THE 
0 	 PEDESTAL AND ML ZERO
 
LEVEL;
 
CLUAR ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PEUSONNEL
 
FROM THE CONTROL AREA FoR SvIB
 
HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION;
 
REoUEST A so FOOT RADIUS BE CLEARE0
 
AROUND THE ML EAST ELEVATOR AT THE
 
GROUND AND ML ZERO LEVEL FOR LV
 
ORDNANCE DEL1VSRY;
 
CLEAR A 50 FOOT RADIUS AROOND THE ML
 
EAST ELEVATOR AT THE GROUND AND ML
 
ZERO LEVEL FOR LV ORDNANCE DELIVERY;
 
REQUEST CTSC START LV ORDNANCE
 
DELIVERY; ORDNANCE IS TO 01 DULIVgRED
 
TO PAD LEVEL EAST ELEVATOR:
 
i8i 2 CVTS epSS" 	VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR SUPPORT TO
 
DELIVER LV ORDNANCE TO PAD B:
 
ORIGINAL PAIY§OF POOR QUALITy 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DE. AUGUST 22, 1973 
REw UORIGINAL 

TIME COMM. COMMANDHE SEQUENCE STA. 
-63 30 CONTINUED 
-2 DAYS 
15 HRS 
301 0" 
18i 3 CVTS 
i~i 4 CTSC 
RESPONSESTA. 
CTSC 

CVTS 

8is 5 OVTS- CLTC 
f8i 6 CPSS CVTS 
i81 7 VCTS CLTC 
-63 00 
-2 DAYS 
i5 HRSOf 0"1 
i8i 1 CTSC VTS 
iBi 2 CVtS CLTC 
ifBi 3 CLYC CYTS 
iBi 4 CLYC CVTS 
8 5 COS MSTC 
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 62
TESTNO SV-4040oRLAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
DCRIPION REMARKS 
DELIVERY LV ORDNANCE TO PAB LEVEL, 
PAD B, EASY ELEVATOR IN 30 MINUES: 
SIB HYPERGOL CARTRIDGES HAVE BEEN 
DELIVERED TO THE PAD LEVEL',' PAD B, 
8EASTELEVATOR, 
SvIB HYPERGOL eARTRIDGES HkVE BEEN 
DELIVERED TO THE PAD LEVEL EAST 
ELEVATOR: 
CLEAR TO START SoIR HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE 
INSTALLATION, 
START SoIB HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE 
INSTALLATION: 
H 
H 
LV ORDNANCE HAS BEEN DELIVERED TO. THE 
PAD LEVEL; PAD el EAST ELEVATOR, 
LV ORDNANCE HAD BEEN DELIVERED TO THE 
PAD LEVEL EAST ELEVATOR: 
READY To CLEAR THE CONTROL AREAS FOR 
LV ORDNANCE INSTALLATION, 
LV POWER HAS BEEN APPLIED; LV 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING AND LV/SC 
INTERFACE CONTROLLED SWITcAING IS NOW 
IN EPFECT' 
LV POWER IS ON' CONTROLLED SWITCHING 
ACROSS THE Lv/Sc INTERFACE IS NOw IN 
EFFECT; 
11immc, M t 11) NASAXSCCOTA1A I AlT 11 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 63 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TRY ABOR 
REVISION ORIGINALVEHICLE 
COMM. SEUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CH. STA. 5TA. 
-63 00 CONTINUED 
-2 DAYS 
15 HRS 
flI 0ll 
181 6 CTS CONTROLLED SWITCHING ON TN LV AND 
EM 
PA I 
ACROSS THE LV/SC 
EFFECT AT PAD B; 
INTERFACE IS NOW IN 
SWITCHING REQUESTS ARE TO BE 
COORDINATED THROUGH TEST CONDUCTORS 
WltH CVTS: 
RF SILENOE IS STILL IN EFFECT.AT 
PAD B, 
8i 7 COVS MSTC SHOPS WILL BE CHANGED FROM 2;SWITCW, 
1-VALVE MODE TO 2-SWITCH MODE, 
.8i B CVTS CLTC CHANGE THE SMDPS FROM 2eSWITCH; 
iNVALVE MODE TO 2aSW!TCH MOD REPORT 
WHEN COMPLETEt 
i8l 9 CVTS ALL NON;ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO 
Em CLEAR THE PAD A CONTROL AREAS FOR SV 
PA ORDNANCE INSTALLATION; 
I 0*4***W**ARN! N***O*** 
a THE CONTROL AREAS FOR * 
* LV ORDNANCE a 
o IWSTALLATION CONSISTS * 
a OF TH HL; 'MSS, PAD 
* APRON AND FLAME TREN W * 
ii 10 CVTS ePSs CLEAR ALL NONeESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM 
THE CONTROL AREAS FOR V ORDNANCE 
INSYALLATION: 
jii CLTC WETS SMDPS IS IN 2w8WITCH MODE; 
16i 12 CVTS MSTC SMOPS IS IN 2nGWITCH MODE, 
P 1 ilM I AD [P V Ait]NMIA KSCCOWI API/fl 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 64 
OATE 
REVISI 
AUGUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TESTNO 
VEH[CLE 
SV-4040OR 
SKYLAB R 
COMM.CH. SUENCE COMMANDSTA. RESPONSESTA. DESCfIPOl EMARKS 
-62 30 
-2 DAYS 
14 HRS 
30' 0" [8i i CLYC CVTS Sd0 HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION 
IS COMPLETS, RELEASE FIREMAN' 
i i 2 CVS ePSS S-! HYPERQOL CARTRIDGE INSTALLATION 
IS COMPLETE, 
VERIFY READY'TO RELEASE FIREMAN 
SUPPORT PROM S;I8 HYPERGOL CARTRIDGE 
INSTALLATION: 
lai 3 CVTS CYSO SwIB'HYPRRGOL CARTRIDGE IN8TALlATIDN 
IS COMPLETE, RELEASE FIREMAN SUPPORT 
FROM SsIB HYPERGOL CARTRIDOE 
INSTALLAI1ON 
181 4 CPSS CVTS CLEAR TO START LV 
INSTALLATION: 
ORDNANCE 
t8t 5 CVTS CTC START LV ORDNANCE INSTALLATION: H 
-59 30 
-2 DAYS 
li HRS 
301 0", 
6i i. 'STC CVTS OSM SHALL ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS 
ARE COMPLETE: 
REOU5ST CRS CLEARANCE TO START CSM 
HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS; 
oocoeo*4*WARNING**oo**r* 
a TmE CONTROL AREAS FOR 
o SV ORDNDNCE OPERATIONS 
a CONTINUES TO CONSIST OF 
THO ML; MSS, PAD APRON 
a AND FLAME TRENCH 
a 
o 
a 
a 
6 
E FM 23 618 {(N 4171 N KECCO APE I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEICLE 
 PAGE 65
 
OATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
 TESTNO.
 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SV-4OR
 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSECH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-59 30 CONTINUED
 
"2 DAYS
 
ii HRS
 
i8i 2 COVTS OPSS 	 CS SMALL ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS

ARE COMPLETE:
 
VERIFY CPSS CLEARANCE TO START 08M
 
HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP OPERATIONS;
 
j8j 3 CVTS HSTC 	 START OSM HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP H
 
OPERATIONS:
 
-57 -45
 
-2 DAYS 
9 HRS 
•45f 0
 
j8i . CVTS CPSS VERIFY SAFETY IS READY TO MONITOR SA
 
FUNCTIONALS;
 
i8i 2 CVTS CLTC OPOS IS ON STATION FOR S&A FUNCTIONALS:
 
-57 30
 
-2 DAYS' 
9 HRS
 
301 0"
 
?ai j CLTO eVTS REQUEST LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACAOSSTHE LV/SO INTERFACE BE LIFTED FOR LV
 
POWER DOWN .OERATIONS,
 
i8i 2 OVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO LIFT LV CONTROLLED
 
SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE
 
FOR LV POWER DOWN OPERATIONS:
 
i81 3 CVTS MSTC 	 LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACROSS THE
 
LVJSC INTERFACE IS BEING LIFTED FOR
 
LV POWER DOWN OPERATIONS,
 
NAAK(C(JA*! 
Jfl( (bR. 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 
 PAGE 66 
DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-404OOR 
REVISION OR I G I NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
TIME comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CH 5TA. STA. 
-57 30 CONTINUED 
-2 DAYS 
9 HRS 
30' 0" 
f 8 4 CVTS CONTROLLED SWITCHING INCLUDING
 
EM SWITCHING -ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE
 
PA IS LIFTED FOR LV POWER DOWN
 
OPERATIONS A? PAD 8;
 
RF SILENCE IS STILL IN EFFECT AT 
PAD B, 
iBi 5 CVTS CL C POWER DOWN THE LV,
 
151
'57 
-2 DAYS 
9 HRS 
i5' 0" 
i8 ±I CLYC CVTS LV STAGE POWER IS OFF, 
LV READY TO RESUME CONTROLLED
 
SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC.
 
INTERFACE;
 
i8i 2 CVTS MSTC LV STAGE POWER IS OFF:
 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACROS8 THE LV)SC

INTERFACE IS NOW IN EFFECTt
 
.Bi 3 CVTS CONTROLLED SWITcHING INCLU5ING
 
EM CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACROSS THE LVSC
 
PA INTERFACE IS IN EFFECT AT PAD S;
 
RF SILENCE IS STILL IN EFFECT AT
 
PAD B,
 
ORIGINAj PAGE Is
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
K(CrFO fBIR I V 4/011 NASAIKSCOME MEII 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 67
DATE. AUUSDATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISIO ORIGINAL 
IME COMM, SEQUENCE COMMAND 
CH STA. 
-56 0O.
 
-2 DAYS
 
8 HRS
 
Of oil 
i8i ± CLYC 

i8i 2 CVTS 

i8i 3 CVTS 

*LVSSCZ 

i8i 4 OVTS 

EM 

PA 

I 

18 5 CVTS 

.81 6 CLTC 

04 '7 CVTS 

,8i 8 CVtS 

RESPONSE 
STA. 

CVTS 

CPSS 

MSTC 

CLTC 

CVyS 

CPSS 

MSTC 

SV-,0 60LAUNCH OPERATIONS 7EST"0 sv-40400R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
REQUEST LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACROSS
 
THE LV/SC INTERFACE BE LIFTED FOR'S.IB
 
POWER UP OPERATIONS,
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO LIFT LV CONTROLLED
 
SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE
 
FOR Su8 ,POWER UP OPERATIONS.
 
LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACQOSS THE
 
'INTERFACE IS BEING LIFTED FOR
 
S."18 POWER UP OPERATIONS,
 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING INCLUDING
 
CONYROLLED SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV*SC
 
INTERFACE IS LIFTED FOR S0 IB POWER UP
 
OPERATIONS AT PAD 8
 
RF SILENCE IS STILL IN EFFECT AT PAD B
 
POWER UP THE S;ja;
 
LV ORDNANCE 4NOTALLATION 19-VOMPLEtE, 
READY TO REMOVE LV CONTROLLED 
SWITCHING: 
LV ORDNANCE INSTALLATION IS COMPtETE;
 
VERIFY READY TO REMOVE.LV OONTROLL5D
 
SWITCHING;
 
LV ORDNANCE INSTALLATIONS IS COMPLETE,
 
LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING IS ENDED;
 
LV)SC INTERFACE CONTROLLED SWITHWING
 
IS -STILL IN EFFECT,
 
XsEFCM,3t 8IRIV4/11; NA ESCO APR'I 
I SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 68 
DATE 
REVISIO 
AUGUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TESTNO. 
VEHICLE 
SV-40400R 
SKYLAB R 
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSEMARK 
TIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
-56 00 CONT1!UED
 
,2 DAYS
 
8 HRS
 
a"
Of 

i8i 9 CVTS LV ORDNANCE OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETE;

EM 
pA LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING IS ENDED At 
PAD S; 
Rr SILENCE AND LV/SC INTERPACE 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING ARE S91LL IN
 
EFFECT AT PAD 8:
 
-55 30
 
"2 DAYS
 
7 0"30' HRS
8s i MSTC CVTS 	 CSM HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP I CONPLETE;
 
READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREA FOR
 
CS0'REMOTE RGSISTANCE CHECKS:
 
18i 2 CVTS ALL NON;ESSENIAL PgRSONNEL ARE TO
 
EM CLOAR THE PAD 8 CONTROL ARHA FOR C0M
 
OA -REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECKS,
 
THE CONTROL AREA FOR a 
o 091 REMOTE RESISTANOE * 
p CHECKS UONSISTS OF TE 0 
a AREA CONtINED BY THE * 
o COMPLEX PERIMETER 
o PENCE;a
a3 	 a 
8i 3 COVS CPSS 	 CSM HEAVY ORDNANCE HOOKUP IS0COPLTE,
 
CIBAR ALL NONOSSENIIAL PERSONNEL
 
FROM THE CONTROL AREA FOR CSM REMOTE
 
RESISTANCE CHECKS; SC PERSONNEL ARE
 
TO REMAIN IN COMPARTMENT IA;
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	 - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 69 
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPTSNATIONS SKYLR 
*WSt ORIGINAL VEHICIE 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
TCME OH. SEQUENCESTA.TA. 	 DECRPTORMAK 
L55 00
 
-2 DAYS 
7 MRS
 
0' 0"
 
i8i $ CPSS CVTS 	 CLEAR To START CSi REMOTE
 
RESISTANCE CMECKS.
 
18{ 2 CVTS MS?O 	 START CSM REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECK: H
 
• 4 3D
 
-2 DAYS
 
6 HRS
 
30' 0"
 
j8iI MStC OVYS 	 CSM REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECKS ARE 
COMPLETE; 
CONTROLLED AREA MAY BE OPENED FOR 
NORMAL WORK; VERIFY WHEN OPEN: 
RF SILENCE I NO LONGER 	REQUIRED;
 
CHANGE SMDPS FROM 2-SW.ITCH MODE TO
 
2-SWITCHM ± VALVE MODE AND VERIFY;
 
HAVE SUPPORT PICKUP SC ORDNANCE SPARES 
IAT MSS.LOW RISE ELEVATOR, 
t8 2 CVTS CPSS 	 OSM REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECKS ARE
 
COHPLETE;
 
VERFIY READY ?O OPEN TRE CONTROLLED
 
AREA FOR NORMAL WORK;
 
VERIFY READY T0 RELEASE FIRE AND
 
MEDICAL 9UPPOR? FROM SPACE VEPICLE
 
ORDNANCE OPERATIONS.
 
3 CVTS TURN R! SILENCE SWITCH OFF;
 
K~r IOtM ~ 511 ~rv 	 N SIC COin MWI 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 70 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 973 LAUNCHOPATIONS NO. SV-40OR 
REVISIO ORIGINAL VE1ICLE SKYLAB 
TIME COMM. UENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE 
CH. STA STA. DISCII 	 REMARKS 
-54 50 CONTINOED 
"2 DAYS 
6 HRS 
30' 0i
 
181 4 CVTS 0SM REMOTE RESISTANCE CHECKS ARE
 
EM COMPLETE,
 
PA
 
RF SILENCE AND CONTROLEDSWITCHING
 
ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFAOE ARE ENDED
 
AT PAD 9:
 
THE PAD B OONTROLLED AREA IS OPEN POR
 
NORMAL WORK;
 
{8j 5 CVTS eLTC 	 CHANGE SHOPS FROM 24SWITCH MODE TO 
2wSWITCN, 1VALVE MODE: REPORT WHENCOMPLETE,
 
i:j 6 CVTS MSTC 	 THO. CNTR0LLE AREA AS OPEN FR0 NOAMAL
 
i8i 7 CVTS CTSc	SC ORDNANCE OPRRATIONS ARE COMPLETE-

THE CONYROWLID.AREA IS OPEN FOR
 
NORMAL WORKt
 
PICKUP SC ORDNANCE SPARES AT MSS LOW
 
RISE ELEVATOR,
 
RELeASE VIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT PFOM
 
OPACE VEHICLJ ORDNANCE OPERATIONS:
 
18i 8 CLtC CVTS 	 SMDPS IS IN .2qWITCH, t-VAUVE MODE:
 
18 9 CVTS MSTC 	 SMDPS IS IN 2SWITCH, 1;VALVE MODE"
 
-52 30
 
-2 DAYS
 
4 HRS 
30' o" 	 ORIG.Aj 
i8i 1 MSTC CVOS 	 0SM POWER IS ON: O JPAGI 
LSC 155.5~I SI (IS ~ 	 NSk ESCCOlA AP511 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 71 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 TES0No 
'ERSIONN LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-404ORORIGINAL 
 VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIE COMM. CMADRSOS ECITO EAK 
TIM CH. SEQUENCE STA. RESONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSSOMMAND TA. 
-52 00
 
-2 DAYS
 
4 HRS0' 0"
 
lei i MSTC OVTS 	 REQUEST CLEARANCE TO TRANSPORT L12
 
AND L02 DEIARS TO PAD B
 
jai 2 OVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO TRANSPORT LH2 AND
 
L02 DEWARS TO PAD B;
 
1Sf 3 CVTS MSTC 	 TRANSPORT LH2 AND L02 DEWARS TO PAO B, H
 
-51 30
 
-2 DAY
 
3 HRS
 
3o 0"
 
8 MSTC CVTS 	 CLEAR CONTROL AREAS FOR LH2 DEWAR
 
TRANVFER TO MSS LEVEL 4A AND L02 DEWAR
 
TRANSFER TO MSS 612 FOOT LEVEL;
 
CONVISURE ELSVATORS FOR 	TRANSFER;
 
REQUEST ORSS CLEARANCE 	FOR TRANSFER;
 
REQUEST GH2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM BE
 
ACTIVATED,
 
SEND SENZ TO CH: 222;
 
{si 2 CVtS CPSS 	CLEAR THE CONTROL AREAS FOR ARRIVAL 
OF LN2 AND L02 DEWARS AND 0OSITIONINQ 
ON SERVICE SRUCTURE DEWARS ARE T0 
BE MOVED IN SERIES; 
MAINTAIN CONTROL AREA AROUND DEWAR
 
CONVOY;
 
ji 3 CVTS EvSc 	 CONFIGURE AND OPERATE MSS LOW AND
 
HIOW RISE ELEVATORS FOR LHN DEWAR
 
TRANSFER TO MS8 LEVEL 4A,
 
ACTIVATJ 0H2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM:
 
HAVE SEHZ REPORT TO MTPE ON CN; 22ak
 
NASA XSCtW. Ir 11 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 72 
QAIF AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESTNO SV-40OOOR 
REV,,cI, ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
REVISI~~n 	 VEHICLE S Y A 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. STA STA. DESCRIPION REMARKS 
-51 30- CONTINUED 
"2 DAY 
3 HRS 
30 O" 
18" 4 CTSC CV S GH281S5 CVtS MSTC 0H2 HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM IS ACTIVE; HAZARD MONITOR SYSTEM IS ACTIVEl, 
-5i 00 
;2 DAYS 
3 HRS 
0' Of" 
i TRANSFER LH2 DEWAR TO 
LEVEL 4A, 
j6i CPSS CVTS CLEAR TO 	 MSS 
i8i 2 OVTS MSTC 	 TRANSFeR LH2 DEWAR TO MSS LEVEL 4A: H 
NOTE
 
LH2 DEWAR W,ILL GO TO MSS
 
LEVEL 4A; LOX DEWAR
 
HANDLING WILL START IN
 
PARALLEL WITH LH2 DEWAR
 
AS SOON AS THE HIGP RISE
 
ELEVATOR STARTS UP:
 
BACKUP DUWARS WILL BE HELD
 
IN PAD STORAGE AREAS,
 
-50 30 
-2 DAY 
2 MRS 
30' 0"
 
i0i i. MSTC CvTS 	 REQUEST CPSS OPEN MSS LEVEL 44 WITH
 
EXCEPTION OF VICINITY OF DEWARS;
 
.8i 2 CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY READY TO OPEN MSS LEVEL 4A FOR
 
NORMAL WORK WITH EXCEPTION OF VICINITY
 
OF DEWAR$:
 
IK 
K , , Jflh ' JIjI .	 NA',AKS(iI x r ' II(Pt '1 
73 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
AUGST
.,'l . OUGUST 22, 1973 
-- 1y RIGINAL 
Comm CMADRSOS 
lIE CH. SEQUENCE COMMAND 
-50 30 CONTINUED
 
-2 DAY
 
2 HRS
 
i
30' 0"

8i 3 CVS 

-N 

5 0 0
 
;2 DAYSi
 
2 HRS
 
181 I. MStC 

2 CVTS
-Bi 

i8i 3 MSTC 

i8i 4 CVS 

1Bi 5 OVYS 

181 6 CTSC 

-48 00
 
-2 DAYS
 
0 HRS
 
Ot o"
 
lei CVTS 

1 v~
 
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
2, 973rTESTN 
STA. 
MSTC 

9VTS 

CTSC 

CVvS 

CPSS 

MS0 

VYS 

HSTC
 
eLTC
 
CTSO 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTN SV-40400R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
MSS LEVEL 4A IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK
 
WITH EXCEPTION OF VICINITY OFDEWARS,
 
RELEASE MS8 ELEVATORS FROM DEWAR
 
TRANSF;R
 
nELEASE MSS ELEVATORS FROM
 
DEWAR TRANSFER OPERATIONS,
 
REQUES? CPSS CLEARANCE TO FLOW GH2,
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO FLOW G.42 rOR eSM, H
 
CLEAR TO FLOW GW2;
 
019 AND TELEPHONES ARE BEING
 
DISCONNECTED FROM OIS FALLBACK
 
TRAILERS;
 
REQUEST PURGE BOX VALIDATION STATUS;
 
NAAtfkI 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 74 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-bO4 
REVISICo OR I G I NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYELR" 
VEHICLE 
TlS 
__ 
COMH. SEQUENCE 
_ _0.STA COMMAND RESPONSETA. DESCRIPTION REMARMS 
;47 30 
;I DAY
 
23 HRS
 
36' 0"
 
NOTE
 
MSS PLATFORM 3 AND 4 AR
 
CONDITIONING SYSTEMS ARE TO
 
BE POWERED DOWN PRIOR 0
 
STARTING CSM L02 AND LR2
 
SERVICING BOSO WILL
 
COORDINATE SECURING WITH MSTC;
 
o 
ASi OM 3r RE lI NASAXSCCOM AMl 71 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
lATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO sVOOCR 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEPATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
TI COMM COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH SEQUENCE SA. STA DESCRIPION REMARKS 
-47 00a a oa WANIN 4**4** 
-i DAY a 
23 HRS DURING LW2 FLOW, SEHZ 
0t 
O WILL MONITOR HYDROGEN 
* DETECTION SYSTEM METERS * 
* 	 AND INFORM MSTC OF ALL a 
o 	 HYDROGEN INDICATIONS 
* 	SPECIFYING SENSOR I;D;
 
* 	 AND PERCENT GAS 
* 	CONCENYRATION,
o 	 4 
6 SYSTEM SAFETY (PVSS) 
WILL VORIFY READINGS 
* USING A PORTABLE GAS
 
p DETECTOR (A FOUR
 
* 	PERCENT CONCENTRATION
 
* OF HYDROGEN CONSTITUTES 
a AN EXPLOSIVE 
o 	 ATMOSPHERE); a 
* MSTC WILL DIRECT 
a SECURING OF LH2 FLOW 
0 UNDER CONDITIONS OF 
* 	RAPID INCREASE IN H2
 
* CONCENTRATION OR A 
a REPORTED READING a 
a NEARING fOUR PERCEN? AT 
a ANY SENSOR, 
" TIME PERMITTING, MSTC * 
" WILL CONFER WITH PVSS 
" AND MLPC PRIOR TO 
" 	DIRECTING ANY
 
INTERRUPTION OF-FLOW:
 
CVTS WILL DIRECT THE * 
USE OF THE 0N2 DELUGE 
§ PURGE AS SPECIFIED IN 
ii THE SPACE VEHICLE 
a TEST SUPERVISOR 
a EMERGENCY PROCEDURES; 
! TOP NO; SV946101 
* 	 a 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 76
 
OATE AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESTNO SV-4040OR
 
REVISIw ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE SYA 
11M COMM- COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRITION REMARKS 
CH. SEUENCE STA. STA 
;47 O0 CONTINUED
 
-i DAY 
23 HR
 
L
of OI

{SB j MSTC CV?S 	 READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL'AREA POR 
C91 LH2 SERVICING; 
j 	 REOUEST OPSS CLEARANCE TO START LH2 SERVICING:
 
- dNHANGE SMDPS FROM 	2-SNITCNg itVALVE 
} 	 NODE TO 1.814ITCH MODE AND VERIFY,
 
ALL NON-ExPLOSION PROOF 	ELECTRICALEQUIPMENT WAS BEEN DISCONNECTED, 
DfOT
 
SMDPS !$ CONFIGURED FOR
 
lwSW!TOH A? THE COMPLETION
 
OF CONTROL AREA CLEARING:
 
0 L7 0  iBi 2 CVtS 	 CHANGE SMDPS FROM 2 BWITC'7 1VALV@ 
MODE TO 2;SWITCH MODE; REPORT wHE 
COMPLETE:
 
i8i 3 CVS CYSC 	 PROVIDE FIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR
 
CSM ORYO SERVICING;
 
i8i 4 CVTS ALL NON 0ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
EM CLEAR THE PAD 0 CONTROL AREA FOR CSM
 
PA CR9O SERVICING:
 
o a o aa oh NA RN IN G * a a i**** 
THE CONTROL AREA FOR a
 
OSM LOa AND LH2 VANKING *
 
o IS AN i100 FOOT RADIUS A 
a AROUND THE SPACE a 
o VEHICLO, 	 a 
Kt t'CCM23818(REV4171) 	 - NM&KSC CC)M AP111I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAOE 77 
OT: AUGUST 22, TEST S V OR1973 NO. 
RLVISIONORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATION SYLAB R 
TIME SOMM. COMMANrJRUSPONSE 	 RIMARKSQUENCE DDSCRInION 

CH. . STA. i STA.
 
47 06 0"h4TINUED
 
-$ DAY
 
23 HRI
 
0 0'
 
l8i 5 CVTS CpSs 	 CLEAR ALL NONPESSENIAL PERSONNEL PROM
 
rH0 CONTROL AREA FOR CSM CRYO
 
SERVICING: MSC VERIFIES ALL NON.
 
EXPLOSION PROOT ELECTRICAL:EQUIPMENT
 
HAS BEEN DISCONNECTED;
 
i8{ 6 CLYC eVTS "SHDPS IS IN 2vSWZYCH HODE 
-46 00 
1-$ DAY
 
22 HR
04 oft 
i8i j CPSS CVTS 	 CLEAR TO START CSM LH2 SERVICINg; 
CLEAR TO CHANGE SMDPS PROM 2;SWITCH 
MODE TO ZSWiteH MODE FOR LH2 
SERVICING:
 
i8i 2 OVTS CLTC CHANGE THE SMDPS FROM 2;SWITOH MODE TO
 
j-SWITOH MODS, REPORT WHEN COMPLE E;
 
i81 3 CLTC tVTS 	 SMDPS IS IN IvSWITDH MODE:
 
i8 4 CVTS MSTC 	 START COM LH2 SERVICING, H
 
SMbPS IS IN THE IeSWITCH MODE;
 
;43 00 
-i DAY 
1.9 HR"
 
i21 i MSTC CVTS 	 READY TO CLEAR CONTROL AREA FOR L0 
DEWAR TRANSFER TO MSS LEVEL Ae 
REOUEST CPSS CLEARANCE FOR TRANSFER; 
'SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PACE
NO SV-4040ORDATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 TEST
78 
EISIO ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R
 
TIME COM SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
"43 00 CONTINUED
 
-i DAY
 
J9 HRE
 
01 01
 
t8t 2 CVTS CPSS 	 CLEAR CONTROL AREA FOR L02.DEWAR
 
TRANSFER TO MSS LEVEL 4A,
 
-42 30
 
-1 DAY
 
18 HRE
 
30, o"
 
308'S t"CPSS CVyS CLEAR TO TRANSFER L02 DEWAR TO MSS
 
LEVEL 4A;
 
{8{ 2 CVtS MSTC TRANSFER L02 DEWAR TO MSS LEVEL 4A: - H 
-4j 30
 
;I DAY
 
17 HRE
 30t 0' 
isi I MSTC CVTS 	 REQUEST CPSS CLEARANCE TO START CSm
 
L02 SERVICING;
 
i8i 2 CVTS tpSs 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO START OSM L02
 
SERVICIN1;
 
i8i 3 CVtS MSTC 	 START CSM L02 SERVICING. H
 
-39 00
 
-i DAY
 
15 HRS
 
Of 0"
 
i8i 1 MSTC CVTS 	 OSM PERSONNEL ARE CLEARING CONTROL
 
AREA;
 
REQUEST CPSE CLEARANCE TO START L02
 
AND LH2 TANK PRESSURIZATION TO LESS
 
THAN 25 PERCENT D,B
 
N S X COMI APR/71KSCFOMfl sT(REV all 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE rAGE 79 
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 TSTNO. SV-40400ROR IEVAS ST 2GI3NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. COMMAND 	 RESPONSI 
T_ _ CH. 5 QUENCE STA. 5 A. DSCRIPTION 	 UMARKS 
-39 00 CONTINUED 
-1 DAY 
15 HR!!0' 0'

V S2 ALL PERSONNEL ARE TO CLEAR THE PAD B
 
EM CONTROL AREA FOR CSM L02 AND LH2 TANK
 
PA PRESSURIZATION TO FLIGHT PRESSURES:
 
I C*a4*0*WARNING#*****Qo**#
 
" THE CONTROL AREA FOR a 
" CSH L02 AND LH2 YANK 
o PRESSURIZATION CONSISTS a 
" OF THE AREA CONFINED BY 
" THE OOMPLEX PERIMEYER a 
a FEN*EI 
18{i 3 OVTS CPSS 	CLEAR ALL PERSONNEL FROM TRE CONTROL
 
AREA FOR CSM L02 AND LH2 TANK
 
PRESSURIZATION To FLIGHT PRESSURES:
 
VERIFY READY TO START L02 AND LH2 
TANK PRESSURIZATION TO LESS THAN 29 
PERCENT D B,
 
8i 4 CVtS HSTC 	 CLEAR TO PROCEED WITH L02 AND LH2 TANK 
PRESSURIZATION TO LESS THAN 25 
PERCENT D:8; 
-38 30
 
- DAY
 
14 HRS
 
30' 0' 
i:i 	 i oPSS eVTS CLEAR To PROCEED WITH cSM L02 AND LH2
 
TANK PRESSURIZATION TO FLIIHT
 
PRESSURES; 
181 2 CVTS MSTC 	 CLEAR To PROeEED WITH 0SM L02 AND LH02 H 
TANK PRESSURIZATION TO FLIUN? 
PRISSURESS 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITy 
'c " IBREV.O1j 	
. KNSCCOSA 2 	 ' MLAfl/I 
' 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE so 
AlE AUGUST 22, 
REVISIONORIGINAL 
1973 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TESTNO SV-40400R 
SKYLAB R 
VEICLE 
IME COMMH. SEQUENCE COMMAN IRESNSETA DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
'35 30 
.1 DAY 
1 HRE 
301 0'l 
ij8 MSTC CvTS CSM CRYO TANK PRESSUR12ATION IS 
CONPLETE: TANK PRESSURES RAVE 
STABILIZED: REQUEST CLEARANCE FOR TWO 
PERSONNEL YO RETURN TO MSS LEVEL 4A TO 
WStABLISH CR7O VENT CAPABILITY: 
81 2 CVTS CPSS CSM CRYO TANK PRESSURIZATION IS 
COMPLETE; TANK PRESSURES RAVE 
STABILIZED: VERIFY CL.EARANCE FOR TWO 
PERSONNEL 70 RETURN TO MSS LEVEL 4A TO 
ESTABLISH CRYO VENT CAPABILITY. 
181 3 OVTS MSTC CLEAR FOR TWO PERSONNEL TO RETURN ?O 
NSS LEVEL 4A TO ESTABLISH CRYO VENI 
CAPABILITY 
i8i 4 MSTC CVTS CONTINUING 02 SURGE TANK 
PR2SSURIZATION; 
READY TO OPEN THE CONTROLLED AREA FOR 
NORMAL WORK EXCEPT FOR THE OM 
INTERIOR; VERIFY WHEN OPEN; 
CHANGE SMDPS TO 2 SWITCH, 
AND VERIPY: 
j;VALVE MODE 
i8i 5 CVIS C OSC N HAZARDOUS CRYO SERVICING 
OPERAT:ONS ARE COMPLETE; 
VERIFY READY TO OPEN TAE CONTROLLED 
AREA FOR NORMAL WORK EXCEPT FOR THE 
CM INTMRJtOR, SLA INTERIOR, IU AND 
SoIVB FORWARD AREAS; 
SMOPS GOING FROM j*SWITcH MODE TO 
2uBWITCH; InVALVE MODE! 
h n I NAA KSC CO. APRtIlhAM f118 4Ill 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE
 
NODATE1 	 TEST 
CI Htf .... LUNCH OPERAYIONS 	 SV-4040ORKYLAB REVISON 
E COMMAND RESPONSETIME COMM. 
REMARK
DESCRIPTION
CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 

-35 30 CONTINUED 
-i DAY 
ii HR' 
30' O' 
{8i 6 cVTS OSM 602 AND H2_CRYO PRESSURIZATION IS
 
sM COMPLETE: CONTINUING 02 SURGE TANK
 
PA PRESSURIZATION:
 
THE PAD B CONTROLLED AREA IS OPEN FOR
 
NORMAL WORK EXCEPT VOR THE CM
 
INTERIOn; SLA INTERIOR' 	IU AND SIVB
 
FORWARD AREAS;
 
iei 7 CVTS CLTC 	CHANGE SDPS FROM iSWTTCN MODE TO
•2094PTEEWITCNH 	 ? IVALVE MODE' REPORT WHEN
 
i8i 8 CVS MSTC 	 THE CONTPOLLED-AREA IS OPEN FoR NORMAL
 
WORK EXCEPT FOR THE CH INTERIORt SLA
 
INERIOR" YU AND S=IVB FORtARD AREAS,
 
8{ 7 CLYC eVTS REQUEST PEWE PERFORM SNIFFER CHECKS
 
IN 714E SLA; IU AND Sa1VB FORWARD
 
AR:AS AND VRIVY OXYGEN, LEVEL IS AT
 
02:5 PRENTN 	 GREAER N
 
CVTS PERFORM SNIFFER IN 

AND SIV FORWARD AREA AND AVE P
 
ADVISE SYSTEMS SANE;Y WHEN OXYGEN
 
LEVEL IS AT 19:5 PERCENT OR GREATER;
 
iBi 9 CLTC CVTS 	 SMOPS IS IN A 2;SWITCH" I-VALVE MODE;
 
i8i 6 CTSC 	 CHELKS THE 5LA, IU
 
i8i 10 CVtS MsTC 	 SMDPS IS IN A 2;SWITCH JVALVE MODE;
 
-35 00
 
-j DAY
 
li HRS
 
i8 MSYC CVTS 	 02 SURGE TANK PRESSUR12AT1ON 19
 
COMPLETE: READY TO OPEN TR9 CM
 
INTERIOR FOR NORMAL WORK, VERIFY
 
WHEN OPEN.
 
, . . 23R.Ilft II I] 	 A KSC COA APR171 
82 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
TENISI uSORIGINAL sl OR 

lIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. STA. STA.
 
-35 00 CONTINUED.
 
- DAY
 
iii HRI
 
of 01
 
i8i 2 CVS CPSS 

i8i 
EM 
PA 
i81 
(81 
3 
4 
5 
OVTS 
CVTS 
CPSS 
MS1C 
CVTS 
i81 6 CVTS CLTC 
MSTO 
i8f 
EM 
DA 
7 CVtS 
(8i 8 evTSTSO 
i81 9 CVTS CLYC 
TESTNO. SV-4040OR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R IG I A LVEHICLE 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
O2SURGE TANK PRESSURIZATION IS
 
COMPLETE;
 
VERIFY READY TO OPEN 1RE CR INTERIOR
 
FOR NORMAL WORK:
 
VERIFY READY To RELEASE FIRE AND
 
MEDICAL SUPPORT FROM CSM ORYO
 
SERVICING:
 
02 SURGE TANK PRESSURIATION IS
 
COMPLETE; THE CM INTERIOR IS OPEN FOR
 
NORMAL WORK;
 
CM INTERIOR IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK;
 
SNIFFER CHECKS ARE COMPLETE; THE SLA
 
INtERIORa IU AND ScIVE FORWARD AREAS
 
ARH OPEN FOR NORMAL WORK,
 
TM 9LA INYERIOR, IU AND S4IVs
 
FORWARD AREAS ARE OPEN FOR NORMAL
 
WORK AT PAD B,
 
THE SLA INTERIOR, IU AND SmIVB
 
FORWARD AREAS ARE OPEN FOR NORMAL
 
WORK,
 
oSM ORYO SERVICING IS 6OMPILEI
 
RELEASE FIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT FflOH
 
0GM CRYO SoRVIeING;
 
REDUCE SA8 Ec ,rLOWRAE TO MINIMUk;
 
REPORT WHEN COMPLETE;
 
OP POOR 21 
QUALIIy 
NSAKSC low AP1-;IKSCFOM28KIRLN 41111 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
- RESCUE VEHICLELAUNCH OPERATIONS ?AOETESTN  83SX&$gx8OI 
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHCLE 
TIME COMM. 
CH. SEUENCE 
COMMAND 
STA. 
RESPONSESTA. DESCRIPlOND. REMARXS 
-35 00 CONTINUED 
-1 DAY 
ii HR, 
NOTE
 
SEOU!NOE 9 Is TO BE
 
COMPLET90 PRIOR To
 
INITIA'TING SEQUENCES 10
 
AND ii:
 
181 iO CVTS OLTO 	 RECONFIGURE, SAC8 ECS "Y" DUOT TO
 
FLIGHT OONPIGURATION: REPOR? WHEN
 
COMPLETE;
 
i i IA COVS MSTO 	 REbONFISURE SA8 ECS CObNDITIONING OUCT

TO FLIGHT CONFIGURATION;
 
$A-8 ES PLOWRATE HAS BEEN REDUCED TO
 
MINIMUM:
 
NOTE
 
SAS ricS "Y" DUCT
 
RECONPFIURATION IS A
 
I HOUR'; 30 MINUTE SCHEDULED
 
TASK:
 
i8 12 CTC CVTS 	 ENDGTO=END COMM CHECKS WILL BE
 
CONDUCTED IN ONE HOUR; REQUIRE ACQESS

TO ALL MCC LONG LINES FOR 2 HOURS;
 
-34 00
 
-.DAY
 
I0 HRS
 
of OTT 
I8 MSTC CvTS 	 REOUEST CPSS CLEARANCE TO RRESSURIZE
 
GN2 SPHERE TO 1405 P91:
 
Kt IM 138[el9 t 	 NA KSCCOMARII(it 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAGE 84 
DArE: AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESTNO. SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
VEHNCLE 
COMM SEUENCE COA MAND RESPONSETIME CH. 	 STA. STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-34 00 CONTINUED
 
;1I DAY
 
10 HRE
 
0' 0'1 
.81 2 CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO PRESSURIZE CSM.
 
0N2 SPHERE TO 1485 PSIG,
 
iBi 3 CVTS MSTC 	 CLEAR To PRESSURIZE GN2 SPHERE TO
 
1485 PSIG
 
jBj 4 CTSC CVTS 	 MOVING LM2 AND L02 DEWARS TO CRYO
 
BLDGS; % AND 2:
 
{Bj B CTSC CVTS 	 CONDUCTING ENDOTO,,END COMM CHECKS,
 
ACCESS TO ALL LONG LIN5S TO HCC FOU
 
2 HOURS IS REQUIRED;
 
k-33 30 
-i DAY 
9301HRSOff 
18i i HStC CvTS 	 RAISE SA8g ECS FLOW RATE TO i5
 
OR ;.B LBS/M!'N
 
[8i 2 CVT-S CLTC 	 INCREASE SM ECS FLOW RATE YO 75 . 
OR 5S LBS/MIN' 
-33 05
 
-1 DAY
 
951 HRSOff 
?8i i CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIA7ION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
 
'
 FREQUENCIES 2106,4. 2272'v57 2287,5
 
259,7 AND 296,3 MHZ AND LV
 
!REqUENCIES 240',2; 2507, 255.,
 
256.t 28:5 AND 450,0 MHZ FOR OMIL
 
ON;STATION CALIBRATION:
 
iBi 2 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
 
FREQUENCY 2287.5 MHZ FOR CIF ANTENNA
 
CALIBRATION;
 
KSClmO I, 81h RLV41711 SNMACOW.APt,71K 
SPACE 	VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIM 	 C SEQUENCE OMMAND 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. 
"3 00 
;1 DAY 
9 HRS
of at' 
18f 1 GMIL 
2 CTSC 
-28 00 
-1 DAY 
4 HRS0' 0"v 
j8i 1 GMIL 
isi 2 CVYS 
i8i 3 CTSC 
tat 4 CVTS 
-26 30 
-i DAY 
2 HRS 
30' 0" 
j11 CVTS 
i{8 2 CLTC 
RESCUE VEHICLE 
. PAGE 
TESTNO. SV-4 850R 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE S Y A 
RESPONSE 
STA. DESCRIPON REMARKS 
UVTS VERIFY.RADIATION CLEARANCE.FOR 
ON;STATION CALIBRATION: 
CVTS VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CIF 
ANTENNA CALIBRATION; 
CvTS 	ONSTATION CALIBRATION IS CDMPLETE:
 
GMIL RF IS OFF:
 
SRO GMIL ONRBTAT!ON CALIBRATION IS
 
OOMPLEYE; GMIL RF IS OFF,
 
CVTS CIF ANVENNA CALIBRATION IS COMPLETV;
 
TFRMINATE CLEARANCE FOR 2287:5 MHZ:'.
 
SRO 	 OfF ANTENNA CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE,
 
CIP RF IS OFP.
 
CTSC 	 VERIFY FIRE ?RUCK IS ON STATION AND
 
EIIERGENCY EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE
 
FOR LV BATTERY INSTALLATION;
 
LVTS 	 VERIFY FIRS ?RUCK IS ON STATION AND
 
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT IS AVAILABLE

FOR LV BATTERY INSTALLATION,
 
CC I'M ~3Oil 1EV ', 	 NSAKSCCOMI A t.7I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 86 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO. SV-4040OR 
REVIStON OR I G I NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHLCLE 
TIME comm. CMADRSOS 
CA. SEQUENCE CMAN R . DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
-26 00 
"1 DAY
 
2 HRS
 
0' 0"
 
t.S 	 j CV'TS PTSC RESERVE ML ELEVATOR I FOR 30 MINUTES 
POR RU AND StIVB BATTERY MbVE, 
RESERVE MSS LOW RISE AND HIGH RISE
 
EL5VATOR FOR 30 MINUTES FOR S-B
 
BATTERY MOVE;
 
8i. 2 OVYS eLTC MSS LOW RISE AND HIGH RISE ELEVATOR
 
RESERVED FoR 30 MINUTES FOR 8-I9
 
BATTERY MOVE,
 
ML ELEVATOR I,IS RESERVED FOR 30
 
MINUTES FOR IU AND StIVB BATTERY MOVEa
 
181 3 CTSC CVTS 	 REQUEST CLEARANCE TO LOWER ML
 
LIGHTNING MAST ON HAMMERHE'AD CRANE
 
AT T-25 00 FOR LIGHTNING WARNING
 
SYSTEM TESY;
 
25 35
 
- DAY
 
i HRI
 
I35'
 
18 i CVtS cpSS 	VERIFY EMERGENCY BATTERY REMOVAL CREW
 
IS ON STATION FOR LV BATTERY
 
INSTALLATION',
 
-25 30
 
-i DAY 
I HR 
30' 0 
i{B I CLTC CVTS 	 RELEASE ML ELEVATOR 1 FOR NORMAL
 
SERVICE:
 
i8. 2 CVTS CTSC 	 RELEASE ML ELEVATOR i vOR NORMAL
 
SERVICE:
 
ORIGINAL PAim IS 
OF POOR QUALITy
 
*,A , S0PM1IK(IV 4,l1] 	 NA.(S( I Al'J$ I 
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PATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS NO. 
RESO ORIGINAL VEHICtE 
STA. 	 _____
_____HTIME COMM. SEQUENCE$_U CI COMMANDSTA RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
"25 30 COTINUED
 
-i DAY
 
1 HR
30 ! 0
 
{i 3 iCLTC CVTS 	 RELEASE 'S' LOW RISE AND HIGH RISE
 
ELEVATOR 7OR NORMAL SERVIC;
 
isi 4 C.VTS OVSC 	 RELEASE MSS LOW RISE AND HIGH RISE
 
ELEVATOR FOR NORMAL SERVICE;
 
LV BATERIES ARE SCHEDOLED
 
TO BE INSTALLED DURING.THE
 
NEXT 2 HOURS 30 HINUTES,
 
;25 00
 
-1 DAY
 
i HR
 
O' Ott 
81 MSTC CVTS 	 CLEAR To TgRHINATE AND DISCONNECT MSS/
 
PAD ONE AND GNR LINES:
 
CLEAR To SRCURE GH2 HAZARDOUS MONIOR
SYSTEM:
 
8i 2 OVTS CTSO 	 CLEAR TO TERMINATE AND DISOONNECT
 
MSS/PAD GNU AND GN2 LINES;
 
SECURE GH2 HAZARDOUS MONITOR SYSTEM;
 
{i8 3 OTSC CVTS GH2 HAZARDOUS MONITOR SYSTeM SECURED;
 
-24 30
 
"1 DAY
 
0 HRS 
301 D"
 
isit cTsC CvTS 	 ML LIGHTNING MAST RAISED, 
NAM KS WA APRK. (AM 2381B[IV 4 I1) 
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 PAGE 88
 
DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-4040OR 
EVISION ORIGINAL UNCH OPEATIONS VEHC SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPION REMARKS 
-24 00 
"I DAy' 
o HRS
 
O"
Of 

iBi CTSC CVTS 	REQUEST THAT A PAGE BE MADE TO
 
SECURE ALL 01 MONITOR SPEXRERS
 
FOR THE REMAINDER *OF THE COUNTDOWN:
 
18i 2 CVTS 	 ALL 019 MONITOR SPEAKERS ARE TO
 
EM 
 BE SECURED FOR THE REMAINDER OF
 
PA THE COUNTDOWN,
 
;23 HRS
 
51 0i
 
18i i COS CLTC 	RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING
 
ON FOR ETR COMMAND VALIDATION TEST:
 
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS
 
OrF
 
VERIIY DRSOS RECEIVERS 	ARE OFF;
 
023 HRS
 
of oi" 
Bi 1 CLTOC CVTS 	 LV APPLYING POUER,
 
.8i 2 CLYC CVTS 	LV BATTERY INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE;
 
RELEASE FIRE TRUOK AND EMERGENCY
 
EQOIPMENT:
 
isi 3 CVTS CPSS 	 LV BATTERY INSTALLATION IS COMPLETE' 
VERIFY RUADY TO RELEASE FIRE TRUCK 
AND EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT; 
ii 4 CVTS eTSC 	 LV BATTERY INSTALLATION IS O0MPLET ;
RELEASE FIRE TRUCK AND 	EMEfGENCY
 
EQUIPMENT FROM LV BATTERY INSTALLATION:
 
'SC IISMVIIEgRCV 40l) 
NASA KSCCOM APEI 
8 
- RESCUE VEHICLE NO.litACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 22, 1973TEST 
PAGE 
AVGUST 

AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPEATIONS SV-4040OR
 
EHICLE SKYLAB R
oRIGINAL ---
S COM.-w-Nc com~ANO RiESmaSCOMMH.SEQUENCE CMAN STA DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
3 RJ 6O4TINUED 0J O 
i8i 5 SRO 
. 
22 HRS 
i8 i CLTC 
{8i 2 CVTS 
EM 
PA 
j8j 3 OLTC 
i8j 4 OVS 
am 
PA 
22 HRS 
j8ii CVTS 
CVTS 

CVTS 

CVTS 

SRO 

RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
 
COMING ON FOR ETR COMMAND VALIDATION
 
TEST-

VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS
 
orr
 
VERIFY DRSOS RECEIVERS ARE OFF:
 
READY FOR'TOS FUNCTIONAL TNST,
 
REQUEST-PERMISSION TO PLACE COO IN
 
LOOAL CONTROL,
 
THE ODD WILL 86'RESET TO TI1i5,, AND
 
OOUNTDOWN WILL BE INITIATED TO SUPPORT
 
-TC PUNCTIONAL TEST;
 
CDC SUPPORT FOR THE TOS FUNCTIONAL
 
TEST IS NO LONGER REQUIRED; ODC
 
MAY BE RESET FOR COUNTDOWN,
 
THE TCS FUNCTIONAL TEST IS COMPLETU
 
THU CDC WILL BE RESET AND COUNTDOWN
 
INITIATED ON My MARK;
 
; 4 - 3 - 2 " MARK, 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE
 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
FOR DRScS PREPS: PROTECTION I
 
NOT REQUIRED:
 
OF POOR QUtxI'
 
4 NA MCtrOPI A't 1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 90 
OAIs AUGUST 22, 1973UUT2t 7 LAUNCH OPERATION$ TESTNO SV-404ORSKYLAB R 
REV, O ORIGINAL ESiLE 
TIME COMM. DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
-22Ot 4REO~r 
f i 1 CIOC CVTS LV POWER IS ON: 
181 2 SRo CVTS ETR COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS 
COMPLETE; RANGE SAFETY COMMAND 
CARRIER IS OFF; 
i8 3 CVTS %LTC ETR COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS 
COMPLETEs RANGE SAFETY COMMAND 
CARRIER is OFF: 
i8i 4 CLTC CVTS REOUEST CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL RANGE 
SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER: 
(PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED;) 
-21 MRS5t 0" 
?Bf 1 OVS SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE POR LV 
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER, 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED: 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR 
LV PREQUENCIES 240-2. 256.2; 258,57 
250:7, 255:1 AND 5765 MHZ; 
-2i HRS0l 0"m 
181 1 CLTC PVTS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL ,OPEN LOOP 
IU COMMAND CARRIER (PROTECTION IS REQUIRED): 
VERVFY CLE RANCE FOR LV FREQUENIIES 
240,2t 256,2t 258,5s, 290,7s 255,1 
AND 5765 MHZ; 
CC ISM 3111Ev fl)NASA KSCCOWA SI] 
91 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 

DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
IsIO ORIGINAL 
COMM. COMMAND 
TIM OH SEQUENCE STA. 
.20 NRS
 
30O"
 
I8i j CLTC 
{Bj 2 OVtS 
?8i 4 CLC 

{Bi 4 CVtS 

-20 WRS
 
251 G"
 
BI 1i CLtC 

{i8 2 CVtS 

-20 NRS
 
171 0"
 
iet i CLTC 

8{i 2 CVTS 

RESPONSE 
STA. 
CVTS 

SRO 

CVTS 

CTSC 

CVTS 

BRO 

CVTS 

SRO 

LAUNCHOPATIONS NO SV-40400R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
REMARKS 
DESCRIPTION 
LOCAL OPEN LOOP !U COMMAND CARRIER
 
AND IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER
 
ARE ON;
 
VERIFY RANGE IS READY To SUPPORT LV
 
RADAR CHECKS WITH READOUTS:
 
REQUEST MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEBT) BE H
 
LObKED OUT AT MSS PLATFORM 5 AND MBS
 
PLATFORM 2 BE POSITION BELOW LV
 
STATION £400 TO SUPPORT LONG RANGE
 
THMf0DOLITE CHECKS,
 
LOCK OUT MS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AT MSS
 
PLATFORM 5 AND POSITION MSS PLATFORM
 
2 BELOW LV STATION 1400 To SUPPORT
 
LONG RANGE THEODOLITE CHECKS,
 
STATION OPERATOR IN MSS ELEVATOR i!
 
REQUEST RANGE- INTERROGATE RADAR
 
BEACON 2; REPORT RANGE READOUT TO
 
VURF ON CH: 264;
 
INVERROGATE RADAR BEACON 2 AND
 
REPORT READOUTS To VURF ON CH. 264:
 
REQUEST RANGE SUPPORT DRSCS PREPS
 
ON CH, 264 PER Vp800; SECTION 14,
 
STANDBY ON CH, 264 FOR LV BRSCS OPEN
 
LOOP TEST PREPS PER Vm38000, SECTION
 
14:.
 
ORIGINQ AQ) Is 
OF POOR QAtIs 
KV I(WM lst1frIiV cnjl NASAXSC(OMI AP( 7 
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OAH AUGUST 22, 1973 
RLviSION ORIGINAL 
m
COMMM COMMANDTIM ISEQUENCE STA 
-2d HRS
 
E8l I CVTS 

i81 2 CLtC 

i8i 3 OLTC 

j8j 4 OVIIS 

-19 HRS 
48' 0I 
18i 1 CVTS 

;19 MRS
 
451 O"
 
i8i 1 CLT 

i8i 2 CTSC 

181 3 CLTC 

RESPONSESTA. 

SRO 

CVTS 

CVTS 

SRO 

SRO 

CVTS 

evTS 

CVTS 

TESTNO. SV-40400R 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLESKYLABORSKYLAB R 
DESCRIPION REMARKS 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READbUTS ARE
 
COMPLETE;
 
STANDBY T0 INTERROGATE RADAR
 
BEACON 1,
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READOUTS ARE
 
COMPLETE'
 
STANDBY FOR RADAR BEACON 1:
 
REQUEST RANGE INTERROGATE RADAR
 
BEACON $ REPORT READOUTS TO VURF ON
 
CH' 264,
 
INTERROGATE RADAR BEACON I AND
 
REPORT READOUTS TO VURF ON CH; 264:
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON INTERROGATION
 
COMPLETE;
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON INTERROGATION
 
Co PLETE
 
MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) IS LOCKED OUT
 
AT MSS PLA FORM 5 AND MSS PLATFORM 2
 
IS BELOW LV STATION 1400;
 
OPERATOR IS STATIONED IN MSS ELEVATOR
 
it 
VERIFY WEST MSS ELEVATOR 2 18
 
LOCKED OUT AT MSS PLATPORM 3 AND MSS
PLATFORM 2 IS BELOW LV STATION 1400
 
TO SUPPORT LONG RANGE THEODOLITE
 
CHECKS;
 
KMt 1,21 2]tllV 41)1 NASA KSC COWI APR'72 
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DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO. SV-4040OR 
REVISIO ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEATIONS VEICESKYLAB R 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CH.______ ________STA.STA. _ERI__EMRK
 
"19 HRS 
251 O' 
±8 I± CLTC 
lBi 2 CVTS 
;9 HR 
221 0" 
i8i CVTS 
o19 HRE 
201 01 
18. CLTC 
8 2 CVTS 
lst- 3 CVTS 
CVTS 

ePSS 

SRO 

0VTS 

SRO 

CuTO 

ADVISE CPS$ THAT PAD RSCR ENABLE
 
JUMPERS ARE INSTALLED,
 
LV.PD RSCR ENABLE JUMPERS ARE
 
INSTALLED;
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE rOR THE LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER FOR
 
LV POWER TRANSVER TEST' PROTECTION IS
 
REQUIRED;
 
RErUEST CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL
 
CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
 (PROTECTION IS NOT REOoIREY; LOCAL
 
OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER IS
 
COMING OFF:
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
 
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND cARRIeR
 
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED: LV LOOAL
 
OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING
 
OFF,
 
BRING UP LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU
 
COMMAND CARRIER;
 
- SA KSCOMIAP13 HLL P511) 
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DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUTHOPETOTIONS SV-4O40OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
_____ CH E STA. STA. 
-19 HRS
 
171 Oi
 
± CLT CVTS 	 LV PROCEEDING WITH POWER TRANSFER
 
TEST.;
 
REQUEST RANGE INTERROGATE AND MONITOR
 
RADAR BEACONS POR ANY CHAN8ES;
 
REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEYTO LVN,
 
i8i 2 CVTS SRO STANDBY ON OR, 261 TO INTERROGATE AND
 
MONITOR RADAR BEACONS FOR CHANGES
 
DURING LV POWER TRANSFER,
 
NOTE
 
BOTH RADAR BEACONS ARE ON:
 
i8i 3 OVTS £PSS 	 RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN4
 
"161 4 CPSS eVTS 	 DEsTRUOT SYSTEM ENABLE.KEY RELEAsES TO 
CLVN; 
?8i 5 CLTO CVTS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING OP THE,LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SArETY COMMAND CARRIER';
 
(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED;)
 
-19 HRS
 
151 O"
 
I8i 1 CVS SRO VERIFY RADAR HAD NO CHANGEE DURING
 
LV POWER TRANS7ER TEST!
 
KC I IAlAR (REM 4/7I 	 NASAKSC COW AVR,7I 
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DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
TI comm. COMMAND RESPONSE 
TH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
;19 HRS 
121 0" 
18i i CLTC 	 CVTS 

Ii8ji 2 OPSS CVTS 

i8 3 CVTS 	SRO 
i 4 CLTC eVTS 

i8i 5 CVTS 	 CTSO 

-19 HR
5' OI
 
I±8i f OVTS SRO 

iSi 2 CVTS 	 ELTO
 
MSTO 

TETN.SV-40400R
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLA R 
VEHCLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIP7ION 	 REMARKS 
POWER TRANSFER TEST IS COMPLETE;
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED TO
 
CPsS,
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS OFF;
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACONS HAD NO CHANGES;
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED;
 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS OF;P
 
THEODOLITE CHEOKS 	ARE COMPLETE:
 
MSS ELEVATOR 2 (WEST) AND
 
PLATFORM 2 ARE RELEASED FOR
 
NORMAL SERViCE:
 
THEODOLITE CHECKS 	ARE COMPLETE:
 
RETURN MSS ELEVATOR 2 AND PLATFORM
 
2 TO NORMAL SERVICE".
 
VERIFY READY TO SUPPORT LV DRSOS OPEN
 
LOOP TEST WITH TEST CODE PLUGS:
 
COMM CHOCKS QN oH 181" 212; 261 AND
 
ABORT ADVISORY LO6 P WILL BS RUN NIB
 
DURING THE NEXT 15 MINUTES WITH
 
FORWARD OBSERVER SITES 12. 16 AND 0:
 
FOR PHOTO OPTICS VALIDATION;
 
K& ('M 23 SIB LEV 4'; 3il. 	 NASA SKCO API 11 
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DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 

REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIE comm.CMADRSOS 
TIME CH. SEQUENCE OMMAND. 
-19 HRS
 
I CLOC 

i8i 2 CVTS 
iei 3 CPSS 
j8j 4 CLTC 
S 9 CVt 
.8i 6 SRO
~is 
jsj 7 CVTS 
8 OLTC 
181 9 CVTS 
RESNSETA 
CVTS 

epSs 

CVTS 

CVTS 

SRO 

CVS 

CLTC 

CVTS 

SRO 

TESTNO SY-k400R 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
VERIFY THE RANGE. IS READY TO SUPPORT
 
OPEN LOOP DRSCS TEST WITH TEST CODE
 
PLOGSI
 
REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEY TO eLVN;
 
RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY
 
TO CLVN;
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED
TO CLVN;
 
REQUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
 
CARRIER ± ON AND VERIFY,
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
ON AND VERIFY;
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER jON.,
 
RANGE SAVETY COMMAND CARRIER I
 
IS ON,
 
REQUEST SRO SWITCH TO CH, 261 To
 
SUPPORT DRSCS TEST;
 
STANDBY ON oH; 261 FOR LV DRSCS OPEN
 
LOOP TEST:
 
THE LV DRSCS OPEN LOOP
 
TEST IS IN THE LV
 
PROCEDURE- CLTC WILL
 
COONDINATE WITH SRO IN
 
BRINGING UP RANGE
 
SAVETY COMMAND
 
CARRIER 2,
 
Ivq 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 97 
oAIE AUGUST 22, 1973 TEST NO 
REVISION ORIGINAL 	 LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE S 
1 COMM. SEUENCE COMMAJD RESPONJS REMARKS 
CH SA. STA. PS IIN RK 
-i9 HRS CONTINUED
 
i8i 10 CTSC CVTS 	 MSS ELEVATOR 2 RETURNED TO NORMAL
 SERVICE;
 
18j 1i CTSC CVTS 	 NEED NIB CHECKS ON CW. j8j 212, 241
 
AND ABORT ADVISORY LOOP FROM UCS i1,
 
16; AND 17 TO FIRING ROOM CONSOLES
 
AB3 AND ABS TO PERFORM PHO7O OPTICS
 
VALIDATION AT TORWARD OBSERVER SITES
 
FOR NEXT 15 MINUTES,
 
Z18 HRS 
55' 0 
i COLTC 	 CVTS DRSCS OPEN LOOP TEST IS COMPLETE;
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED
 
TO CPss:
 
RECUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND
 
CARRIER OFF;
 
iBi 2 CPSS eVTs 	 DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED;
 
181 3 OVTS SRO 	 RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CRRIFR OFF AND
 
VERIFY;
 
18i 4 SRO eVTS" 	RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER i OFF,
 
5 CLTC VTS 	 REOUEST SRO REsONFIGUR5 TO FLIGHT
 
CODE PLUOS:
 
£81 6 CVTS SRO 	 RECONFIGURE TO FLIGHT CODE PLUGS;
 
i8i 7 CVTS SRO 'VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMANO CARRIER' 
PROTECTION I REOUIRED! 
STANDBY ON CH; 261 FOR LV DRSCS CLOSED
 
LOOP TES?;
 
N1A KSCCOM AE 'IKV,SIlA)BIB kIV4I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
COMM. UENCE COMMAND 
____ 
CE STA.Cmm
C. S 
-18 HRS
 
35t 0'
 
1. CLTC 

i8i 2 CVS 

jet 3 CLYC 

i8j 4 CLTC 

18i 5 CVTS 

i80 6 CPSS 

i8 HRS
301 all 
ISj i CVTS 
.{8 2 BWIC 
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 98 
LESTNO SV-404OOR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
RESPONSE DESCRITION REMARKS 
STA. 
CVYS 	 REQUEST SC0 PERSONNEL ON .CR 223 FOR
 
ABORT 	LIGHT VEBIFICATION.
 
REQUE ST IDS POWER ON;
 
MSYC 	 SC0 PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED ON CHI 223
 
FOP ABORT LIGHT VERIFICATIONI
 
TURN EDS POWER ON,
 
0VTS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE LV
 
LOCAL 	RANGE SAFE?Y COMMAND CARRIER
 
(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED)' VERIFY
 
RANGE 	IS READY TO SUPPORT VRSCS
 
CLOSED LOOP ?EST ON CH! 26.
 
CVTS 	 REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEY TO tLVN:
 
EPSS 	 RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN;
 
eVTS 	 DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED
 
TO CLVN;
 
NOTE
 
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES
 
POR THE DRSCS CLOSED
 
LOOP TEST ARE IN THE
 
LV PROCEDURE,
 
C7S0 	 AAS POWER BUSSES WILL BE REQUIRED IN
 
j HOUR; HAVE CWIC MONITOR OH; jai:
 
CVTS 	 AAS POWER SUPPLIES ARE COMING ON,;
 
KSCfTM 28318EV 	 NASA (SCCOM(AROI 
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DATE:TESNO.
AUGUST 22, 1973 

tvII ORIGINAL 

TIME comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND 
CSTAT. 
%1B HRS CONTINUED
 
30' 0"
 
i~i - 3 MSTC 
isj 4 CVS 
IBi 5 CLYC 
i81 6 CVTS 
iBi I MSTC 
i8i 8 CLYC 
j8 9 CVtS 
i8i 10 CLTC 
RESPONSE 
STA. 
CV'S 

CLTO 

OVTS 

MSTC 

CVTS 

CVTS 

CPSS 

CVTS 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-40400R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R
 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
NOTE
 
POWER BUSS LIGHTS ON CONSOLE
 
AB-6 MAY BE ACTIVATED DURING
 
VOLTAGE CHECKS,
 
EDS POWER IS ON:
 
SCO PERSONNEL ARE ON CH, 223 FOR
 
ABORT LIGHT VERIFICATION,
 
SCO PERSONNEL ARE ON CH: 223 FOR
 
ABORT LIGHT VERIPICAT-ION,
 
BDS POWER IS ON:
 
ABORT LIGHY CHECK COMPLETE!
 
LV NO LONGER REQUIRES 2DS POWER.
 
ABORT LIGHT CHECK COMPLETE:
 
REQUEST SDS POWER OFT,
 
EDs POWER IS OFF
 
KSC SYSTEMS SArETY SUPPORT WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN So MI-NUTES ON ML LEVEL 240
 
FOR GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS OF THE Se1VB
 
HEAT EXCHANGER:
 
SYSTEMS SAFETY SUPPORT WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN So MINUTES ON ML LEVEL 240
 
FOR GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS OF'YHE S;IV
 
HEAT EXCHANGER;
 
DRSCS CHECKS COHPLETE;
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
 
OFF AND DESTRUtT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY
 
KEY RETURNED TO CPSS;
 
KSCIf M 23 ('IV 4101 .It - NASAKSCCOi A* TTII 
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DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 

REVjSIOtlORIGINAL 
I COMM. SUENCE C MAND [RESPONSE 
-18 HRS CONTINUED
 
30 0"
 
iBi ii CPSS CVTS 

* 12 SRO(i CVTS 
'18 HRS
 
too 0"
 
iBi CLT CVTS 

lei 2 CVTS SRO 

iBi 3 CVTS CLTC 

i8i 4 CLTC BVTS 
i8i 5 CVTS SRO 

-18 HRS
0I 0"l
 
8 CTsC CvTS 

i81 2 CLTO CvTS 

TESTNO SV-4040OR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS VHCLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPIRON REMARKS 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED;
 
LV DRSOS RANGE CLOSED L00P TEST IS 
COMPLETE; 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS oFF;
 
LV DRSCS SUPPORT IS NO LONOER
 
REQUIRED;
 
REOUES? CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL OPEN LOOP
 
IU COMMAND CARRIER (PROTECTION IS
 
REQUIRED);
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE POR LV 
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER: 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED: _ 
BRING UP LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER:
 
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMFAND CARRIER. IS
 
ON: LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER IS OPF
 
LV-LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER IS OFF;
 
ML EGRESS SPRAY SYSTEM AND ML LES
 
SPRAY SYSTEM WILL BE CONFIGURED IN
 
READINESS CONFIGURATION AND REMOTE
 
CONTROL:
 
ADVISE CPSS THAT PD ENABLE JUMPERS
 
HAVE BEEN REMOVED;
 
KSLPC,M 2181b [REVA0 NASA KSC OMA PR/?I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 101 
DATE. AUGUST TESTIO. SV-4040OR 
RE ORIGINAL 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS. SKYLAB R 
COMM, COMMAND RESPONSE 
IME H SEQUENCE STA STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
vtB HRS CONTINUED 
i8 3 CVS CPSS LV PD ENABLE JUMPERS HAVE BEEN REMOVED: 
-17 HR 
451 O" 
16i i MSTC CVTS CSM READY pOR SC CONTROy OP SATURN 
ATTITUDE COMMAND CHECKS, 
l8i 2 OVIS tLTC CSM IS READY FOR SC CONTROL OF SATURN 
ATTITUDE COMMAND CHECKS ON CH, 212t 
NOTE 
SATURN ATTITUDE COMMAND 
CHECKS ARE SCHEDULED TO 
OCCUR DURING THE NEXT 
9 MINUTES, 
1-17 HRS 
401'O0" 
48l i CLYC CVTS REQUEST SCO PERSONNEL ON CH. 223 TO 
PERFORM FT 2v;# 
isi 2 CVTS MSTO CEM PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED ON CH; 22S 
T0 SUPPORT FT-.5, 
8{j 3 CLAD CVYS IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IF OFF: 
LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER 
IS COMING OFF, 
18 4 CVS' SRO LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND 
CARRIER IS COMING OFF; 
ORIGmN PAG 
oRQ TALITQI 
YV IOR TJ81B I[E */7I NAS XSCCOMIAfEllI 
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TESTNO. SV-4040OROAIL AUGUST 22, 1973 
,rv.Mao ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEA71ONS- V SKYLAB R 
VEHtCLG 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
__I__ CH- STA. STA. 
*17 HRS
 
301 0"
 
lei . CLTC CVTS 	 LV READY pOR EfS TEST, REQ0EST SCO
 
PERSONNEL SWITCH TO CH! 223;
 
iBi 2 CVtS LOM 	 SWITCH TO OH; 223 FOR EDS TEST:
 
i8i 3 CVYS MSTC 	 SCO PERSONNEL ARE REQUIRED ON OH; 923
 
FOR EDS TEST; TURN EDS POER ON;
 
?8i 4 MSTC evTS 	 cSm EDS POWER IS COMING ON:
 
SCO PERSONNEL ARE ON CH; 223 FOR EDS,
 
TEST;
 
ii B OVTS CLYC 	 SOO PERSONNEL ARE ON CA: 223 FOR EDS
 
TESTT
 
23 6 CVTS LO 	 VERIFY THE FOLLOWING SWITCHES ON THE
 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF ABORT
 
REQUEST ENABLE; ABORT REQUEST.A, AND
 
ABORT REQUEST B9
 
i(i 7 OVTS SWIG 	 TURN ON AAS RECORDERS AT FAST SPEEn;
 
TURN ON AAS POWER BUSSES,
 
a LOM 	 NOTE THAT TNH rOLLOWING LIdWS ON ?HE
 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO ON POWER
 
SUPPLY 1; 2, 3; AAS SUPPLY; AND
 
ORDNANCE SAFE;
 
223 9 CEDK LOH 	 ABORT REGUEST ENABLE ON'
 
223 10 LOM 	 ABORT REQUEST A ENABLED AN0 REQUEST B
 
ENABLED LIOHTS ; ON.
 
NOTE
 
IN THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE,
 
DO NOT OPERATE BOTR
 
SWITCHES SIMULTANEOUSLY;
 
• t , 71 e v • /i I	 NASA KEC CABCAPRJII 
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1' AUGUST 22, 1973 

= ORIGINAL 
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND 
C 	 STA 

7 CR
ONTINUED
 
301 0"
1I 223 	 11 CEDK 

12 

223 3 SCDR 
223 14 CEDK 
iI 1LOM 

223 	 16 SODR 

17 CTSC 

tii 8 OTSC 

t8i 	 19 CLTC 

jBi 	 20 OVTS 

i iB 	 21 OLTO 

jai 	 22 CVTS 

RESPONSE
 
STA. 

L0M 

LOM 

LOM 

CV!S 

eVTS 

CVTS 

CPSS 

CVTS 

CTSO 

LANHPRTOSTEST 	 NO. 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 S 0 
VEHrCLE
 
DESCRIrION REMARKS
 
ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT REQUEST k
 
SWITCH ON;
 
NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED AND
 
REQUEST a ?RANSHITTED LIGHTS GO ON:
 
ABORT LIGHT ; ON '
 
ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT UEQUEST R
 
sWITCHEs . oFF:
 
NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMfTTED AND
 
REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHTS GO OFF,
 
ABORT LIGHT ; OFF:
 
ML EGRESS SPRAY SYSTEM AND ML LES
 
SPRAY SYStSB IN READINESS
 
CONFIGURATION AND REMOTE CONTROL;
 
MSS LES SPRAY SYSTEM ON PLATFORM 3 AND
 
MSS LEVELS DELUGE ON LVVELa 4A;-4C
 
3A" SC AND c22 FOOT LEVEL RILL
SDCURE D	 BE 
ADVISE CPSS THAT PD ENABLE JUMPERS HAVN
 
BEEN REMOVED:
 
LV PD ENABLE JUMPERS HAVE UEEN
 
REMOVED:
 
PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT ON THE 127 FOOT
 
LEVEL OF THE ML IN I HOUR FOR THRUST
 
JAeKET FILL OPERATIONS:
 
PROVIDE FIRE SUPPORT ON T HS 127 FOOT
 
LEVEL OF THE ML IN ± HOUR FOR THRUST
 
JACKET FILL OPERATIONS,
 
4 
.ta- -	 NASAKSt(OW4 APRtI 
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DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973-

REVISION ORIGINAL 

Comm. SEQUENCE COMMANDCH. 	 STA. 
--17 HRS
 
8i i COLC 

i8i 2 HSTC 

223 3 CEDK 

{8i 4 LOH 

58 CVTS 

6 

-16 HR­
30! 0i
 
fsj $ CTSc 
i8i 2 CTSC 

i8i 3 OVTS 

-16 HRS
 
151 0"
 
± CLTC 

i8i 2 CVfS 

TESTNO. SV-440OR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE
 
RESPONSE 
STA. DESCRIPION 	 REMARKS
 
CVTS EDS TEST' IS COMPLETE. 
cVTS EDS POWER IS OFP, 
LOM ABORT REQUEST ENABLE SrITCR ; OFF, 
ABORT REQUEST A ENABLED ANS REQUEST B 
ENABLED LIGHS-; OF: 
EWIC TURN OrP AAS POWER BUSSES AND AAS 
EVENT RECORDERS: 
LOH NOTE THAT ?HE VOLLOWING LIGHT-S ON 'THE 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO'OFF POWER 
SUPPLY 1; 2# 3, AAS SUPPLY;
ORDNANCE SAFE, 
AND 
eVTS 	 MSS LES SPRAY SYSTEM ON PLATPORM 5 
AND MSS LEVELS DELUGE ON LEVELS 4A" 
40V 3A1 3D AND e22 FOOT LEVEL SECUAED 
tVTS' FIRE SUPPORT ON 127 FOOT LEVEL OF ML-
TO SUPPORT THRUST CHAMBER FILL -
OPERATIONS: 
CLTO 	 FIRE SUPPORT IS ON 127 FOOT LEVEL bf
 
ML'TO SUPPORT THRUST cPAMB'R PILL
 
OPERATIONS:
 
CVTS LV RF AND TM SYSTEMS ARE OFpt
 
SRO LV RF AND TM SYSTEMS ARE OFF,
 
KSCFOM 281 (PR 4/711 NASAKSCCOKAI.71 
%PACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 105 
TESTNO. sv-40400RAUGUST 22, 1973 
*,* 2, OR I G I NAL LAUNCH OPERATIONSV SKYLAB R 
com. COMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 
Cm, STA STA 
I 
Of
al

181 1 CLTC CVTS 	 MSS PLATFORM 2 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
181 2 CVTS CTSC 	 OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM 2. H
 
NOTE
 
THE MSS PLATFORM CREW IS TO
 
PERFORM PLATFORM BREAKUP
 
TASKS AT THIS TIME. OTHER
 
WORK REQUIRING USE OF THE
 
PLATFORM MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED
 
ON A NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS.
 
181 3 CLTC CVTS -THRUST CHAMBER JACKET FILL IS COMPLETE.
 
RELEASE FIRE SUPPORT.
 
181 4 CVTS CPSS 	 THRUST CHAMBER JACKET FILL IS
 
COMPLETE. VERIFY READY TO RELEASE
 
FIRE SUPPORT.
 
181 5 CVTS CTSC 	 THRUST CHAMBER JACKET FILL IS
 
COMPLETE. RELEASE FIRE SUPPORT FROM
 
THRUST CHAMBER JACKET FILL.
 
181 6 CLTC CVTS 	 READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREA FOR
 
HDA AND SPGGI CONNECTIONS.
 
181 7 CVTS CTSC 	 PROVIDE FIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT FOR
 
LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS.
 
181 8 CVTS ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
EM CLEAR THE PAD B CONTROL AREAS FOR LV
 
PA' HDA AND SPGGI CONNECTIONS.
 
I 
.NAA -SCCOML 	 Afl7i 
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DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTCNO SV-40L0R 
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHIRLO SKYLAB R 
IME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. STA STA 
-15 HR CONTINUED
 
30, 0W
 
181 9 CVTS CPSS 

-15 HR
 
15' O'
 
181 1 CVTS MSTC 

181 2 CLTC CVTS 

3 CVTS 
181 4 CVTS 

EM 

PA
 
181 5 CPSS CVTS 

DESCRITION REMARKS 
...... ...: :'" WARNING..........
 
THE CONTROL AREA FOR LV
 
: HDA AND SPGGI
 
U CONNECTIONS CONSISTS OF
 
" THE TOP OF THE
 
- PEDESTAL, ML "0" LEVEL
 
AND THE FLAME TRENCH.
 
CLEAR ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM
 
THE CONTROL AREAS FOR LV HDA AND
 
SPGGI CONNECTIONS.
 
VERIFY READY TO MAINTAIN RF SILENCE
 
AND CONTROLLED SWITCHING ACROSS THE
 
LV/SC INTERFACE.
 
REQUEST RF SILENCE ON.
 
LV CONTROLLED SWITCHING AND CONTROLLED
 
SWITCHING ACROSS THE LV/SC INTERFACE
 
ARE IN EFFECT.
 
TURN RF SILENCE SWITCH ON.
 
RF SILENCE IS NOW IN EFFECT ON THE
 
SPACE VEHICLE AT PAD B.
 
CONTROLLED SWITCHING IS NOW IN EFFECT
 
ON THE LV AND ACROSS THE LV/SC
 
INTERFACE AT PAD B. SWITCHING
 
REQUESTS ARE TO BE COORDINATED
 
THROUGH TEST CONDUCTORS WITH CVTS.
 
CLEAR TO START LV HDA AND SPGGI
 
CONNECTIONS.
 
C LMt ~Iff 17,1AAht 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
T Comm. COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
-15 HRS CONTINUED
 
15' 0'
 
181 6 CVTS CLTC 

181 7 CLTC CVTS 

181 8 CVTS 

EM 

PA 

181 9 CVTS CPSS 

181 10 CLTC CVTS 

181 11 CVTS CPSS 

181 12 CLTC CVTS 

181 13 CVTS MSTC 

-14 HR­
0
45t 
181 1 CPSS CVTS 

. I , I I. RNEV 47,NASA 
TtSTNO SV-40400R 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPION REARKS 
START HDA AND SPGGI CONNECTIONS. H
 
READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREAS FOR LV
 
ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS.
 
ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
CLEAR THE PAD B CONTROL AREAS FOR LV
 
S&A CONNECTIONS.
 
WARNING
* KICX, XXXX..,, .........
 
THE CONTROL AREA FOR LV 
K S&A CONNECTIONS 
CONSISTS OF THE LV 
INTERIOR, S-IB AFT AND 
K A 10 FOOT RADIUS OF THE 
S&A UNITS.
 
CLEAR ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM
 
THE CONTROL AREAS FOR LV SSA
 
CONNECTIONS.
 
REQUEST CPSS RELEASE TCS KEY TO C3SP
 
FOR IGNITION SOURCE VOLTAGE CHECKS.
 
RELEASE TCS KEY TO C3SP FOR LV
 
IGNITION SOURCE VOLTAGE CHECKS.
 
ADVISE SC QC THAT LV IS STARTING SA-8
 
CLOSEOUT.
 
ADVISE SC QC THAT LV IS STARTING SA-8
 
CLOSEOUT.
 
CLEAR TO START LV S&A CONNECTIONS.
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
*OF POOR QUALITY 
NSC tOM' APl .' 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
OMM "COMMAND 
TME COMM.CH. SEQUENCE STA 
TIME 
E 
-14 HRE CONTINUED
 
45? of
 
181 2 CVTS 

181 3 CLTC 

181 4 CVTS 

-14 HR
 
15' 0' 
181 1 CVTS 

181 2 CVTS 

-14 HR
 
0 01
 
181 1 CLTC 

181 2 CLTC 

181 3 CVTS 

4 

RESCUE VEHICLE 
L.AUNCH OPERATIONS 
PAGE 
TEST NO 
108 
SV-40400RSKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
RESSPONSE 
RESPONSEDESCRIPTIONTA. REMARKS 
CLTC START LV S&A CONNECTIONS. H 
CVTS SA-9 WILL BE PRESSURIZED IN 15 MINUTES 
LOCAL CLEARING ON SA-9 WILL BE 
CONTROLLED BY SA PERSONNEL. 
MSTC SA-9 WILL BE PRESSURIZED IN 15 
LOCAL CLEARING ON SA-9 WILL BE 
CONTROLLED BY SA PERSONNEL. 
MINUTES. 
MSTC VERIFY READY FOR SA-8 EXTENSION 
PLATFORM RETRACTION. 
CLTC RETRACT SA-8 EXTENSION PLATFORM. 
CVTS LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS ARE 
COMPLETE. 
TCS HAS BEEN SAFED AND TCS KEY HAS 
BEEN RETURNED TO CPSS. 
CVTS 
CPSS 
RF SILENCE AND CONTROLLED SWITCHING 
ARE NO LONGER REQUIRED. 
LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS ARE 
COMPLETE. 
VERIFY TICS KEY HAS BEEN RETURNED. 
VERIFY READY TO OPEN THE CONTROLLED 
AREAS FOR NORMAL WORK. 
CVTS TURN RF SILENCE SWITCH OFF. 
I", i ORM 2J H') '4IV 4171. NAA KSC CtOMI ArItI 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 ILSI NO SV-40400R 
ElVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VEHICL F 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
CH. STA. STA.
 
-14 HRS CONTINUED
 
0 1 
0'
 
181 5 CVTS LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS ARE
 
EM COMPLETE.
 
PA
 
RF SILENCE AND CONTROLLED SWITCHING
 
ARE ENDED AT PAD B.
 
THE PAD B CONTROLLED AREAS ARE OPEN
 
FOR NORMAL WORK.
 
181 6 CVTS MSTC 	 RF SILENCE AND CONTROLLED SWITCHING
 
ARE ENDED.
 
181 7 CVTS CTSC 	 LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS ARE COMPLETE.
 
RELEASE FIRE AND MEDICAL SUPPORT FROM
 
LV ORDNANCE CONNECTIONS.
 
181 8 MSTC CVTS 	 READY FOR MSS W/R DOOR LOCK
 
INSTALLATION AND SA-9 HANGER REMOVAL.
 
181 9 CVTS CLTC 	 INSTALL MSS W/R DOOR LOCK.
 
REMOVE SA-9 HANGERS.
 
NaTE
 
WITH THE SHEAR DOOR OR
 
TORSIONAL AND SHEAR FRAME IN
 
PLACE, THE MAXIMUM ALLOWABLE
 
LOADING IN THE ACCESS
 
ARM ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
 
CHAMBER IS 1250 LBS. OR 5 MEN,
 
OF THIS 1250 LBS., 600 LBS.
 
MAXIMUM ARE ALLOWED ON THE
 
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL CHAMBER
 
EXTENSION PLATFORM.
 
181 10 CLTC CVTS 	 MSS PLATFORM 1 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
* kF 41II 	 NAtA llSC t )M At'it.1rI ORM -3 R,,RE 
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DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 	 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
REVISION ORIGINAL LN OiERATION 	 s gPo9 
VE HICLF 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE CH. SEQUEECH. STA STA DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-14 HR CONTINUED
 
0' 0',
 
181 11 CVTS CTSC 	 OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM 1. H
 
NOTE"
 
THE MSS PLATFORM CREW IS
 
TO PERFORM PLATFORM BREAKUP
 
TASKS AT THIS TIME. OTHER
 
WORK REQUIRING USE OF THE
 
PLATFORM MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED
 
ON A NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS.
 
181 12 CTSC CVTS 	 MSS PLATFORM 2 IS OPEN AND SECURE.
 
181 13 CVTS CLTC 	 MSS PLATFORM 2 IS OPEN AND SECURE.
 
181 14 CLTC CVTS 	 KSC SYSTEMS SAFETY SUPPORT WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES ON ML 240 FOOT
 
LEVEL FOR GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS OF THE
 
S-IVB HEAT EXCHANGER.
 
181 15 CVTS CPSS 	 KSC SYSTEMS SAFETY SUPPORT WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES ON ML 240 FOOT
 
LEVEL FOR GH2 SNIFFER CHECKS OF THE
 
S-IVB HEAT EXCHANGER.
 
-13 HRE
 
45' 0'
 
181 1 MSTC CVTS 	 CLEAR TO REMOVE SA-8 YELLOW LADDER.
 
(READY TO REMOVE SA-8 EMERGENCY EGRESS
 
LADDER AND DOOR ASSEMBLY.)
 
181 2 CVTS CLTC 	 REMOVE SA-8 EMERGENCY EGRESS LADDER
 
AND DOOR ASSEMBLY.
 
I OHM 23 118 julV .171. NASA ltS COMl API.7I l 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE ill 
DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE 
TIME c. SEQUENCE STA STA 
-13 HRS 
30' 0' 
181 1 MSTC CVTS 

181 2 CLTC CVTS 

181 3 CVTS CTSC 

-13 HR
 
15' 0'
 
181 1 CTSC CVTS 

181 2 CTSC CVTS 

181 3 CVTS CLTC 

-13 HR
 
5' 0'
 
181 1 CVTS SRO 

181 2 CVTS SRO 

.AUNCH OS4RATIOWS SKR040R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
MSS PLATFORM 4 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
MSS PLATFORM 4 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
OPEN AND SECURE 145S PLATFORM 4. H
 
NOTE
 
THE MSS PLATFORM CREW IS TO
 
PERFORM PLATFORM BREAKUP
 
TASKS AT THIS TIME. OTHER
 
WORK REQUIRING USE OF THE
 
PLATFORM MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED
 
ON A NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS,
 
RESCUE EQUIPMENT IS IN WHITE ROOM AND
 
SA-9 RESCUE LOCKER.-

MSS PLATFORM 1 IS OPEN AND SECURE.
 
MSS PLATFORM 1 IS OPEN AND SECURE.
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
 
FREQUENCIES 2106.4, 2272.5, 2287.5,
 
259.7 AND 296.8 MHZ AND LV FREQUENCIES
 
240.2, 250.7, 255.1, 256.2, 258.5 AND
 
450.0 MHZ FOR GMIL ON-STATION
 
CALIBRATION.
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM
 
FREQUENCY 2287.5 MHZ FOR CIF
 
ANTENNA CALIBRATION.
 
H MIR II CV 1J NA- A 1 1 . 
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DA rE. AUGUST 22, 1973 
 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4040OR
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE 
CH 

-13 HRS
 
0' 0'
 
181 1 

181 2 

181 3 

181 4 

181 5 

-12 HR
 
o"30! 

181 1 

181 2 

181 3 

EM 

PA 

COMMANDDESCRIPTION 
STA. STA.
 
GMIL CVTS 

CTSC CVTS 

MSTC CVTS 

CLTC CVTS 

CVTS CTSC 

CVTS CTSC 

CLTC CVTS 

CVTS 

RE RKS 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR
 
ON-STATION CALIBRATION.
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CIF
 
ANTENNA CALIBRATION.
 
MSS PLATFORM 3 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
MSS PLATFORM 3 IS AVAILABLE FOR
 
OPENING.
 
OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM 3. H
 
NOTE
 
THE MSS PLATFORM CREW IS TO
 
PERFORM PLATFORM BREAKUP
 
TASKS AT THIS TIME. OTHER
 
WORK REQUIRING USE OF THE
 
PLATFORM MAY BE ACCOMPLISHED
 
ON A NON-INTERFERENCE BASIS.
 
VERIFY THE H/H CRANE WILL BE AVAILABLE
 
FOR'ESP LOWERING PREPS IN 30 MINUTES.
 
READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREA FOR
 
ESP LOWERING.
 
VERIFY THE H/H CRANE WILL BE AVAILABLE
 
FOR ESP LOWERING PREPS IN 30 MINUTES.
 
ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
CLEAR THE PAD B CQNTROL AREA FOR
 
LOWERING THE ENGINE SERVICE PLATFORM.
 
* * .IIIfl iiV *I1tI*I 1111 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TEST NO. SV-4040R
 
EISINOIIA 	 LAUNCH OPERATIONSREVSON ORIGINAL 	 VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSECH. STA STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-12 HRS CONTINUED
 
301 0"
 
,,,,,,....... ..........
WARN IN 
: THE CONTROL AREA FOR N 
: LOWERING THE ESP IS THE 
ML 127 FOOT LEVEL, 
DIRECTLY BELOW THE ESP 
X AND INSIDE THE PEDESTAL 
'€ LEGS.
 
N N,:,,.,. ,: .C,,,,.NN X:0. .0 :€.,,:,:NNN 
181 4 CVTS CPSS CLEAR ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL FROM
 
" THE CONTROL AREA FOR LOWERING THE ESP.
 
-12 HR
 
O' 0'
 
181 1 CPSS CVTS 	CLEAR TO START ESP PREPS AND LOWERING
 
OPERATIONS.
 
181 2 CVTS CLTC 	 START ESP PREPS AND LOWERING
 
OPERATIONS. REPORT WHEN COMPLETE.
 
-11 HR
 
30' 0'
 
181 1 CTSC CVTS 	ENTRANCE TO LCC ROOM IP4 WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES TO JUMPER
 
MSS FIRE ALARM CABLES PRIOR TO
 
DISCONNECTION.
 
181 2 CVTS CTNS 	 ENTRANCE TO LCC ROOM 1P4 WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES TO JUMPER
 
MSS FIRE ALARM CABLES PRIOR TO
 
DISCONNECTION.
 
181 3 CTSC CVTS 	 CIF ANTENNA CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE.
 
TERMINATE CLEARANCE FOR 2287.5 MHZ.
 
KSC FORM"2 i3 fl 4f~Ii[EV NAbA Kht COME AVI 'I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PA E 113AUArE, AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS S 
ULvIsION ORIGINAL V Hc, SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSECH. STA. STA DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-11 HR CONTINUED
 
30' 0'
 
181 4 CVTS SRO 	 CIF ANTENNA CALIBRATION IS COMPLETE.
 
CIF RF IS OFF.
 
-11 HR
 
45' 0'
 
181 1 CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO TERMINATE AND
 
DISCONNECT MSS FIREX WATER.
 
181 2 CVTS CTSC 	 TERMINATE AND DISCONNECT MSS FIREX
 
WATER.
 
-11 HR
 
,15' 0"
 
181 1 CVTS MSTC
 
CLTC MSS PLATFORM OBSERVERS ARE TO REPORT
 
TO PVTS AT THE BASE OF THE MSS LOW
 
RISE ELEVATOR FOR OBSERVER BRIEFING IN
 
45 MINUTES..
 
NA-.A % MI & . i 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN ­
1Y ALGUS T 22, 1973 
rao, ORIGINAL 
-COM. ECOMMAND C E STA. 
.t R 
CONTINUED
 
I CVTS 
I 2 CVTS 
{B{ 3 CVOS 
* 
-It wRS 0' 0" 
18± MSTC 
f8i 2 CVTS 
I 
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 114 
LAUNCH OPTATIONS TEST SV-404OORNO. 
VEHLCLI SKYLAB R 
RESPONSE 
STA. DESRION EMARKS 
CLTC 
HSYC 
SRO 
OTE 
MSS OBGERVERS WILL BE ORIEFED 
PER SKYLAB LCO30 LAUNCR 
OPERATIONS INSTRUCVION; 
600aB6w0002' 
GMIL 'BRINGING UP 450, MHZ 
COMMAND CARRIER FOR MCC COMMAND 
-VALIDATION TEST; 
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVERDECODER IS 
OFF, 
GHIL BRINGING UP 2106*4 MHZ COMMAND 
CARRIER FOR HOC COMMAND VALIDATION 
TEST; 
VERIFY CSM COMMAND. DECODER IS OFF. 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV ZND 
OSM FREPUENCIES 450,0. 2106;4, 259:7 
AND 296,0 MHZ FOR MCC COMMAND 
VALIDATION TEST AND HCC AIR/GROUNDVALIDATION TEST: 
CVTS 
CTSC 
MSS PLATFORM 5 IS AVAILABLE FOR 
OPENING: 
OPEN AND SECURE MSS PLATFORM 5 H 
*t C,1):,. NAAKCCM P. 
PAGE
 
TESTNO. 115
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE 

DATE, AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPEATIONS 	 SV-40400R 
VEHICLESKYLAB R
 
TM COMM. ISEUENCE COMMAND RESPNSE
 
TI cH. SESTA. STA.
 
' O
RIGINAL 

.j1 MRS CO TINUED
 
-NOTE
 
THE MSS PLATFORM CREW IS TO 
PERFORM PLATFORM BREAKUP 
TASKS AT THIS TIME: OTHER 
WORK REQUIRING USE OF THEI PLATFORM HAY BE ACCOMPLISHED 
ON A NONCINTERFERENCE BASIS. 
1.8 3 CYSC CVTS MSS PLATFORM 3 IS OPEN ANDSE-CURE.
 
18i 4 CTSC CVTS 	 ALERT ALL LV AND LS OBSERVERS To BE ON
 
STATION IN 60 MINUTES FOR COMM CHECK
 
IN SUPPORT OF MSS MOVE:
 
I1>8 . CVTS PVTS 	 ALERT ALL LV AND LS OBSERVERS TO BE
 
ON STATION IN 60 MINUTES FOR COMM
 
CHECK IN SUPPORT OF MSS 'MOVE
 
18j 6 OMIL CVTS 	 ON;STATION CALIBRATION IS-COMPLETE:
 
GMIL RF 19 OFF,
 
18i 7 CVYS SRO 	 GMILPON;STATION CALIBRATION IS
 
COHPLETE; GMIL RF IS OFF;
 
i a HCFT CVTS 	VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVBR/DECODER AND 
CSM COMMAND -DECODER ARE OFF' 
BRING UP GMIL 4500,AN'D'2106,4 MHZ 
COMMAND CARRIERS FOR MCC COMMAND 
- . VALIDATION TEST, 
.1 	 BRING UP GMIL 259.7, 206,8 AND 2106;4
 
MH! CARRIERS FOR MCC AIR/GROUND
 
VALIDATION TEST:
 
NMAKCC01IAll; 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 116
 
DAIYE AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESTNO SV-404OOR
 
SKYLABREVISO ORIGINAL 	 - EUNCHIOPTIONS R 
COMM. I COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPION 	 RMARKS 
TIME C. SUHENCE STA STA. 
.j{ 1RS CONTINUED 
Oft 0f 
i8i 9 CVTS GMIL 	 BRING UP 450:0 AND 2106.4 MHZ COMMAND
 
CARRIERS FOR MOO COMMAND VALIDATION
) 	 TEW;
 
BRING UP 295;7, 296;8 AND 2106;4 MHZ
 
CARRIERS FOR AIR/GROUND VALIDATION
 
TEST,
 
i18 iO GMIL CVTS 	 GHIL RF IS ON,
 
i ±i CVtS HMIL RF IS ON,
1 HFLT 

Lef t2 CTSC eVTS 	 PROPELLING TRANSPORTER UNDER 9S$ To
 
MAVE POSITION,
 
i8i 3 CVTS CPSS 	 PROPELLING TRANSPORTER UNDER MSS TO
 
MATE POSITION,
 
-10 HRS
 
o"
451 

8fi ± CVTS CLTC 	 WAVE SA-9 PERSONNEL REPORT TO SAP9
 
IN 15 MTNUTES FOR 002 SYSTEM
 
VERIFICATION:
 
181 2 CVTS CYSO 	 PERSONNEL WILL BE REQUIRED ON SA-9 IN 
j5 MINUTES To SUPPORT C02 SYSTEM 
VERIFICATION; 
iO HRSj401 0"'i 
iej i 1FLT CVTS 	 MOO COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
 
COMPLETE; MCC AIR/GROOND VALIDATION
 
TEST IS COMPLETE,
 
OMIL RF IS NO LONGER REQUIRED;
 
18 2 CVtS GSIL 	 BRING DOWN 490:0, 2106:4, 2S9,7 AND
 
296,8 MHZ CARRIERS;
 
'1Sf 3 OMIL CvTS 0MIL RF IS OFF'
 
Ii'*iA~lV 'IV 	 NASAKSC C(F., ArLII 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 117 
DATE 
2ATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
' ',', ORIGINAL 
T CMEOmm. I COMMAND 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. 
-10 HRS CONTINUED
 
40? 0" 
{8i 4 CVTS 

{8{ 5 CVtS 

i8i 6 OTSC 

-10 HRS1
 
351 01?
 
8i CVTS 

-10 HRS ­
36 0" 
181 i MST 

let 2 eVTS 

j81 3 MSTC 

i8i 4 CVTS 

RESPONSE
 
STA. 

CLTC
 
MSTC 

SRO 

CVTS 

SRO 

CVTS 

eTSc 

CvTS 

HFLT 

~TEST v 4 0O
LAUNCHOPERATIONS NO SV-40400R 
vrinctt SKYLAB R 
DSCRITION REMARKS 
MCC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
 
COMPLETE;
 
MOC COMMAND VALIDATION TEST AND AIR/
 
GROUND VALIDATION TEST ARE COMPLETE;
 
OMIL RF IS OFF:
 
ML NONoCRITICAL POWER WILLBE
 
'SECURED IN 10 MINUTES;
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR CSM

FREQUENCIES 2106e4e 2272,5; 2287;51
 
259,7 AND 296,8 MHZ,
 
280 FOOT ACE R0OM IS READY FOR
 
SECURING.
 
280 FOOT ACE ROOM IS READY FOR
 
SECURING;
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR CSM RF
 
UHF 2106:4; 9287;5 AND 2272:5 MNZi
 
VHFcAM 259:7 AND 296.8 MHZ:
 
OSH COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON;
 
HAVE GMIL AND NFLT PROVIDE SUPPORT ON
 
CH: 2±2:
 
0SM COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON;
 
STANDBY ON CH, 212 TO SUPPORt CSM AF
 
VOICE COCKS:
 
SPACE 	VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DAN 	 AUGUST 22, 1973 
kEvlstON 	 ORIGINAL 

COMM -S OUENCE 
-10 WRS 6ONTINUED 
30' 0" 
11i 1 9 

{Bj 6 

i8i 7 

is, 	 8 
-O HRS15f 0" 
j 8 

-
-
-1O HRS
 
I. 
8 1 2 
I 
I 
i8i 3IWILL 

Sl 
 4
1 

10 FiWILL 

Oh O"t 
{8± i 
COMMAND 
cVtS 

CTSC 

CTSC 

CVTS 
CTSC 

CVts 

CTSC 

CVTS 

CTSC 

RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 118 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS IESYLNO SV-4040R 
CE SKYLAB R 
RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
OM1L 	 STANDBY ON OH, 212 TO SUPPORT CSM RF
 
VOICE CHECKS: CLEAR To BRING UP CSM
 
UHF COMMAND CARRIER WHEN REQUESTED:
 
KEEP CVTS ADVISED ON CARRIER STATUS,
 
CSM DECODER IS COMING ON,
 
CV?S -UNSECURED FIRE EXTINGUISHERS WILL BE
 
CVTS 

MSC
 
eLTC 

CVTS 

MsTC 
CLYC 

CvTS 

QLTC
MSTO 

CVTS 

REMOVED FROM THE ML',
 
CONFIGURING MSS OISRF UHF:
 
STARTING MSS 01S TRANSFER ; PAD
 
HARDLINE TO CT UHF;
 
cT 015 CHANNEL ASSIGNMENTS WILL
 
BE IN 	EFFECT:
 
MSS OIS RF CONFIGURED TO UHF',
 
MSS 0IS TRANSFBR v PAD TO CT IS
 
COMPLETE,
 
MSS POWER TRANSFER TO ONBOARD POWER
 
OCCUR IN 15 MINUTES.
 
MSS'POWER TRANSFER TO ONBOARD POWER
 
OCCUR 	IN 15 MINUTES,
 
MSS PLATFORM 5 IS OPEN AND
 
SECURE,
 
HrI A tt M l II, 4? AZIIIIIhIkV mlI 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE
DAIF.TEST PAGENO. 119 O IS LAUNCHOPERATIONSAUGUST 22, 1973

,IVISIONORIGINAL 	 SV-4040OR"VEHICLE 	 SKYLAB R 
TIME Cmm. SEQUENCE STA STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-10 HRS CONTINUED

'
 0' 0"
 
i8i 2 CVTS CLTC
 
MSTO VERIFY READY FOR MSS POWER TRANSFER
 
TO ONBOARO POWER;
 
18t 3 CT90 CVTS 	 VERIFY READY FOR MSS TRANSFER TO 
ONBOARD POWER, 
181 4 cTsc CVTS 	MSS POWER TRANSFER TO ONBOARD POWER
 
IS COMPLETE;
 
i81 5 MSC CVTS 	 CHANGE SHDPS FROM 2mSWITCHs i-VALVE
 
MODE TO -S4WIYCH MODE AND VERIFY;
 
i8 6 CVTS ePss 	 vERIFY CLEARANCE TO CHANGE SHOPS FROM
 
2oSWITCH; 1sVALVE MODE TO f.SWITCH
 
MODE,
 
i81 7 COtS CLTC 	CHANGE SMDPS FROM 2mSWITCH {VALVQ
MODE TO ;SWITCH HODE, RERORT WHEN 
COMPLETE.
 
181 8 CVTS MSTO 	 VERIFY ASTRONAUT STOOL LOCATED IN
 
ELEVATOR 1i
 
!at 9 CVTS CLTC
 
CVSC 	 AVO POLICY IS IN EFFECT FOR NON.TCP
 
WORK,
 
{81 10 CLtC CVTS 	 SMOPS IS IN A j;SWITCH MODE;
 
81 .it CVTS MSTC SMOPS IS IN A i.SWITCH MODE, 
i8i 12 CLTC CVTS 	SA;9 C02 SYSTEM VERIFICATION
 
I-S COMPLETE,
 
49 HRS
 
451 O"
 
18i 1 MSTC CVTS 	MSS PREPARATIONS FOR MOVE ARE
 
COMPLETE,
 
ist 2 CVYS MSTO 	VERI-FY READY FOR AUXILIARY DAMPER
 
DISCONNECTLON.
 
PSI LM .fl11 WV VII 	 A ~ 10(O 1 AI 'I 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITy 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 120 
DATE, AUGUST 22, 1973 A HTEST NOsv-40oR 
EEVIsO ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME Comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-9 MRS CONTINUED
 
451 On
 
18i 3 CLTC CVTS 	 VERIFY PREVAILING WINDS Do NOT EXCEED
 
REDLINE VALUES FOR FREE STANDING Sv
 
(REFERENCE LMR);
 
isi 4 CVTS CLTC 	 DISCONNECT AUXILIARY DAMPER.:
 
i8i 5 CUTS CTSC SECURE FACILITY POWER TO PAD TRAILER
 
.COMPLEX:
 
-9 HRS
 
351 0"
 
i- I I CLTC CVTS 	 LV GAL INSPEOTIoN OF MSS PLATFORMS ± 
AND 2 PER LV GAL QCP-lj IS COMPLETE; 
-I~ 	 AUXILIARY DAMPER DISCONNECTED AND LV 
READY FOR MSS JACKING, BUT NOT FOR 
MOVE; 
i 2 CVYS CTSC AUXILIARY DAMPER IS DISCONNECTED; 
-9 HRS
 
301 o".
 
i8i I CLTC CVTS REQUEST THAT FIRE, SAFETY AND
 
SECURITY BE ON STATION IN I
 
HOUR AND READY TO SUPPORT
 
S1HAZARDOUS PORTIONS OF LOX
 
SYSTEM FINAL PREPS AND LV
 
I PROPELLANT LOADING:
 
i8i 2 CVTS CYNS
 
CPSS 	 SAFETY AND SECURITY PERSONNEL
 
WILL BE REOUIR2D ON STATION IN
 
I HOUR AND READY TO SUPPORT
 
HAZARDOUS PORTIONS OF LOX
 
SYSTEM FINAL PREPS AND LV
 
PROPELLANT LOADINGS
 
I(SC 	 CORIARI I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	
- RESCUE VEHICLE 
 PAGE 121 
DATE ATEST NO 
KoNl AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SV-4040ORORIGINAL 
 VEHICLE SKYLAB RComm SEQUENCE OMMAND RESPONSECH SE 	 T,S A 	 DESCRIPTIN REMARKS 
-9-HRS CONTINUED
 
30, 0"
 
i81 3 CVTS CYSC 	FIRE PROTECTION PERSONNEL
 
ARE REQUIRED ON STATION IN
 
I HOUR IN SUPPORT OF LOX
 
SYSTEM FINAL PREPS, RP±i
 
REPLENISH OPERATIONS, LOX
 
LINE CHILLDOWN AND CRYO
 
LOADING,
 
isi 4 OVTS 	 HSTC
 
CLTO
 
CeSC VERIFY FINAL PURGE BOX VALIDATION;
 
VERIFY ALL DUST CAPS AND CABLE CAPS ON
 
THE ML AND PAD ARE SECURED:
 
i8i 5 CTSC CVTS 	 ML ELEVATORS ARE BEING CONFIGURED
 
FOR LAUNCH:
 
6 CVS 	 PERFORM COMM CHECK WITH MI3t1S ON
 
CH, 1214 181; LSR HARDLINE AND NET
 
1059
 
,8i 7 CTSC CVS 	MSS PLATFORM 4 IS OPEN AND SECURE;
 
i8 8 CTSC CVTS REQUEST CLEARANCE TO JACK MSS TO
 
CLEARANCE HEIGHT,
 
i 9 CVYS CPSS VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR MSS JACKING
 
OPERATIONSt
 
1Sf 10 CVTS CTSO JACK MSS TO CLEARANCE PEIQPT; 	 H 
j. 0i OVTSCSC 	 FACILITY POWER TO THE PAD TRAILER
 
COMPLEX IS SECURED;
 
09 HRS
 
j5# 0"'
 
8i I CVTS CTNS 	VERIFY BOTH DOORS TO LCC
 
ROOM 1P4 ARE LOCKED AND
 
INTEGRITY SEALS HAVE BEEN APPLIED;
 
kmI OM 2j w.) NAM L"CCUhQ AI 11 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAO 122 
CATE AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESTNO SV-404OOR 
C.sio ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS " 	 SKYLAB R 
VEHICLE 
CO"'. SEQUENCE OMMAND RESPONSE, DESCRIP7ON REMARKS 
-9 NRS CONTINUED 
15' 0" 
18i 2 CVTS CTSC 	 CONFIGURE PAD SURFACE SAFETY
 
SIGNAL LIGHTS To STEADY 	RED,
 
CLOSE AND DOG THE PAD SURFACE
 
PTeR BLAST DOORS;
 
I REsOVE ZERO LEVEL PLATFORM COVER
 
I PLATES FROM PAD ELEVATOR 2!
 
-, 	 - CONFIGURE B94 LIGHTS To STUADY RED ON 
CLEARING PAD:
 
'9 HRS 
{I 1.I CVtS HSTC 	VERIFY READY FOR PRIMARY DAMPER
 
R 	 CONNECTION IN 15 MINUTES,
 
•9 HRS "
 
51 0" e
 
± CLTC CVTS 	 ALL HIGHLY DESIRABLE LiR RANGE
 
SAPETY MEASUREMENTS ARE GO , VERIFY
 
ETR ASSUMES MONITORING RESPONSIBILITY
 
AT THIS TIME;
 
181 CVTS SRO LV REPORTS ALL HIGHLY-.DESIRABLE LMR 
I j RANGE SAFETY MEASUREMENTS ARE GO; 
VERIVY ER ,ASSUMES MONITORING 
RESPONSIBILITY AT THIS TIME;
 
i{8 3 CVS CLT 	 ETR HAS ASSUMED MONITORING
 
RESPONSIBILITY.,
 
-9 HRS
 
0 0"
 
1S ±" CTSC CVTS 	 STARTING ML PRESSURIZATION TASK,
 
PRESSURIZATION WILL OcCUR IN
 
APPROXIMATELY I HOUR;
 
,&,,ICt Jb IV ,lI# IJ 	 A$A KSC COMI ARMl 
123 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAOE 

DATE 
AUGUST 22, 1973 

ORIGINAL 
TI COM SEOUENCE 	 COMMAND RESPONSE CH. 	 STA. STA. 
-9 HRS CONTINUED
 
Of OTT
 
iBf 2 -CVTS 	CLTC
 
MS tc
 
CPSS 

ii 3 CLTC 	 CVTS 

ii 4 OVYS 

EM 

PA 

5 CVTS CPSS 

181 6 CTSC 	 eVTS 

i8i 7 CVTS 	 CL-TO. 

iB CLTC 	 CVTS 

i~i 9 CVTS 	 CPSS 

.. h.I...V..1NASAKMr(o.q 
TESTNO12 
LAUNCHOPERAYIONS E -4O400R 
VEBFCLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
STARTING ML PRESSURIZATION TASK,
 
PRESSURIZATION WILL OCCUR IN
 
APPROXIMATELY 1 HOURI
 
LOCAL PAGES WILL BE MADE 15o
 
10i AND 9 MINUTES PRI-OR 'T'0'
PRESSURIZING THE ML4
 
LV READY TO START PAD CLEARING
 
OPERATIONS:
 
REQUEST SECURIVY TO VERIFY
 
BOTH DOORS V0 P4 ARE LOCKED
 
AND INTEGRITY SEALS HAVE BEEN
 
APPLIED:
 
ALL PERSONNEL NOT POSSESSING T;9
 
HOUR HAZARDOUS BADGES ARE TO
 
CLEAR -THE PAD B BLAST DANGER AREA,
 
CLEAR THE BLAST DANGER AREA OF
 
ALL 'PERSONNEL NOT POSSESSIMNG Tog
 
HOUR HAZARDOUS BADGES.
 
MSS IS JACKED TO CLEARANCE HEIGHT,

'REQUEST -CLEARANCE TO PROPEL MSS TO

PARK SITE,
 
MSS JACKING I COMPLETE,
 
LV CLEAR FOR MSS MOVE;
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO PROPEL SS TO
 
'PARKSITE;
 
Amt'. 
124 SPACE 	VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
OAE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
RvISIO ORIGINAL 
Comm SEQUENCE COMMAND CH. STA. 
-9 HRS CONTINUED
01 0"
 
isi in CVTS 

i8i jj CTSC 
i8i 12 cvs 
i8i 13 CLTC 

i8i 14 CVOS 

8tl 15 CVTS 

EM 

PA
 
i8i 16 CVTS 

i8i 17 CVTS 

18i 18 CLTC 

t8i 19 MSYC 

i81 20 CTSC 

.8 HRS
 
55f Oil
 
{8 i CTSC 

RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAGE
LAUNCHOPEATIONS 	 TESTNO 
VEHICLE 
RESPONSE 
STA. 	 DS I ION 
CTSC 	 PROPEL MSS C EAR OF SUPPORT COLUMNS 

AND PROCEED WITH TRANSFER OPERATIONS;
 
REPORT PROGRESS TO-CVTS ENROUTE;
 
CVTS 	 HS9 FIRST MOTION;
 
MSTC 
CLTC MSS IS IN MOTION, 
CVTS ESP LOWERING IS COMPLETE, 
THE HN/ CRANE IS RELEASED FOR NORMAL 
SERVICE: 
CPSS ESp LOWERING IS COMPLETE, 
ENGINE SERVICE PLATFORM LORERING IS
 
COMPLETE;
 
CTSC 	 ESP LOWERING IS COMPLETE,
 
THE H/H CRANE IS RELEASED FOR NORMAL
 
SERVICE;
 
HSTC 	 VERIFY CSM UHF ON AND VHF ON IN RELAY 
MODE FOR RF COMPATIBILITY YEST: 
CVTS 	 VERIFY CSM UHF ON AND VHF ON IN RECAY
 
MODE FOR RF COMPATIBILITY TEST:
 
CVTS STANDBY FOR RF COMM, CHECKS WITH SPAD
 
USING EEAP:
 
CVTS PERFORMING ELEVATOR FUNCTIONAL TEST
 
IN EGRESS MODE ON ML ELEVATORS:
 
CVTS 	 MSS IS AT 35 FT: POSITION;
 
SV-4040OR 
SKYLAB R 
REARKS 
W
 
vi IR FEV .I, 	 NASAKSC(OI APR_ 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	
- RESCUE VEHICLE 
 PAGE 125
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 U SNOflVI$ON ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPRATIONS 
 SV-4040OR
VEHICLE SKYLAB
 
TIM COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE 
CH. SEQUENCE STA STA 
 DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
-8 HRS CONTINUED
 
55 O"
 
j8t 2 CVTS CLTC 	CONNECT PRIMARY DAMPER!
 
i8i 3 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE
 
LY,OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED!
 
-8 HRS
 
50' 0"
 
i8i i CLTC lVTS* 	REQUEST CLEARANCE FOR LOCAL OPEN
 
LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER, (PROTECTION
 
IS RE0UI-RED;)
 
i8i 2 CLTC CVTS 	LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER
 
AND IU COMMAND RECE!VER/DEtODER ARE
 
ON:
 
isi 3 CLTC CVTS 	 PRIMARY DAMPER CONNECTION COMPLETE:
 
-8 NRS 
45' 0" 
ief 5 CLTC CVTS 	 ALL LV COMPARTMENTS CLOSED OUT
 
AND READY TO SWITCH ECS FROM
 
AIR TO 0N2:
 
i8i 2 CVTS CPSS 	 ALL LV COMPARTMENTS ARE CLOSED
 
oue
 
-8 HRS
 
4190"
 
- 8l i CLTC CVTS 	 REQUEST HFLT GO TO CH; 263
 
FOR TELETYPE'DATA VERIFICATION:
 
i8i 2 CVTS HFLT 	 GO TO CH; 263 FoR TELETYPE
 
DATA VERIFICATION.
 
~*~' I*4M *tft~tj~lV I) o -.. -- -M 	 (A ( Af' 
_________ 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 126
 
DATE-. 
 AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS 
 TESTNO SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. S COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKSCIH. S IQUENC STA. D__P__RARSTA. 

-8 HRS 
30' o" 
8j 
i8i 
EM 
PA 
j. 
2 
3 
CVTS 
CLI'C 
CVI'S 
t8j 4 CUTS 
8 HRS 
i8. -1 CVTS 
CTSO 
CVTS 
PLACE SLIDEWIRE CAB IN READINESS 
CONFIGURATION, 
READY TO CLEAR THE CONTROL AREA FOR 
RP;j REPLENISH: 
H 
ALL NONEESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO 
CLEAR THE CONTROL AREAS FOR LV RP-( 
REPLENISN OPERATIONS 
" THE CONTROL AREAS FOR 
LV RP1r- REPLENISR 
* OPERATIONS CONSISTS OF 
" THE ML 127 FOOT t-EVEL," 
* THE ML ZERO LEVEL AND 
" THE FLAME TRENCH: 
e 
a 
CPSS CLEAR ALL NONRESSENTIAL PERSONNEL 
FROM THE CONTROL AREAS FOR LV RP;j 
REPLENISH OPERATIONS, 
SRO VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE 
FOR THE QNIL IU COMMAND 
CARRIER: 
OR.GJoIAL PAGBJiOP POOR~QALq 
I(SM~3 ~ftflvA 
-NAA %SCOMI All 71 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 127
 
RE 1973 
EVSION A 
TIME COMM COMMAND 
CH. SEUENCE STA 
-8 1RS 
±5' 0" 
8 OLC 

18{ 2 CVtS 
i8i 3 eVts 
i8i 4 GMIL 

i8i 5 CVTS 

i8± 6 CLTC 

iat 7 CVTS 

{8{ 8 CTsC 

181 9 CLTC 

RESPONSE 
STA. 
CVYS 

HFLT 

GMIL 

CVTS 

CLTC 

CVTS 

SRO 

OVTS 

tVTS 

LAUNCH OPoATIONSO 
VEHICLESKYLAB R 
DESCRITION REMARKS 
REQUEST OMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER ON:
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
 
BY THE LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER:
 
REQUEST GMIL AND HFLT MONITOR
 
CH: 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY TO
 
SUPPORT FT,47;
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
 
BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU
 
COMMAND CARRIER;
 
QMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING ON;
 
MONITOR CH, 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY
 
TO SUPPORT FTu47 AND LIFTOFF TIME
 
UPDATE,
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER CAPTURED
 
BY THE LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU
 
COMMAND CARRIER:
 
BRING UP IU COMMAND CARRIER,
 
MONITOR oH: 261 AND REPORT WHEN
 
READY TO SUPPORT FT.47 AND 4rF7OFF
 
TIME UPDATE;
 
IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
 
eM1L IU COMMAND CARRIER IS ON,
 
LO AL OPEN L4OP IU COMMAND CARRIER
 
Is oFF;
 
LV LOCAL OPEN LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER IS OFF!-

ML EGRESS CHUTE SYSTEM IS IN READINESS-

CONFIGURATION.
 
REQUEST CPSS VERIFY CLEARANCE TO
 
SWITCH ECS TO GN2.
 
L,'i*'iirNet~N. J(IIAI' 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 128
 
DATE-o AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPNATIONS SV-4040OR
 
REVISIO ORIGINAL 	 VEHICLE SKYLAB R
 
STA 	 i7lM COMM. ISEQUENCE COMM ND RE STA.NSE CREA 	 SDESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-8 MRS CONTINUED
 
i5t o"
 
181 10 OVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO SWITCH ECS TO GN2,
 
i81 i1 CVtS CLTC 	 CONFIGURE ECS FOR GN2 STANDBY. H
 
iSt 12 CTSC CVTS 	 ML ELEVATOR FUNCTIONAL TEST IN EGRbSS'
 
MODE COMPLETE- ML ELEVATORS RETURNED
 
T0 NORMAL SERVICE;
 
NOTE
 
SWITCHING OF ECS To GN2 IS
 
SCHEDULED TO* OCCUR tO MINUTES
 
AFTER CLEARANCE IS GRANTED:
 
-8 HRS
 
31 O"
 
j8s HFLT CVTS NEW LIFTOFFTIM5 IS
 
I
 
* I -- IGMT: 
HRS IIN SEC 
CLOSING OF LAUNCH WINDOW IS
 
GMT
 
HRS MIN SEC
 
tat 2 CVTS 	 READ BACK TIMES TO THE FLIGHT DIREnTOR
 
FOR CONFIRMATION,
 
KI I.,M i RIB kI 4 'II NASAKSC COP? AMPQ, 
[CLE PAGE 
TESTNO 
129 
CH OPERATIONS vV..... SV-400 ORSKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
-B HRS COMNTUED 
13l 0" 
1St 3 cvts CLTC 
WGIL 
SRO NEW LIFTOFF TIME'IS 
en Q* -cf - GMT. 
HRS MIN SEC 
* CLOSING OF' LAUNCH WINDOW IS 
7 9 
---­
----
HRS 4IN SEC 
4 CVTS CALCULATE DURATION OF HOLD TO 
OCCUR AT T 3 HOURS. 3OtO"', 
RECORD HOLD DURATION HERE AND AT 
T" 3 HOURS; 3510", 
MIN SEC 
I HRS 
Ois j CTsC CVTS FORWARD OBSERVER SITES HAVE BEEN 
EQUIPPED: 
t8i 2 CLTC elTC SWITCH ECS TO GN2, 
m8 HRSOf Oil 
iS? 1. CPSS CVTS CLEAR To START RP=. REPLENISH; 
tsi 2 CVTS CLTC START RP-I REPLENISH; H 
KSC{H4M /IHI OIBfV l N AS" M,.4t l CO I AP /fl 
PA E 130
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 

1r1 AUGUST 22, 1973 
Pv,IW, ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM. S0UENCE COMMAND 
• TIME CH. SUENCETA. 
RESPONSE 
STA. 
LAUNCHOPERATIONS 
DESCRI7ION 
TESTNO. 
VEICLE 
_________ 
SV-4L0OR 
SKYLAB R 
REMARKS 
"8 HRS CONTINUED 
lei 3 CVTS CPSS 
CTNS 
erSC CLEAR PTCR AND ECS ROOMS AND 
PRESSURIZE WHEN CLEAR; 
H 
8i 4 CVTS CTSC CONFIGURE TELEPHONES IN ML ELEVATORS 
AND ON 320 FOOT LEVEL TO PT: TO PT: 
MODE; 
{8i 5 CTSC CvTS ML EGRESS SPRAt SYSTEM AND ML LES 
SPRAY SYSTEM IN FIELD ACTIVE MODE; 
iBi ,6 CTSC CvTS TELEPHONES IN ML ELEVATORS AND ON ML 
320 FOOT LEVEL ARE CONFIGURED TO PT; 
TO PT, MODE; 
i8i 7 COTSC CVTS ML IS PRESSURIZED. 
iB{ 8 CTSC CVTS ALL 
ARE 
BLAST ROOM SUPPLIES AND EQUIPMENT 
POSITIONED IN BLAST ROCM: 
181 9 MSTC CVTS CSM PERSONNEL ARE CLEARING THE 
COMPLEX: 
-7 HRS 
521 Off 
i8 i CLTC CVTS IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF: 
CLEAR TO 
CARRIER; 
BRING DOWN GMIL IU COMMAND 
HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST 
IS COMPLETE; 
i8i 2 CVTS GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF! 
BRING DOWN IU COMMAND CARRIER, 
lBi 3 GMIL ;VTS IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF, 
OP POOR AGf IS 
L - UJALIT 
NL KISCCOAL Ark11 
KSI rc.rM J1hI1tifV ...I, 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 PAGE 131
 
dATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPIATIONS 	 TESYNO SV-404OOR 
REv,,oN ORIGINAL 	 VEHICtE SKYLAB R
 
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKSCH SEQUENCE STA STA. 
-7 HRS CONTINUED 
521 0" 
8i. 4 OVTS HFLT IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF
 
GMIL IU COMMAND CARRIER 	IS OFF:
 
18- 5 CVTS SRO 	 HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
 
IS cOMPLETE, GMIL IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER IS OFF,
 
7 MRS!
 
451 
0"
 
iai CTSC CVTS 	 PAD ELEVATOR 2 IN EGRESS MODE,
 
-7 MRS'"­
401 0"l	 RWR R 
CVTS
-. C"TBOTSC 	 PTCR AND EGS ROOMS ARE PRESSURIZED:
 
•7 HRS
 
30' O"
 
* NO MORE THAN 20 PEOPLE *
 
o WHO MAY REQUIRE THE USE *. 
* OF THE BLAST ROOM WILL * 
* BE ALLOWED TO ENTER THE * 
* MOBILE LAUNCHER; * 
-7 HRS
 
1L 0"
 
I CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY SYSTEM SAFETY SUPERVISORIS
 
CHaCKLIST IS COMPLETE (INCLUDES FRE

PROTECTION AND SECURITY).
 
(TOP NO: SVs40400, APPENDIX A):
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 
 PAGE 132 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REV ORIGINAL 
TIME Comm. SUENCE COMMAND 
CH U STA 
.7 HRS CONTINUED
 
1O' 0"
 
.8± 2 CVTS 

-7 MRS
 
{S i CVTS 

181 I 2 CVTS 
-7 HRS
 
OI Off
 
i8i 2 CLTC 

i81i 3 CVTS 

i8l 4 CLYC 

ji8 5 CVTS 

{8f 6 CVtS 

RESPONSE
 
STA. 

LIEF 

HFLT
 
SRO 

CYSO 

CLTC 

CVTS 

CVTS 

CPSS 

CVTS 

CPSS 

CLTC 

TESTNO SV-40400R 
LAUNCVEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPION REMARKS 
WIND MONITORING TEAM REPORT GO/NOnGO
 
POR L02 LOADING:
 
VERIFY GO/NOGO FOR START OF LV CRYO
 
LOADING:
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
 
COMING ON FOR ETRCaOMMAND VALIDATION
TEST,
 
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS
 
OFF,
 
VERIFY DRSCS RECEIVERS ARE OFF:
 
VERIFY WITH MSPC THAT LAUNCH VEHICLE
 
IS CAPABLE OF MEETING TARGET
 
CONDITIONS:
 
RP;j REPLENISH IS COMPLETE:
 
RP;j REPLENISH IS COMPLETE:
 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO START AUTOMATIC
 
LOX LOADING (WITH CROSS COUNTRY LINE
 
CHILLDOWN THROUGH SgIB STAGE VENTS)2
 
VERIFY CLEAR TO START AUTOMATIC LO
 
LOADING (WITH CROSS COUNTRY LINE
 
CHILLDOWN THROUGH S.IB STAGE VENTS),
 
START AUTOMATIC LOX LOADING;
 
C 
ORIGhAL PAGE 18 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE OF POOR QUALITY PAGE 133 
DATe: AUGUST 22, 	 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4OOOR 
BLVv1hWORIGINAL 	 vtvcL SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
CH. S U CE STA. STA. 
-7 HRS CONTINUED
0' 0" ­
iSi. 7 CVTS ,OM 	 VERIFY READY FOR CAMERA OVERRIDE
 
CONTROL SYSTEM tO BE SwITCRED TO
 
MODE I;
 
18i 8 OVTS CYSO PLACE CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
IN MODE II;
 
ie 9 CTSC CVTS 	 CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM IS IN
j8 

MODE 11;
 
181 10 CVIS LOM 	 VERIFY CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM
 
MODE II LIGHT IS ON,
 
iBi %1 CVTS CYSC CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM MODE II 
LIOH ON; 
181 12 CTsC eVTS OS TO AND FROH THE PAD WILL. BE 
DEACTIVATED'(OIs WILL BE'REACT!VAT9D
 
AT T-4 HOURS; Sol01ou
 
i.i 13 CTSC CVTS 	 013 TO AND FROM THE PAD HAS BEEN
i" 	 DEACTIVATED 't
 
18i 14 CPSS VS 	PAD CLWARING OPERATIONS ARe COMPLETE$
 
18i i9 COVS CLTC 	 PAD CLEARING OPERATIONS ARE COMPLETE;
 
iBi 16 CVTS HARD
 
I TOP RETURN TO FALLBACK AREA.
 
±8i7 SRo CVS 	RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING
 
ON FOR ETR COMHAND VALIDATION ?EST,
 
VERIFY IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS
 
OFF,
 
VERIFY DRSCS RECEIVERS ARE OFF:
 
5 HRS' 
i i COVS CPSS 	DISPATCH PAD EGRESS TEAM FROM
 
ROADBLOCK As:
 
COMCS( IO. 73 BID CIt V71,~ 	 NASA"1S 0. A11. 
134 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 TEST NO. SV-40400R 
REVISION ORIGINAL 	 VEHICL. SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMANDI RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
CH STA. STA. 
-5 HRS
 
0"5' 
181 1 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
 
FREQUENCIES 240.2, 256.2, 258.5,
 
250.7, 255.1, AND 5765 MHZ FOR RF
 
COMPATIBILITY TEST.
 
-5 HRS 
0' 0" 
181 1 CLTC CVTS 	 LV LOX LOADING IS COMPLETE. ALL STAGE
 
REPLENISH IS NORMAL.
 
181 2 CLTC CVTS 	VERIFY CLEARANCE FOR LV FREQUENCIES 
240.2, 256.2, 258.5, 250.7, 255.1 
AND 5765 MHZ FOR RF COMPATIBILITY 
TEST.
 
181 3 SRO CVTS 	 ETR COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
 
COMPLETE.
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF.
 
181 4 CVTS CLTC 	 ETR COMMAND VALIDATION TEST IS
 
COMPLETE.
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF.
 
-4 HRS
 
0f50' 
181 1 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO RADIATE THE LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
FOR DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST.
 
PROTECTION IS REQUIRED.
 
K(SCFORM 3 8 gIPev 4171 	 NASA tSC COMI APRO;1 
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DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 
.EVISON ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMAND 
CH STA. 
-4 HIRS 
451 011 
181 1 CLTC 

181 2 CVTS 

181 3 CVTS 
181 4 CPSS 

181 5 CLTC 

-4 HRS 
401 0" 
181 1 CVTS 

RESPONSE
 
STA 

CVTS 

SRO 

CPSS 

CVTS 

CVTS 

MSTC
 
GMIL
 
SRO 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS N- SLESTV-4040R 
VEICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE LOCAL
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER.
 
(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED.)
 
REQUEST SRO SWITCH TO CH. 261 TO
 
SUPPORT DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST USING
 
FLIGHT CODE PLUGS.
 
REQUEST CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEY TO CLVN.
 
STANDBY ON CH. 261 FOR DRSCS CLOSED
 
LOOP TEST USING FLIGHT CODE PLUGS.
 
RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN.
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RELEASED TO
 
CLVN.
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS
 
COMING ON.
 
NOTE
 
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES FOR
 
THE DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST
 
ARE IN THE LV PROCEDURE.
 
VERIFY READY TO SUPPORT RF
 
COMPATIBILITY TEST.
 
KG rantM 23 61t iREV Jft17 NASA KSC COML AMII,? 
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DATE. 
REVISION 
AUGUST 22,
ORIGINAL 
1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS rEsT NO 
VEHICLE 
SV-4040 RSKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. 
CH. 
SEQUENC COMMAND 
STA 
RESPONSE 
ST. DESCRIPIlON REMARKS 
-4 HRS 
37' 0" 
181 1 CLTC CVTS DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST IS COMPLETE. 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS 
OFF. 
181 2 CVTS SRO DRSCS CLOSED LOOP TEST IS COMPLETE. 
LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER 
IS OFF. 
181 3 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER 
ON AND VERIFY. 
181 4 CVTS SRO BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER 
AND VERIFY. 
181 5 CVTS CLTC RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON. 
181 6 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE INTERROGATE RADAR 
BEACONS I AND 2. 
REQUEST ALL LAUNCH DAY RADAR UP 
THROUGH COMPLETION OF RF COMPATIBILITY 
TEST. 
181 7 CVTS SRO INTERROGATE RADAR BEACONS 1 AND 2. 
BRING UP ALL LAUNCH DAY RADARS THROUGH 
COMPLETION OF RF COMPATIBILITY TEST. 
181 8 CLTC CVTS IU RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON. 
181 9 MSTC CVTS CSM IS READY FOR RF COMPATIBILITY 
TEST ON CH. 261. 
CSM UHF AND VHF-AM ARE ON. 
181 10 CVTS CLTC CSM UHF AND VHF-AM ARE ON. 
181 11 CLTC CVTS REQUEST SRO, MSTC AND GMIL GO TO 
CHANNEL 261 TO SUPPORT RF 
COMPATIBILITY TEST. 
IO~fA ~ II1;iI V 4~'I NA I 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM. COMMAND 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. 
-4 HIS CONTINUED
 
37' 0"
 
181 12 CVTS 

181 13 CLTC 

181 14 CVTS 

181 15 CLTC 

181 16 CPSS 

181 17 CVTS 

181 18 CVTS 

RESPONSE 
STA.
 
MSTC
 
GMIL
 
SRO 

CVTS 

SRO 

CVTS 

CVTS 

SRO 

GMIL 

OPERATIONS 	 TUNCHESTNO SV-4040OR 
VEHOCLE SKYLAB RVE ICLE YA 
DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS
 
STANDBY ON CHANNEL 261 TO SUPPORT-RF
 
COMPATIBILITY TEST.
 
NOTE
 
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES FOR
 
THE RF COMPATIBILITY TEST
 
ARE IN THE LV PROCEDURE.
 
CLEAR TO BRING DOWN RANGE RADARS.
 
CLEAR TO BRING DOWN RANGE RADARS.
 
RF COMPATIBILITY TEST IS COMPLETE.
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY HAS BEEN
 
RETURNED TO CPSS.
 
ALL LV RF AND TM SYSTEMS ARE OFF.
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/RECODER IS OFF.
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF.
 
DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY RETURNED.
 
ALL LV RF AND TM SYSTEMS ARE OFF.
 
IU RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF.
 
I.U. RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF.
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF.
 
FSC FORM 23 SIB IREV A171. 	 NASA KbC COMIt API4 -1 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TEST NO. SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKSCH. STA. 	 STA. 
-4 MRS
 
0"
 30' 

181 1 CTSC 	CVTS OIS TO AND FROM THE PAD HAS BEEN
 
REACTIVATED.
 
181 2 CVTS 	 HARD VERIFY PAD EGRESS TEAM IS ON STATION
 
TOP FOR COMM CHECK.
 
HF 3 CVTS PAD HF 105 CH. COMM CHECK.
 
105
 
-4 HRS
 
22' Ott
 
181 1 CLTC CVTS 	 LV CRYO LOADING IS COMPLETE AND
 
NORMAL REPLENISH HAS BEEN ESTABLISHED.
 
-4 HRS
 
10' 0"
 
181 1 CVTS CTSC 	AAS POWER BUSSES WILL BE REQUIRED AT
 
T-3 HOURS, 10' 0".
 
HAVE BWIC MONITOR 	CH.- 181.
 
-4 HRS
 
5t Ot
 
181 1 BWIC 	 CVTS AAS POWER SUPPLIES ARE COMING ON.
 
-4 HRS
 
0 ' 0"
 
181 1 	 HARD CVTS PAD EGRESS TEAM IS ON STATION MANNED
 
TOP AND READY TO SUPPORT.
 
181 2 CVTS CTSC 	 DELIVER ELEVATOR CONTROL PANEL KEYS
 
TO CSTO AT ASTRO COMM CONSOLE AC 15.
 
181 3 CVTS 	 HARD VERIFY NO VISIBLE LOX VAPORS IN PRIME
 
TOP ACCESS ROUTE.
 
181 4 CVTS CSTO 	VERIFY ELEVATOR CONTROL PANEL IS
 
FUNCTIONAL.
 
I'C IOflM 23.-h81 RFV 4/711 kS C(IMI PAW7AAfILj7I
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
ORIGINAL R'EVSI~4 
7IME COMM. COMMAND 
CH SEQUENCE SA 

-4 IRS CONTINUED
 
0' 0"
 
5 MSTC 

i8i 6 CVOS 

i8i 7 CVTS 
i8i 8 TSC 
181 9 CVTS 

81 1o CVS 

"3 HRS
 
501 0"
 
181 1 CLTC 

181 2 CVTS 

181 3 CVtS 

i81 4 CVTS 

212 5 CVTS 

RESCUE VEHICLE 

LAUNCH OPERATIONS 

OIGIAL
LUNC OPRATONSSV-40400R 
RESPONSE 
STA. DOSCRIPTION 
CVTS REQUEST GMIL PERFORM UNLOCKED VCO dCSM 
SPBAND DOWNLINK VARIABLE CARRIER 
OSCILLATOR) READOUT AND VERIFY 
COMPLETION' 
GMIL PERFORM CSM SnDAND UNLOCKED VCO READOUT 
AND VERIFY COMPLEION, 
MSTC. UNLOCK VCO READOUT IS COMPLETE: 
OVTS MSS IS IN MATE POSITION, -REQUEST 
CLEARANCE TO LOWER HSS ONTO SUPPORT 
COLUMNS; 
CPSS MSS IS IN MATE POSITION; VERIFY 
CLEARANCE TO LOWER MSS ONTO SUPPORT 
COLUMNS: 
DTSC LOWER MSS ONTO SUPPORT COLUMNS! H 
CVTS 
CPSS 
LV 15 READY FOR CSM CLOSEOUT CREW 
INGRESS: 
VERIFY CSM CLOSEOUT CREW I'S AT 
MSTC 
CPSS 
ROADBLOCK As; 
CSM CLOSEOUT CREW IS AT ROADBLOCK A5; 
VERIFY CLOSEOUT CREW CLEAR TO ENTER 
THE CONTROLLED AREA, 
CSiO SWITCH ELEVATORS I AND 2 T6 THE EGRESS 
MODE, POSITION ELEVATORS 70 THE "A" 
LEVEL AND VERIFy, 
PAGE 139
 
TENO. 139 
VEHICtESKYLAB R 
REMARKS 
P, IhII ItkIV j"il NMA K (4 PAT 
140 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAOE 
DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 LTESTNOIAUNCHOPEATIONS SV-40400R 
REVSfI. ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TINE COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
TIE CH SQUNC STA. STA 
_____ 
-3 HRS CONT UED
 
50t O"
 
NOTE
 
CONTROL OF ELEVATORS I AND 2
 
WILL BE PER SPACECRAFT
 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS CLOSEOUT
 
PLANS FOR NORMAL OPERAqIONS;
 
NOTE
 
SHOULD THE WATER GLYCOL CREW
 
BE REQUIRED;' THE FOLLOWING
 
APPLIES
 
THE WATER GLYCOL CREW TAKES
 
ELEVATOR 2 TO THE 80 FOOT
 
LEVEL AND RETAINS THE
 
ELEVATOR AT THIS-LEVEL WITH
 
THE EMERGENCY STOP SWICN;
 
AFTER VHe WATER GLYCOL CREW
 
ON THE So FOOT LEVEL HAS
 
CLEARED THE ML, POSITION
 
ELEVATOR 2 AT THE 320 POOT
 
LEVEL IN THE EGRESS MODE
 
AND VERIVYI AFTER THE
 
CLOSEOUT CREW HAS CLEARED
 
THE HLS POSITION ELEVATOR 1
 
AT THE 320 FOOT LEVEL AND
 
VERIFY: (ELEVATOR 1 !M
 
ALREADY IN THE EGRESS MODE),
 
THE CLOSEOUT AND FLIGHT CREW
 
UTILIZE ELEVATOR I BETWEEN
 
THE "At' LEVEL AND THE 320
 
FOOT LEVEL PER THE CSH ?cP
 
FOnoKOC7VI:
 
KO~h APIV Ill. 7. 1u11"IV Io NAS KSI f
ORIGmqA 
op POOR Q At-i !' 
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A7IE- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4040OR
 
WI ORIGINAL 	 VEHCLESKYLAB R 
TIME cH SEQUENCE CONTA RSNTA.COMM COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
L3 HRS CONTINUED

'
 5o' 0"
 
* IN THE EVENT AN 
*MERGENCY CONDITION 
* EXISTS WHICH REQUIRES * 
a 	THE EGRESS OF THE
 
* 	FLIGHT CREW AND/OR
 
o 	SUPPORT PERSONNEL FROM 
THE BLAST DANGER AREA;* 
THE PROCEDURES DETAILED o 
IN THE ASTP/SgYLXB I
 
PLIGHT CREW EMERGENCY
 
EGRESS PROCEDURES
 
LAUNCH COMPLEX 39, TCP * 
NO SVI46002, SHALL BE
 
IMPLEMENTED: THIS
 
o 	 PROCEDURE IS APPLICABLE
 
D
URING THE PERIOD OF
 
* 	 TIME PROM THE RETURN OF 
o 	THE CSM CLOSEOUT CRER 
o 	TO THE BLAST DANGER 
AREA AFTER CRYOGENIC 
LOADING, THROUGH LAUNCH a 
o 	 OR EGRESS OF THE CREN a 
PROM THE BLAST DANGE * 
i 	AREA:
 
NOTE
 
IN THE EVENT THAT A
 
CONTINGENCY CREW RQUWIRES
 
ACCESS TO THE BLAST DANGER
 
AREA DURING THE PERIOD OV
 
TIME PROM THE END OF
 
CRYOGENIC LOADING THROUGW
 
ORYOGENIC DETANKING, TAE
PROCEDURGS DEYAILED IN
 
APPENDIX B OF THIS DOCUMENT
 
SHALL BE IMPLEMENTED,
 
NA AL OWI APR ILk l (M .1Kibjkhl A 'if 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 	 TESrNO SV-kO400R-
REVISION, ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTIONTIME COmm. SEQUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE CH. STA STA DECRPTO 	 REMARKS 
-3 HIRS CONTINUED
 
50' 0'
 
181 6 CVTS MSTC 	 CONTROLLED AREA IS NOW OPEN FOR
 
CLOSEOUT CREW.
 
181 7 MSTC CVTS 	DISPATCH CLOSEOUT CREW TO SA-9 FROM
 
ROADBLOCK A5.
 
181 8 CVTS CPSS 	 DISPATCH CLOSEOUT CREW AND VEHICLES
 
1 AND 2 FROM ROADBLOCK A5.
 
NOTE
 
SHOULD tHE WATER GLYCOL 	CREW
 
BE REQUIRED, DISPATCH
 
VEHICLE 3 TO THE PAD.
 
NOTE
 
CM CLOSEOUT CREW AND FLIGHT
 
CREW PERSONNEL WILL REPORT
 
TO CVTS UPON ENTERING AND
 
PRIOR TO EXITING ML (HI
 
RISE) ELEVATORS VIA PT-PT
 
PHONE PER SC LAUNCH CLOSEOUT
 
PLANS.
 
-3 HRS
 
45' 0"
 
181 1 CTSC CVTS 	 PISS IS ON SUPPORT COLUMNS.
 
181 2 CTSC CVTS 	 ENTRANCE TO LCC ROOM IPt WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES TO JUMPER MSS
 
FIRE ALARM CABLES PRIOR 	TO CONNECTION.
 
Ibi 3 CVTS CTNS 	 ENTRANCE TO LCC ROOM 1Pq WILL BE
 
REQUIRED IN 30 MINUTES TO JUMPER
 
MSS FIRE ALARM CABLES PRIOR TO
 
CONNECTION.
 
r ORM 43 SIB IRLV 'I'll NASA KSC COML AIfRlI 
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DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TEST NO SV-40400R 
REVISION ORIGINAL 	 VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE
CH. STA STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-3 HRS 
181 1 CLTC CVTS 	 PRIMARY DAMPER IS RETRACTED AND
 
LATCHED.
 
-3 HRS 
35' OI 
I CVTS 	 STOP CDC AT T-3 HOURS, 30' 0" FOR
 
SCHEDULED HOLD OF APPROXIMATELY
 
I HOUR.
 
LENGTH OF HOLD AT T-3 HOURS, 30' 0"
 
WILL BE
 
HRS MIN SEC
 
THE COUNT WILL BE RESUMED AT
 
GMT.
 
HRS MIN SEC
 
A NOMINAL HOLD OF 2 MINUTES IS TO
 
OCCUR AT T-151 0" FOR ADDITIONAL
 
LIFTOFF TIME ADJUSTMENT.
 
KSC I ORM 23 UIB IREV 4171, 	 NAbA .( tMI A. .l . 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS rTST NO. SV-40400R 
REVISION ORIGINAL VIICLE SKYLAB R 
Com COCMMAND RESPONSETIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
HOLDIN( 
-3 HRS 
30' 01 
STARTING
 
---1 HOUR SCHEDULED HOLD--­
181 1 CVTS CLTC
 
MSTC
 
HFLT
 
GMIL
 
SRO
 
CTSC THE CDC IS BEING HELD AT T-3 HOURS,
 
30t 
0"1 FOR NEW LIFTOFF TIME 	UPDATE.
 
THE COUNT WILL BE RESUMED AT
 
GMT.
 
HRS MIN SEC
 
--- 5 0" PRIOR TO RESUMING COUNT--­
(IF NO HOLD, T-3 HOURS, 35' 0") 
181 2 CVTS HFLT 	VERIFY GO/NO-GO FOR FLIGHT CREW
 
DEPARTURE FROM THE MSOB.
 
181 3 CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR GMIL
 
FINAL ANTENNA ALIGNMENT 	(255.1,
 
258.5, AND 2287.5 MHZ).
 
---JUST PRIOR TO RESUMING COUNT--­
181 4 CVTS CLTC
 
MSTC
 
HFLT
 
GMIL
 
SRO
 
CTSC THE CDC WILL BE RESTARTED AT T-3
 
HOURS, 30' 0" ON MY MARK.
 
5 - 4 - 3 - 2 - 1 - MARK. 
KSC FOPM 23 BIB IREV 4171 
- .-	 NASA KSC COMML API171 
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GAE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 TEST NO SV-40400R 
n.iSION ORIGINAL 	 vgHc, SKYLAB R 
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
TIME SQ N STA STA 
-3 HRS 
301 0'
 
181 1 CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY SAFETY GO FOR FLIGHT CREW
 
INGRESS AT T-2 HOURS, 40' 0".
 
181 2 CVTS CPSS 	 VERIFY GO FOR FLIGHT CREW DEPARTURE
 
FROM HSOB.
 
181 3 MSTC CVTS 	VERIFY SAFETY CLEARANCE FOR CREW
 
DEPARTURE FROM MSOB.
 
181 4 GMIL CVTS 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR GMIL
 
FINAL ANTENNA ALIGNMENT. GMIL
 
SWITCHING TO CH. 214 TO COORDINATE
 
FINAL ANTENNA ALIGNMENT.
 
181 5 CVTS MSTC 	 GMIL SWITCHING TO CH. 214 TO
 
COORDINATE GMTL FINAL ANTENNA
 
ALIGNMENT.
 
181 6 MSTC CVTS 	 CMS COMMAND DECODER IS OFF.
 
-3 HRS
lot 0" 
181 1 MSTC CVTS 	 NOTIFY CPSS THAT SPAD HAS PYRO ARM
 
SWITCH GUARD.
 
181 2 CVTS CPSS 	 SPAD HAS PYRO ARM SWITCH GUARD.
 
181 3 CVTS GMIL 	POWER UP THE AIU AND VERIFY.
 
, t * t iNA'A 	 KS( C il At ll 
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 *AGE 146 
l'AWt- AUGUST 22, 1973UVLsIC ORIGNAL 	 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4040R 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIM COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE
 
CH. SEUENCE 5Th. STA. 
 DESCRIPION PEMARKS. 
-3 MRS CONTINUED
 
{i8 4 OVYS LOM 	 VERIFY THE FOLLOWING SRITCHEs ON THE
 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF.
 
ABORT REQUEST ENABLE, ABORT REQUEST A,
 
AND ABORT REQUEST B;
 
iBi 5 CVS BWIC 	 TURN ON AAS POWER BUSSES, 
6 LO 	 NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIgHTS ON THE
 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO ON
 
POWER SUPPLY I; 2s 3, AAS SUPLY, ,ND 
ORDNANCE SAFE, 
81 I GMIL PVTS 	 SMIL FINAL ANTENNA ALIGNMENT IS
 
COMPLETE GMIL RF IS OFF;
 
{8i 2 CVTS SRO 	 GMIL FINAL ANTENNA ALIGNMENT IS
 
COMPLETE; CLEARANCE FOR 2287,5 MHZ
 
STILL REQUIRED;
 
-2 HRS 
58 Of" 
181 $ OVTS LOM 	 ABORT REQUES! ENABLE SfITCH TO ON AND
 
VERIFY;
 
2 LOM 	 NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIONTS ON fHE
 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL GO ON
 
REQUEST A ENABLED AND REQUEST BENABLED:
 
iBi 3 CVTS HFLT 	 eMtL COMMAND SYSTEM WILL 9f SAFED 
MOMENTARILY FOR 	AIU ENABLE:
 
C FM fhi IRt, 47I~ 
NASAKSCCOW AM 71 
ORIGWALp0. POOR QUALITy 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 
- RESCUE VEHICLE 
 PAGE 147
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-404OORREVISION ORIGINAL 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
CO M COMMAND RESPONSE 
TIMTA. SA 	 DESCRIPION REMARKS 
-2 MRS CONTI UED 
581 O" 
{ 4 CVS 	SMIL 
 SAPE THE GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM: ENABLE
 
THE AU',
 
ARM THE GsIL COMMAND SYSTEM AND
 
VERIPY THAT GMIL ABORT SYSTEM IS GO
 
3 LOM NOTE THAT THE GML ON LIGHT IS ON, 
' 
i I 6 CVYS HFLT GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM IS ENABLED; ARMED, AAS IS 
-2 HRS 
40, 0" 
NOTE
 
THE PLIGHT CREW IS SCHEDULED
 
TO INGRESS THE COMMAND MODULE
 
AT TRIS T.IME,
 
-2 MRS
 
30' O" 
UHF. i CVTS 	 BEACH
 
BOSS VERIFY COMMUNICATIONS GO VIA LSR UMF
 
i05 2 
 CVS ASTRo STANDBY AT FALLBACK AREA,
 
HF VAN
 
-2 MRS 
201 0" I 
Z2 
Es MONITOR CHANNEL ±81 FOR AAS COMM 
CHECKS; 
I',SIt*M /KIIt]kIV 4J1h3 
NA AIC (O'U At 71 
148 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PGE, 
11" AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPATIONSooR 
REVNON ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. COMN EPNEDESCRIMON REMARKS 
CH. SEQUENCE 
-2 HRS
 
15' 0",
 
1 

i i 2 

AAC 3 

AAC 4 

5 

-2 HRS
 
14f 
Olt
 
isi I 

"2 WRS
 
et8 I 

i8 2 

{Bi 3 

COMMAND. 
LOM 

LOM 

LW0M 

LOM 
.OH 

CVtS 

CLYC 

CVTS 

CVTS 

ESNSTA. 
21
 
23 

Zi
 
2
 
23 

Zl
 
Z2
 
23 

Zi
 
E2
 
Z3 

VTS 

SRO 

CVTS 

HFL!
 
GMIL 

SRO 

VERIFY COMM SYSTEM GO ON CHANNEL 1a1;
 
SWITCH TO ABORT ADVISORY CHANNEL;
 
VERIFY COMM SYSTEM GO ON AOORT
 
ADVISORY CHANNEL,
 
AAS COMM CHECKS ARE COMPLE?6:
 
AAS COMM CHECKS ARE COHPLETE:
 
VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR LV
 
FREQUENCIES 240:2, 256:2t 258.5, 
25o;7# 255;± AND 5765 MHZ; 
REDUEST SRO TURN RANGE SAFETY CARRIER
 
ON AND VERIFY,
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS OFF:
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER AND IU
 
COMMAND RECE!VER/DFCODER ARE COMINd ON:
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DEeODR IS OFF:
 
BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
AND VERIFY:
 
I IkMj~tIljlIJI/)NA ASC COMIAlki7 
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'-' AUGUST 22, 1973 
•i. ORIGINAL 

I RESPONSEcomm. "OMAND11 CH. SEUENCE ICOMDA. STA. 
-2 HRS CONTINUED
ill Oil
 
i8i 4 SRO 	 CVTS 

18i 5 CVTS 	 OLTC 

i8i 6 CLOC 	 CVTS 

j8j 7 CV'S 	 SRO 
161 8 CV7S 	 HFLT-
GMIL 
-2 WRS
 
18i S LOM 	 CVTS 

ifi 2 CV s 	HFL
 
GMIL 

L2 HRS
 I
 
isi 1 CLTC 	 CVTS 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4040OR 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON:
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ONt
 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON;
 
REQUEST GMILJ HFLT AND SRO MONITOR
 
CH: 261 AND.REPORT WHEN READY TO
 
.SUPPORT FT47 OPREFLIGHT COMMAND
 
SYSTEM TEST);
 
MON.ITOR 0H' ,265 AND REPORT WHEN READY
 
TO SUPPORT F7047,
 
IU COOMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER IS ON;
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON"
 
MONITOR CH! 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY
 
TO SUPPORT FTn47,.
 
READY To SUPPORT AAS CRHCKS AT Tot
 
HOURs 591 0" ON CH. 214,
 
VERIFY READY TO SUPPORT MC /CSM
 
COMMAND AND AAS CHECKS ON CH, 214;
 
VERIFY RANQE CLEARANCE FOR LV
 
FREOUENCIES 240:2, 256:2t,25:5,
 
250.7 295:1 AND 5765 MHZ,
 
150 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-404OR 
REVISIONORIGINAL 	 LAUNCH OPEATIONS
 
COmm SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 

_______ CH. _ ___ STA. STA. ECPiORMAK
 
2 HRS
 
I{8{ 1 MSTC CVTS VERIFY LOM READY FOR AAS CHECKS AT T-l 
- HOUR, 5DI Ol" ON OH. 214, 
EDS POWER COMING ON AT T-1 HOUR,
 
551 0";
 
CSM COMMAND DECODER COMING ON.
 
REQUEST GMIL SUPPORT ON 	CH: 214;
 
REQUEST HFLT STANDBY FOR COMMAND
 
CHECKS;
 
iB{ 2 OVTS CLY 	 CS EDS POWER IS COMING ON AT Til
 
HOUR, "5t 0"
 
i8i 3 CVTS 0MIL 	 STANDBY ON OH, 214 T0 SUPPORT MCC/CSM 
COMMAND AND AAS CHECRS: 
jai 4 CVTS HFrT 	 STANDBY ON CH, 2t4 TO SUPPORT MCC/CSM
 
COMMAND AND AAS CHECKS:
 
OSM COMMAND DECODER IS COMING ON,
 
i{i 5 OLtO CVTS 	 HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
 
IS COMPLETE;
 
REQUEST CLEARANCE TO BRING UP THE tv
 
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER;
 
PROTECTION IS NOT REQUIRED:
 
iBi 6 CVTS SRO 	 HOUSTON PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM T9ST
 
IS COMPLETE;
 
VERIPY RADIATION CLEARANCE POR THE LV
 
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIR,
 
PROTECTION IS NO? REQUIRED:
 
jai 7 CvTS ELTC 	BRING UP LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND
 
CARRIER:
 
KS' "M 2181BIIV 4/11) 	 NA SCCOM APR/Il 
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fAr. 
lV1,LON 
AUGUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 LAUNCHOPNATIONS 
VEICIE 
SV-40400[R 
SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSDESCRIION REMARKS 
CH. SEQUENCE STA. ' STA. 
-2 
01 
HRS CONT! 
0" 
UED 
lei 8 CLtC PVTS REQUEST SRO REMOVE RANGE SAFETY 
"COMMAND CARRIER - REPORT WREN 
COMPLETE; 
i81 
81 
9. 
10 
CVTS 
SRO 
SRO' 
CVTS 
LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER 
IS ON, 
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP 10 COMMAND 
CARRIER IS ON, 
BRING DOWN RANGE SAFETY COMMAND 
CARRIER -AND VERIFY' 
RANGE SAPETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF; 
iBi 
l81 
i1, 
12 
OVtS 
CVS 
CLTC 
HFLT 
GNIL 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF; 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFe 
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND 
CARRIER IS.ON, 
IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DEcODER IS ON; 
- 1 HR 
56' 0" 
- 8i i CV-?S BWIC TURN ON AAS EVENT RECORDERS AT 
SPEED, 
FAST 
WR 
18i 1 MSTC CVTS EDS POWER LS ON­
214 
214 
2 
3 
4 
MSTC 
SCDR 
LOM 
LOM 
ABORT REQUEST A SWITCH - ON; 
NOtE THAT'REOUEST A 7RANSMI,ITED AND 
REQUEST A RECEIVED LIGHTS ARE ON; 
ABORT LIGHT - ON, 
II{ M Ib IV 44U NASA KSC COw It 
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DATF. AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
COMM COMMAND 
IME CH SE UENCE STA. 
1 MR ONTINUED 
551 0"
 
214 	 5 MSTC 

6 

214 	 7 SCDR 

214 	 8 MS?C 

214 9 SCDR 
214 10 MStC 
I- i 
214 12 SCDR 

214 13 MSTC 

14 

214 15 SCDR 

214 16 STC 

214 17 MSTC 

214 18 SCDR 

214 19 MSTC 

214 20 SCDR 

214 21 MSTC 

I . i 
RESPONSE 
STA. 
LOH 

LOM 

HFLT 

LOM 

L0M 

LO 

LOM 

UMIL 

H'LT 

HFLT 

HFLT 

TESTNO SV-4040OR 
LAUNCH OPEATIONS 	 SKYLAB R
 
VENICLE SYA 
DESCRIfIOj 	 REMARIS 
AOR? REQUEST A SWITCH - OFF. 
NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED LIGHT
 
IS OFF AND REQUEST A RECEIVED LIGHT,
 
.REMAINS ON;
 
ABORT LIGHT n-REMAINS ON,
 
EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM A) --OFF
 
(RTC 00);
 
ABORT LIGHT u OFF;
 
ABORT REQUEST B SWITCH - ON. 
NOTE THAT REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHT,
 
REQUEST B RECEIVED LIGAT ARE ON AND
 
REQUEST A RECEIVED LIGHT IS OFF,
 
ABORT LIGHT n ON,
 
ABORT REQUEST B SWITCH - OFF:
 
NOTE THAT REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHT
 
OFF AND REQUEST B RECEIVED LIGHT
 
REMAINS 	ONt
 
ABORT LIGHT REMAINS ON!
 
RESET REQUEST B RECEIVED LIGHT'
 
EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SySTEM B) -OFF
 
(RTC 06),
 
ABORT LIGHT OFF;
 
EXECUTE 	ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM A) -. ON(RIC 01);
 
ABORT LIGHT ; ON,
 
EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM A) * OFF
 
(RTC 00).
 
NASAkSW O AP& I. 
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OATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS lEsT NO. SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL veictt SKYLAB R 
TIE omm COMMAND RESPONSE DESIION 	 REMARKSCH. SESUENCE C TA. STA. 
w ± HR CONTINUED 
55' 0"
 
214 22 SCDR ABORT LIGHT OFF:. 
214 23 MSTC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SqSTEM B) - ON 
(RTC 07), 
214 24 SCOR ABORT LIQHT ; ON, 
.14 25 8StC HFLT EXECUTE ABORT LIGHT (SYSTEM B) - OFF 
(R7C 06);­
214 26 SCDR ABORT LGHT ; OFF, 
!a! 27 CLTC CVTS LV READY FOR EDS TEST; REQUEST SCO 
PERSONNEL SWITCH TO CH' 223; 
i HR
 
52t 0"
 
214 1 HSTC LOH AAS CHECKS COMPLETE;
 
i8i 2 MSTC 0VTS AAS CHECKS COMPLETE.
 
CSN COMMAND DECODER IS'OFF
 
i8 i 3 CVTS HFLT CSM COMMAND DECODER IS OFF .
 
s8j 4 OVTS MSTO VERIFY SC PERSONNEL ARE ON CH; 223 
FOR EDS TEST; 
j8i 5 CVTS CLTO SCO PERSONNEL ARE ON OH; 2f3 TO 
I SUPPORT EDS TEST, 
{8i 6 CVYS LOH SWITCH TO CH; 223 TO SUPPORT EDS TEST" 
223 7 CEDK LOH VERIFY ABORT REQUEST ENABLE ON: 
223 8 LO 	 ABORT REQUEST A ENABLED AND REQUEST B
 
ENABLED L!GHTS ARE ON;
 
K -FmMfIBBRLV 4.71) 	 NASAKCCON APR It 
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-40400R 
Ov~sCRRIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VENICLE SYA 
TI1 COMM. COMMANDI RESPONSE 
CH. SEQUENCE STA STA. DESCRIPION 	 REMARKS 
S1-HR CONTINUED
 
'
 52' 0 f
 
NOTE
 
IN THE FOLLOWING 	SEOUENgE,
 
DO NOT OPERATE BOTH
 
SWITCHES SIMULTANEOUSLY;
 
223 9 CEDK LOM 	 ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT REQUEST f
 
SWITCHES ; ON,
 
i0 LOM 	 NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED AND
 
REQUEST B TRANSMITTED LIGHS GO ON:
 
223 1 SCDR 	 ABORT LIGHT ON;
 
223 12 CEDK LOM 	 ABORT REQUEST A AND ABORT REQUEST 9
 
SWITCHES OFF:
 
513 LOM 	 NOTE THAT REQUEST A TRANSMITTED
 
REQUEST B TRANSMITTED, REQUEST A
 
RECEIVED; AND.REQUEST a RECEIVED
 
LIGHTS GO OFF,
 
223 54 SCODR 	 ABORT LIGHT oFF;
 
-i HR,
 
135, Off 
i8i I CVTS SRO
HVLT FIRST MOTION TEST 	SIGNAL WILL BE
 
INITIATED AT T.j 	HOUR, 301 0"
 
VERIFY WHEN SIGNAL HAS BEEN RECEIVED;
 
iti 2 OVTS CTSC 	 SEND SIMULATED FIRST MOTION TEST
 
SIGNAL-TO ETR AND HFLT BY tOUNTCLOCK
 
AT Tni HOUR, 301 0" AND VERIFY'
 
. .	 =R_(IV4'h 
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DAlI AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO SV-4oOOR 
grVISONORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
IIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKSCH SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
-1 HR
 
21? 0"
 
1 CVTS
8 CLTC EDS TEST IS COMPLETE;
 
i8i 2 MSTC CVTS 	 EDS POWER IS OFF,
 
iBi 3 CVS CLTC 	 EDS POWER IS OFF',
 
i8j 4 CVTS BWIC 	 AAS EVENT RECORDERS TO SLOW SPEED, 
-1 HR
iBl Off
 
{8i ± CVS SRO 	 VERITY RANGE i READY TO. SUPPORT .LV 
RADAR BEACON CHECKS WITH READOUTS, 
-1 HR
 
jet I CLTC CVTS 	 READY TO STAR? RADAR BEACON 2 
CHECKS' REPORT GO/NOotO AND RANGE 
READOUfS TO VURF ON CH: 264; 
I8j 2 CVTS SRO 	 INTERROGATE RADAR BEACON 2 AND
 
REPORT GO/NO;GO AND READOUTS TO VURF
 
ON CH, 264:
 
-i HR
 
{8j i OVtS SRO 	 VERIFY RADIATION CLEARANCE FOR THE LV
 
LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
FOR DRSCS OLOSED LOOP TEST: PROEWION
 
IS REQUIRED;
 
-. HR
 
51 Ott
 
i±i i CVYS SRO 	 REPORT OPTICS COVERAGE OF LONG RANgE
 
CAMERAS; 
A/INII 1.111IV NASAK.r (COML A^k /I 
'ORIGINAL PA(E'IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REV1SIN ORIGINAL 
COMM. COMMAND 
TIME CN SEQUENCE STA. 
-1 MR CONTINUED
 
iBi 2 CLC 

18i 3 CVTS 

{Oi 	 4 CPSS 
fYi 	 5 CLTC 

i8i 	 6 CVTS 

7 SRo 

181 	 ± CLtC 

RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 156 
TESTNO SV-4040OR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS "EHICIE SKYLAB R 
RESPONSE 
STA. DESCRITON REMARKS 
NOTE
 
SRO WILL UPDATE OPTICS
 
REPORT A? ?'30 0 IF
 
SIGNIFICANT CHANGE OCCORS:
 
CVTS REQUEST OPSS RELEASE D2STROCT SYSTEM
 
ENABLE KEY TO CLVN AND TCS ARM KEY
 
TO c3sP:
 
CPSS RELEASE DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY TO
 
CLVN; 	 .
 
'RELEASE TCS ARM KEY TO C3SR;
 
tVTS 	 DESTRUCT SYSTEM ENABLE KEY-RELEASED TO
 
CLV N;
 
TOG ARM 	KEY RELEASED To C3SP "
 
CVTS 	 CSA9 WILL RERORT ON CH: 181: CONFIRM
 
WHEN COMMUNICATIONS HAVE BESN
 
SATISFACTORILY ESABLISHED
 
CYSO 	 HAVE BPHO MONITOR oH; jBI FOR SA.9
 
REtRACTION OPERATIONS:
 
CVTS 	 ETR LAUNCH DANGER AREA IS CLEAR;
 
CVTS 	 VERIFY CLEARANCE TO BRING OP THE LOCAL
 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRI2R:
 
. ,(PROTECTION IS REQUIRED:) 
181 2 CLYC CVTS LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER 
IS COMING ON: 
t8i 3 CLTC CVTS REQUEST RANGE MONITOR RADAR BEACONS 
DURING LV POWER TRANSFER TSST; 
1' 11WO T --	 V&M.~ NI
 
157 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE193 AUG ST 2, IEST NODTE- AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-4040oR 
REvISIO ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
Comm. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
CHM STA. STA. DESCRITION RMARKS 
-1.HR 6ONTINUED
3f Off
 
18i 4 OVTS SRO 	 MONITOR RADAR BEACONS FOR ANY CHANGES
 
DURING LV POWER TRANSFER TEST:
 
NOTE
 
LV POWER TRANSFER IS SCHEDULED
 
TO OCCUR AT T"581 0",
 
j HR
 
0' Ot
 
iS i. OVS HFLT 	 VERITY GOjNOCGO FOR SA;9 ENVIRONMENTAL
 
CHAMBER RETRACT TO PARR POSITION;
 
-57' O"
 
i8 Ij CVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADAR BEACONS HAD NO CHANGES 
DURING POWER TRANSFER VEST: 
NOTE
 
NOTIFY CLTC IF RADAR BEACONS
 
HAD ANY CHANGES DURING
 
LV POWER TRANSFER,
 
2 MSTC CVTS E/ WOOD READY FOR SA-9 RETRACTION:
 
CSM PERSONNEL ARE CLEARING THE
 
CONTROLLED AREA:
 
STANDING BY FOP SAw9 RETRACTION AND
 
TO ARM CSM BUSSES"
 
P.•, P i"h kl v 4 171 	 NANA kSC ( l APR/I1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 
O.TA- AUGUST 22, 1973 
- RESCUE VEHICLE 
IAUNCHO"SATIONS' 
PAo 158 
sV-4040OR 
LIVsIO ORIGINAL LEHICH SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMA STA DESCRITIION REMARKS 
-571 0' CONTINUED 
NOTE
 
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCE IS
 
NOT TO BE ACCOMPLISHED
 
UNTIL THE CLOSEOUT CREW
 
IS CLEAR OF-THE HL:
 
ia3 3 CVTS CSTO 	 POSITION'ELEVATOR 1 AT 320 FOOT LEVEL,
 
VERIFY BOTH ELEVATORS IN EGRESS MODE
 
AND -AT 320 FOOT LEVEL.
 
i8 4 CVTS CPS$ 	 VERIFY WHEN CSM PERSONNEL NAVE REACHED
 
ROADBLOCK A5;
 
-531 o"
 
{sj I CLTC CVTS 	 RE§UEST SRO SWITCH TO OH, 261 TO 
SUPPORT RANGE SAFETY CCOSE5 LOOP TEST 
USING FLIGHT CODE PLUGS 
ii 2 CVTS SRO 	 STANDBY ON OH; 261 FOR RANGE SAFET 
CLOSED LOOP TEST USING FLIGHT CODEPlLUGSj
 
NOTE
 
THE DETAILED SEQUENCES FOR
 
THE RANGE SAFETY CLOSED 	LOOP
 
TEST ARE IN THE LV PROCEDURE
 
AT T-421 0"'.
 
-.52f 0"
 
i8 I COVS EPHO 	 VERIFY READY FOR SA.9 RETRACTION
 
OPERATIONS'
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 	 FACE 159
 
DAlE: AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPERATIONS SKYLAB R' 
VEVISIO ORIGINAL VEHICLE 
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
T_ _ CH SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
f8I I OVTS SRO 	 VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READOUTS
 
COMPLETE AND READY FOR RADAR
 
BEACON 1.
 
-50 0"
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 READOUTS
i i i CLtC CVTS 

COMPLETS AND READY FOR RADAR
 
BEACON I INTERROGATION:
 
jib 2 CLtC CVTS REQUEST RANGE READOUT oF RADAR
 
BEACON i;
 
REPORT READOUTS TO VURF ON CHt 264t
 
REPOR?
iSf 3 OVYS SRO 	 INTERROGATE RADAR BEACON 1: 

READOUT TO VUR? ON ON: 2641
 
iBi 4 OLT: CVTS 	 REQUEST HFLT Go TO CH; 263 FOR
 
TELETYPE DATA VERIFICATION'
 
i8i 5 CVTS HFLT 	 GO TO CH. 263 roR TELETYPE DATA-

VERIFICAION;
 
CISR
 
UHF 6 OUTS 	 BEACH
 
BOSS VERIFY LAUNCH SITE 
RECOVERY FORCE 
HELICOPTeRS ARE ON STATIONV HANNED AND 
READY TO SUPPORTI 
-470"
 
j81 ± MSTC CVTS RECUES? OMIL SUPPORT ON CH: 213;
 
j8i 2 CVTS GMIL STANDBY ON CH, 213 TO PROVIDE CSM
 
UHF AND VHFsAM READOUTS'
 
i 3 CVTS BWIC AAS EVENT RECORDERS To FAST SPEED;
 
NASAXsr COMAll I1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 160 
()l. AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO SV-40400R 
RLviSIO' ORIGINAL LAUNCH VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME IMECH. CEQUECE OMMAND RESPONSETA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
' 
-47' 0" CONTINUED 
NOTE 
AFTER PYRO BUSSES ARE ARMED, 
THE lOM WILL NOTE THAT THE 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ORDNANCE 
ARMED LIGHT IS ON AND VHE 
ORDNANCE SAFE LIGHT IS OFF 
(REF; SEQ, 5p T-45' 0"t. 
i8i 4 CPSS CVTS KSC AREA CLEAR FOR LAUNCH, 
5 CVS SRO KSC AREA CLEAR FOR LAUNCH; 
46 v 0" 
,-6 ± iSTC CVTS EDS POWER COMING ON: 
CSM COMMAND DECODER COMING ON, 
iBi 2 Cvis HFLT CSM COMMAND DECODER COMING ON, 
.8i 3 CVTS CLTC CSH EDS POWER COMING ON; 
-45130"i 
8iB . CVTS MSTC STANDBY FOR SA9 ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
REtRACT, 
18. 2 CVS CPSS VERIFY CLEAR TO RETRACT SA,9 
ENVIRDNMENTAL CHAMBER TO THE PARK 
POSITION AND TO ARM CSR PYRO AND LOGIC 
BUSSES', 
I_ Q Z 
SM~~ft~g4~KIV 4p 4Z pAAKCef O.t 
-OR 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
- RESCUE VEHICLE 
LAUNCHOPERATIONS' 
PAGE 
TESTNO 
161 
SV-40400R 
REVISIONORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
COmm SEQUNCE COMMAND RESPONSE 
Cit STA. STA. DESCRIPICN REMARKS 
-45' O" 
-NOTE 
FOR THE NEXT 40 MINUTES; CSA9 
REQUIRES ENCLUSIVE CONTROL OF 
CAMERAS 26B AND 27B, 
0**a0CAUTIONo* 4e*iO* 
0 a 
o SEQUENCE 3 IS TO BE 
* ACCOMPLISHED AFTER 
a NOTrIPICATION THAT s&;e 
* ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER 
* IS IN THE RETRACT 
* POSI ION 
i8 ± CVTS CSA9 ON YOUR MARK RETRACT SA-9 Y? 12 H 
DEGREE PARK POSITION PER V."36085, 
REPORT WHEN COMPLETE; 
i8i 2 OSA9 CVTS SA;9 IS AT 12 DEGREE PARK POSITION: 
-18i 3 OVTS HSTC SA;9 ENVIRONMENTAL CHAMBER IS AT TWE 
12 DEG PARK POSITION; 
I CLEAR TO ARM-OSM BUSSES (PYRO AND 
LOGIC) 
181 4 MSTC CVTS CSM BUSSES ARE ARMED (PYRO AND LOGICI; 
I iBi 5 LOM LVTS, THE ABORT REQUEST PANEL ORDNANCE ARMED 
LIGHT I$ ON AND ORDNANCE SAPS LIGHY 
IS OFF; 
8i 6 CTsC CVTS OIS TO AND FROM THE PAD HAS BEEN 
DEACTIVATED, 
*~' k4'1A1K11151V1411NASA KSC CDMI AI'lU 
162 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE 'PG 

SAUGUST 22, 1973 

ORIGINL 

S CO-MM ACOMMANDRESPONSE 
TIME 
1.441 0" 
CH. SEUENCE STA. 
iBi i 
I 
CVtS 
0L7C 
iBt 
t81 
i8i 
2 
3 
4 
CVTS 
CVTS 
SRO 
STA_ 
CLTC 

CVTS 

HFLT
 
GMIL 

SRO 

CVTS 

SV-4040 R
LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO 
VEICLE SKYLAB R. 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
I THE KSU AREA IS TO RE *"
 
* CLEAR FOR LAUNCH AND a
 
* THE LES ARMED BEFORE a 
* PROCEEDING WITH LV
 
a DRSOS TEST WITH SRO
 
* (REF: sEQ, 4, Ti47, 1 *
 
a AND SEC, 4, T.45' 0"n, * 
CL0AR TO PROCEED WITH
 
DRSCS TeST WITH SRO ON CH" 2612
 
REQUEST RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIgR
 
ON: REPORT WHEN TURNED ON:
 
NOTE
 
LV LOCAL CLOSED LOOP 3a
 
COMMAND CARRIER AND IU
 
COMMAND RECEIVER/DECODER ARE
 
ON 1REF SE, 12, To2 HOURS,
 
o' 0")
 
SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS COMING
RANGE
ON,
 
BRING UP RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
AND VERIFY:
 
MONITOR OH: 261 AND REPORT WHEN READY
 
TO SUPPORT Fm47,
 
RANGE COMMAND SAFETY CARRIER IS ON:
 
NA.K OI ApRi)" 
IRJN 4411.l .
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DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPENATIONSO SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL 	 VEHIM SKYLAB R 
TIME COM SEUENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE VESCRiPTION REMARKS 
TIME_ CHU. STA. STA 
-4if 0' CO'TiNUED
 
j~j 5 CVTS CLTC 	 RANGE COMMAND SAFETY CARRIER IS ON: 
f.;39, O"
 
j81 s CLYC -VTS REUEST OMIL AND HFLT MONITOR CH; 261 
AND REPORT WHEN READY TO SUPPORT FT9 47 
(PREFLIGHT COMMAND SYSTEM TEST); 
COMMANDS TO BE ISSUED VIA RANGE SARETY 
i 2COMMAND CARRIER; 
a8 CVTS HFLT 
GMIL IU COMMAND RECEIVER/DEcODERIS ON, 
RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER IS ON: 
MONITOR CH' 26 AND REPORT WHEN READY
 
TO SUPPORT Flv47,ANDLIFTOFF TIME
 
UpDATE;
 
-359 0Rt 
i8i I CLTO CVTS 	 DRSCS TE T IS COMPL5TE: LOCAL RANgE
 
SAPETY COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF; LOBAL
 
CLOSED LOOP IU COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF,
 
{f 2 CVTS SRO 	 LV LOCAL RANGE SAFETY COMMAND CARRIER
 
IS OFF; LV LOOAL CLOSED LOOP IU
 
COMMAND CARRIER IS OFF:
 
A' I(SM238AtlHI RV 4/1 	 NASARSCCO APR;I 
- - - - - - - - ----- 
164 SPACE 	VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
s+,t 	 AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO. SV-40400R 
ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEATIONS SKYLAB R 
COMM. SEQ UENCE COMMAND 	 RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CH E N STA. STA. 
18. 1 HFLT CVTS 	NEW LIFTOFF TIME IS
 
. ... , . . , . . GMT, 
HRS MIN 	 SEC
 
CLOSING OF LAUNCH 	WINDOW IS
 
4 s 	 GMT. 
HRS MIN SEC
 
i8i 2 COTS 	 READ BACK TIMES TO THE FLIGHT DIREROR
 
POR CONFIRMATION,
 
{Sf 3 CVYS 	 CLTC
 
OMIL
 
SRO NEW LIPTOFF TIME IS
 
*o- -- , 	 GMT 
HRS MIN 
--
SEC
 
CLOSING OF LAUNCH 	W!NDOW IS
 
, 	 GMT,
 
HAS MIN SEC
 
OpIGIqAE PAGE IS 
OF POOR QUALITy 
tAACCA 	 gJ 
-----
eASE 165
 
PAGE 1 5SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	- RESCUE VEHICLE 

fAW^ AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 SV-4040OR 
VEHICLE SKYLAB RRIVISII ORIGINAL 
Comm COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRI REMARKS 
STA. STA,CH. SEQUENCE 
-35 n" CONTINUED
 
4 CVTS 	 NOTE CALCULATI'ON REQUIRED TO
 
DETERMINE COUNT CLOCK PICKUP TIME AT
 
Tbi5 MINUTES IS
 
NEW I 
LIFTOFF .. ;. -. 
....

-- ...... 

HRS MIN SEC
 
TIME 

MINUS 	 .5 ­
.... ----

MIN SEC
 
I5 MINUTES 

ODC I 	 , 
MT;
PICKUP 

TIME 
HRS MIN SEC
 
8 CVTS HFLT 	 VERIFY GO/NO;GO FOR TERMINAL COUNT
 
SEQUENCES:
 
-26' 0"
 
I CVTS SRO VERIFY RANGE INTERROGATION OF RADAR
is1 

BEACON I IS COMPLETE;
 
J425 0"
 
T COMMAND SYSTEM TEST
i8i i1 CLTC CVYS 	 HOUSTON PREFLIGH
IS COMPLETE;
 
REQUEST GMIL REPORT IU COMMAND
 
GONOrGO TO VURF ON CH: 266,
 
i8 2 CVTS GqIL 	REPORT IU COMHAND GO/NO-GO TO VURF ON 
' I IS64; 
KSLCOW Alw.,NASA
.,x.1, 7.halw 
7 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOW4N - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE- AUGUST 22, 1973 166 TESTNO SV-4040OR 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPATIONSCE SKYLAB R 
COM M. RE A K 
TIME RESPONSEC;CmCOMMANDIME CH. MUENCE STA. TA DSCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
-251 0" CONTINUED
 
i.i 	 3 CVTS CLTC RANGE INTERROGATION OF RADAR
 
BEACON i.IS COMPLETE;
 
VERIFY RADAR BEACON 2 IS COMING ON:
 
iBi 4 CVTS SRO 	 RADAR BEACON 2 IS COMING ON,
 
-18' 0"
 
181 I cVTS AT CONCLUSION OF T-1510" HOLD FOR COD
 
EM LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT, THE COUNT WILL BE
 
PA RESUMED AT
 
. . . a 	 M '. - G T:z~w 

NRS MIN SEC
 
HOLDING
 
-15f 0"
 
e--SARY!No HOLD FOR LIFTOFF ADJUSTMENT-;­
8{ ± CVTS THE COUNT IS HOLDING FOR LIFTOFF
 
EM 	 ADUSTMENT: 
PA
 
--;jUST PRIOR To RESUMING,OUNT--­
i8 2 CVTS TH1 CO WILL BE RESTARTED AT T0451 0"
 
EM ON MY MARK;
 
PA
 
5,. 4 - 3 . 2 - I. - MARK, 
F80
I MSTC CVTS SO GOING TO FULL INTERNAL POWER"
 
K VM J INknv I] NASAKSCCO.l AMk7. 
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CATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHTOPATIONS NO SV-40OR 
REVISIOORIGINAL VEHCLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
CH. STA. STA 
-15f 0" CONTINUED
 
isi 2 MSTC CVTS 	 SEND LOH TO CH; 214 FOR AS RO LAUNDH
 
COmm; CHECKS;
 
iBi 3 CVTS LOM 	 GO TO CH; 214 FOR ASTRO LAUNC COMM,
 
CHECKS;
 
214 4 MSTC 0STO 	 PUt ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT ON VHFA
 
ALe 5 	 OSTO
 
LON
 
MSTC PERFORM COMHM: CHECKS WfTH BODR VIA VAF
 
ON ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT.
 
214 6 MStC tSTO PUT ASTRO LAUNEH CIRCUIT ON UMBILItAL,
 
RELEASE VHPj
 
ALC 1 ?970
 
LOM
 
MSTC 	PERFORM COMM: CHECK WITH SMDR VIA
 
UMBILICAL ON ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT.
 
.214 8 MSTC CSTO PU? 0H; 2±4 ON-UMBILICAL AND VHF.
 
9 LOM 	 END OF AS9RO LAUNCH'CIRCUIT COMM$
 
CHECKS: RETURN TO ON; 181
 
k,14 130"
 
26i $ C4TC CLTC SniVB START TANK CHILLDOWN IS IN
 
I PROGRESS;
 
[12' 30"
 
26i j CLYC CLOK 	 READOUT LV FIRING AZIMOTH 6N CH; 18 
WHEN READY: 
1t45"
 
i8{ 5 CLGK CLYC 	 FT;2 COMPLETE AND LVDC IN PREPARE TO
 
LAUNCH MODE;
 
NA KSC(OW 	 APR'/I
-sv O MT BIBna LV 17.) 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 168 
WE- AUGUST 22, 1973 
REViStOt ORIGINAL 
COMM. E COMMAND 
I1W CH. SSUENCE STA. 
-10145"1 CONTINUED
 
{8i 2 CLGK 

I 
-10' On
 
£81 i CVTS 

EM 

PA 

i8i 2 HSTC 

{8 3 CVYS 

- 9158" 
261" 1 C4TC 

-6130"
 
261 1 CLTC 

261 2 CLYC 

IOM(RIBHSC N 4/} 
RESPONSE 
STA. 

CVTS
 
HFLT
 
SRO 

CVTS 

LOM 

-
CLTC 

CUES 

CUNP 

TESTNO SV-4040OR 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
SCRIION REMARKS 
FIRING AZIMUTH IS
 
DEG: HIN SEC;
 
NOTE
 
* IF A HOLD OCCURS AFTER THIS
 
TIM ; CLQK WILL ANNOUNCE
 
REVISED AZIMUTH;
 
THERE WILL BE NO SMOKING IN FIRING
 
ROOM 3 UNTIL AFTER T-o:
 
ALL PERSONNEL REMAIN IN YOOR SEATS
 
AND MAINTAIN OPERATIONAL SILENCE;
 
SC IS 0 FOR LAUNCH,
 
SEND LOM TO ASYRO LAUNCH COMM, CIRCUIT
 
AT t-41 00'
 
GO TO ASTRO LAUNCH COMM, CIRCUIT AT
T-4r 0"; 
S-IVB TCH CHILLDOWN IS 'IN PROGRESS:
 
EDB MODE TO LAUNCH;
 
INHIBIT SWITCH SELECTOR AND RESET
 
COONTER;
 
NA21 COI ARn//I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PACE 169 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS SV-40400R 
EVISION ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CH. SEOUENCE MTA. STA. 
-6' 0" 
i8I i CVTS HpLT 
5130" 
18I I CVTS PROG 
DIR 
26i 2 CL/C CtCP 
26i 3 CLTC C3NP 
*81 4 CVTS OPSSCYSC 
SRO 
LOM 
OLO 
-3' a" 
26i . CLTC 0tSP 
i8i 2 CVtS CSA9 
VEMIFY GO/N0GO FOR START OF
 
AUTOMATIC LAUNCH SEQUENCE,
 
VERIFY GO FOR LAUNCH;
 
VERIFY IWS &UTOARM BUSeON:
 
FUNCTION SELECTOR TO LAUNCH AND VERIFY
 
ALL STAGES READY FOR POWER TRANSFER ON:
 
VERIFY GO FOR LAUNCH;
 
ARM YCo:
 
RETRACT SA;9: REPORT OWEN
 
REtRACTED
 
NOTE
 
CSA9 REQUIRES EXCLUSIVE USE
 
OF CAMERAS 26B AND 368 UNTIL
 
SA-9 IS RETRACTED.
 
OF POoR QPAOE IS 
mRAf I NASA KSC(I'A APR.71I f) 
-------------------------------
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE- PAGE 170 
DATE' AUGUST 22, 1973 AEST NO SV-40400R 
REVISIONORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHI SKYLAB R 
TIME COMM. S COMMAND RESPONSE 
CM. SEQUENCE STA. STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
5t O" CONTINUED 
0 SIVB OHILLDOWN MUST BE *
 
a COMPLEVE PRIOR To THI 0
 
* NEXT LAUNCH VEHICLE a 
o SSOUENCE,
 
* 	 * 
S4130" 
261 CL'C CUSW LVDA/ESE TO LVDA,
 
- 4' 011 
-i8i ± OVTS 
 CLTC 	 CLEARED FOR LAUNCH!
 
4-AC 2 CSTO
 
LOM
MSTC 	 PERFO)RM ASTRO LAUNCH CIRCUIT? COMM
 
CHECK WITH SoR;
 
*~ 3 CVTS 	 qOTE 
26. 	 - . -
COUNT 	_TIME ANNOUNCtMENS
 
,W'30" TO o01401 EVERY i0 SECONDS.
 
-040" To eO'15" EVERY 9 SECONDS, 
.0l11" TO CUTOFF EVERY i SECOND,
 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE TESTPAE 171NO 
AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCHOPEATIONS SV-4040OR

,.to. ORIGINAL VEHICIE SKYLAB R 
I O~CmmS COMMAND RESPONSEC SME STA. STA. DESCRIPTION -REMARKS 
- 3120" NOTE 
CUTOFF (AFTER AUTOHATIC
 
SEQUENCER START)
 
PROM T3 71 TO TsO" 
LV PERSONNEL WILL REQUEST CUTOFF
 
THROUGH THE LV TEST CONDUCTOR' IN AN
 
EMERGENCY CONDITION; LV PERSONNEL WILL.
 
CALL DIRECTLY TO THE C3NP PANEL
 
OPERATOR "C3NP GIVE CUTOFrV ON CH: 2614
 
ALL PERSONNEL UNDER THE DIRECTION OF 
THE SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR, THE TEST 
SUPPORT CONTROLLER 4 THE FLIGHT QIRtWTOR 
GMIL_ AND THE SRO WILL REQCJST CUTOFF 
THROUGH ONE OF THE ABOVE APPROPRIATE 
PERSONNEL WHO WILL RELAY THE REQUEST
 
TO THE LAUNCH OPERATIONS MANAGER (LOM)
 
ON OHI 81:i
 
THE LOM WILL DIRECT THE LAONCH VEHICLE 
TEST CONDUCTOR TO IMPLEMENT THE CU1O'F 
WHO WILL RELAY THE REQUEST FOR "C3NP 
GIVE CUTOFF" OVER CH; 261± 
FROM T;30" TO T;9"
 
ALL PERSONNEL EXCEPT TROSE UNDER THE 
SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR fILL. REQUEST 
CUtOFF BY DIRECTLY CALLING RCjNP GIVE 
CUTOFF" ON OH; 264, SPACEeRAFT PER 
SONNEL WILL REQUEST CUTOFF THROUGH THE
 
SPACECRAFT TEST CONDUCTOR IHO WILL
 
RELAY THE REQUEST FOR VC3N GIVE CUT.-

OFF", ON CH: 261:
 
FROM T-5" TO T+811 
NO MANUAL CUTOFF MAY BE GIVEN UNLESS
 
AUTOMATIC CUTOFF FAILS:
 
~~NI15Mcow~kj 0e1i1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE F~o 172
 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPEATIONS SV-400R
 
REVISO ORIGINAL VEHICE SKYLAB R
 
COMM. $UCOMMAND RESPONSETIME C1. SEQUENCE 1 SO5TA TA DcSCRIPtICN RIEMARKS 
- 31 6" 
26i I C3FR VERIFY FIRING COMMAND IS ON (H)

DEE 2209
 
'6i 1. C3FR READY FOR IGNITION IS ON (C DEE O 3,
 
-Of 3;j
 
*6f I 03FR IGNIION COMMAND (H),
 
1-0 I 
261 ± CuFR ALL ENGINES RUNNING (C) DEE 2077 ON,
 
I- 9' 0" 
261 Si C3FR COMMIT (H):
 
IOt' 0 t . L 
26i i CLTC LIFTOFF (PANEL LIGHT AND OTV),
 
EMERGeNCY RANGE CUTOFF PROCEDURE
 
**6ooUOO*WAPNING*ae*0f**#*
 
oIN THE EVENT THAT
 
LIFTOFF DOES NOT OCURt
 
o AUTOMATIC CUTOFF FAILS * 
AND MANUAL CUTOFF 
" COMMANDS FROM THE LCC
 
" FAIL; THE PROCEDURE
 
" BELOW IS TO BE USED,
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS
 
OF POOR QUALITY
 
L ______________ ____________ ____________ ___________________________ 
'q 'O . .. a~ E lI AS S OIAk~ 
173 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TE5TNO SV-4040OR 
PEVI5LON ORIGINAL VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
TIME COM SEQUENCE COM.AND STA DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
*0 0" CONTINUED 
i CLTC NOTE 
ESTABLISH POINT TO 
CONTACT WITH RSO, 
POINT 
26i 
I 
PT;PT 
2 
3 
C3FR 
CLTC 
CLTC 
RSO 
AUTOMATIC AND EMERGENCY CUTOFFS HAVE 
FAILED; REQUEST RANGE CUTOFFS: 
REQUEST RANGE SAFETY CUTOFF COMMAND BY 
USING PREARRANGED CODE WORDS' -
26i 
PT;PTI i 
I 261 
I 
26i 
4 
5 
6 
7 
C3FR 
CLYC 
CLYC 
CLtC 
CLTC 
RSO 
C3DP 
C4DP 
C3DP 
C4P 
CUTOFF RECEIVED AND ENGINES OUT, 
REMOVE LV RANGE CUTOFF: 
S&A SAFE; 
STATUS SYSTEM SWITCH TO SAFE; 
NOTE' 
RESET OF S&IB, SoIV AND 
ESE, AND IU AND ESE OCCURS 
AT THIS TIME, 
lhIRIRIVN*PAm 4411 NAQ ISCI LI. APk 'I I 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
DATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISIO ORIGINAL 
comm. SEUENCE COMMAND 
CH. STA. 
0f 0" ONT INUED
 
26i B CLTC 

I 
J 
K'I flIIFIfIIl'jM 
RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 174 
TESTCNO SV-4040OR 
LAUNCHOPCTIONS SKYLAB R 
RESPONSE
 
STA. DESCRIPTION REMARKS
 
C80
 
4 O
 
CUTC SAFE YOUR STAGES AND GSE,
 
GSYAELISN A HOLD CONDIION:
 
END OF EMERGENY BANGECUTQ!!
 
PROCEDURE
 
IM 
S 04 P.' 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN 	
- RESCUE VEHICLE
DATE173TEST AUGST 2, 	 PAGE 175DATE. AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS 	 NO SV-4040OR 
REVISIO ORIGINAL VEHJcte SKYLAB R 
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
al 1 LOM HFLT CLEAR TOWER;
 
i81 2 GMIL LOM 	 ASTRO COMM UPLINK IS DISABLED,
 
0155"
 
S26i I CLTC ,TC
CSTO
 
V4TC 
CWTC- TAKE YOUR PERSONNEL TO STANE TO 
CHANNELS FOR IMMEDIATE SECORING 
I OPERATIONS AND REPORT WHEN COMPLETE; 
+ 5 0"I 
ii I. CVTS CSTO RETURN ELEVATOR CONTROL PANEL KEYS
 
* 61 0"
 
i 1 CLTC CVTS 	 LV STARTING FINAL SECURING OPERATIONS,
 
II8 2 CVTS POST LAUNCH ACCESS AND INSPECTION PLAN
 
EM IS TO 8 STARTOD AT THIS TIME:
 
PA 
iSi 3 CVTS CPSS 	 LAUNCH VEHI-CLE- IMPACT POI-NY HAS
 
CLEARED LAND MASS;
 
INITIAL SAFETY INSPECTION TEAM MAY
 
PROCEED TO 7000 	FOOT BLAST DANGER
 
LINE,
 
i1{i 
 4 CVTS CTTO 	 VEIFY LH2 SYSTEM INERTINO HAS
 
STARTED:
 
i8 5 CVTS CPSS 	 LH2 SYSTEM INERTING HAS STARTED;
 
fBi 6 CTSC CVTS 	 VIP PAGING SYSTM TEST WILL BE
 
PERFORMED AT TJOI ORl,
 
ORIGINAL PAGm s 
OF POO QUA 
. , I 4NASA KSt LOIMIAIR 1 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -

DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 
REVISION ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM SEQUENCE COMMANDCH. STA. 
+10' 0'
 
181 1 CVTS 

181 2 CVTS 

181 3 CTSC 

181 4 CVTS 

181 5 GMIL 

181 6 CVTS 

+ 7' 	0'
 
181 1 GMIL 

181 	 2 CVTS 

3 

181 4 CVTS 

5 

RESCUE VEHICLE 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS PAGE TEST NO 176 SV-4040OR 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
RESPONSESTA. DESCRIPTON REMARKS 
LOM VERIFY READY FOR CAMERA OVERRIDE 
CONTROL SYSTEM TO BE SWITCHED TO 
MODE 1. 
CTSC PLACE CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
IS IN MODE 1. 
CVTS CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM 
MODE 1. 
IS IN 
LOM CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM IS 
MODE 1. 
IN 
CVTS GMIL HAS LOSS OF SIGNAL. REQUEST CSTO 
RELEASED VHF AND S-BAND REMOTING. 
CSTO GMIL HAS LOSS OF SIGNAL. 
AND S-BAND REMOTING. 
RELEASE VHF 
CVTS GMIL CARRIERS ARE DOWN. COMMAND 
SYSTEM IS SAFEO. READY TO POWER DOWN 
THE ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM. 
GMIL SAFE THE GMIL COMMAND SYSTEM. 
DISABLE AND POWER DOWN THE AIU AND 
VERIFY. CLEAR TO REARM THE COMMAND 
SYSTEM AS REQUIRED. 
LOW NOTE THAT THE GMIL ON INDICATOR 
OFF. 
IS 
LOM -ABORT REQUEST ENABLE SWITCH TO OFF AND 
VERIFY. 
LOM NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIGHTS ON THE 
ABORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF: 
REQUEST A ENABLED AND REOUEST B 
ENABLED. 
-S fMf . P4.JI. 	 NAbA r'.C COMm. Ar'rit'I 
177 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN -
CAt AUGUST 22, 1973 
RENVi'% ORIGINAL 
TIME COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND 
___1___ 	 CH. S UEC O NST 
+ 	9 0" CONTINUED
 
i12 6 CVTS 

i8i 	 7 BWIC 

181 	 9 CVTS 

i8i i CPSS 

t8t 2 VtS 

036' O" 
i•s 5 CVTS 
I 
; I 

+ 1 HR 
ot 	 I CVTS 

RESCUE 	VEHICLE PAGE 

LAUNCHOPERATIONS 	 SV-4040OR 
VEHICLE 	 SKYLAB R 
RESPONSE DESCRIPTION 	 REMARKS 
ESi~tA. 
OWIC 	 POWER DOWN AAS POWER BOSSES AND POWER
 
SUPPLIES: TURN OFF AAS EVENT
 
RECORDERS;
 
CVTS 	 AAS POWER BUSSES AND POWER SUPPLIES 
ARE POWERED DOWN, AAS EVENT RECORBERS 
ARE OFF: 
LOM 	 NOTE THAT THE FOLLOWING LIOHTS ON THE
 
ADORT REQUEST PANEL ARE OFF
 
AAS POWER SUPPLY 1; 21 3, AAS SUPPIYa
 
AND ORDNANCE SAFE,
 
GrIL 	 ABORT ADVISORY SYSTEM IS POWERED DOWN,
 
CVTS 	 INiTIAL SAPETY INSPECTION PAS BEGUR
 
CPSs 	 ESTABLISH ?wH CONTROL AREA AT THE
 
BLAST 	DANGER LINE AND A BADGE EXCHANGE
 
AT THE 	SECURITY CHECK POINT;
 
CPSS 	 LH2 SYSTEM HAS BEEN, PURGED FOR 30
 
MINUTES,
 
THE INTIAL SArETY INSPECTION TEAM MAY
PENETRATE THE ?000 FOOT SAFETY
 
BARRIER: BEGIN SYSTEM SAYeNG WHEN
 
READY, 	 (IN ACCORDANCE WITH SKYLAB
 
POST LAUNCH ACCESS AND INSPECTION
 
PLAN, LAUNCH COMPLEX A AND B).
 
CYSO 	 SECURE CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM,
 
ORIGINAL PAGE IS 
OF POOR- QUALITY 
4	 N., sc cnS 
178 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 

OATE: AUGUST 22, 1973 

REVISON ORIGINAL 

TIME COMM. SUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE-
+ i HR CONTINUED 
R{i 2 CTSC CVTS 

15' 0f
 
1. CV.TS CYSG 

12 HRS 
of 0-I
 
is! I CPSS CUTS 

iR 

iji 2 CVTS CPSS 

-

i8 3 CVTS 

IEM0 

PA 

I 
i8 4 CVTS CLTCI 
* 

j8{ 5 CTSC CVS 

TESTNCt SV-40400R 
LAUNCH OPERATIONS VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
DESCRIPTION tEMARS 
CAMERA OVERRIDE CONTROL SYSTEM SECURED:
 
CONFIGURE TELEPHONES IN ML ELEVATORS
 
AND ML 320 FOOT LEVEL TO ADMIN MODS;
 
INITIAL SAFETY INSPECTION LH2/GH2
 
INERTING AND SYSYEH SAFING COMPLETf;
 
ESTABLISH THE CONTROL AREA AT
 
PERIMETER PENCE AND BAbGE EXCHANGE AT
 
SECURITV CHECK POINT;
 
VERIFY THE CONTROLLED AREA MAY-BE
 
OPENUD FOR LIMITED ACCESS,'
 
ALL NONESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
REMAIN CLEAR OF THE TOP OF. THE
 
PEDESTAL FOR HOLDDOWN ARM SECURING:
 
SAFETY INSPECTION IS COMPLETE AND THE
 
CONTROLLED AREA IS OPEN FOR LIMITED
 
ACCESS;
 
ALL NON-ESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
REMAIN CLEAR OP THE TOP OF THE
 
PEDESTAL FOR HOLODOWN ARM SECURING:
 
SAFETY INSPECTION IS COMPLETE AND THE
 
CONTROL AREA IS OPEN FOR LIMITED
 
ACCESS;
 
ALL NONoESSENTIAL PERSONNEL ARE TO
 
REMAIN CLEAR OF THE TOP OF THE
 
PEDESTAL FOR HOLDDOWN ARM SHCURING:
 
6000 PSI GH2 TRANSFER LINE SECURED AND
 
VENTED.
 
AlK.' CF M 23 MCbJKV A hl) NAA SC<.C Mln 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 179 
DATE AUGUST 22, 1973 TESTNO. SV-40OOR 
REVISION ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPEVATIONS SKYLAB R 
COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSED 
_______ CH. _ ___ STA. STA DSRPI~ 	 EAK 
2 HRS CONTINUED
 
Of 0" 
S{i 6 CVTS CLTC 	 6000 PSI GH2 TRANSFER LINE SECURED AND
 
VENTED:
 
i 7 COLC eVYS RE§UEST ORDNANeE PERSONNEL REMOVE HDA 
ORDNANCE PER V;39008; 
j8j 8 CVTS CPSS HAVE ORDNANCE PERSONNEL REMOVE LV HDA 
ORDNANCE PER V039008; 
H 
+ 	 2 HRSI 
30 0"! 
ij COLTC £VTS 	 THE TOP OF THE PEDESTAL HAS BEEN
 
SEeURED AND MA? BE OPENED FOR NORMAL
 
: 	 WORK-,
 
i{i 2 COVS CPSS 	 THE TOP OF THE PEDESTAL HAS BEEN
 
SECURED:
 
VERIFY READY TO OPEN TAE TOP OF TH9
 
PEDESTAL FOR NORMAL.WORK,
 
i~i 3 CVTS THE TOP OF THE PEDESTAL HAS BEEN
 
5m SECURED AND IS OPEN FOR NORMAL WORKt
 
8 4 CVTS CTSC THE PAD IS OPEN FOR.NORMAL OPERATIONS,
 
END OF OPERATING SEQUENCES
 
*SL fM M 3SIR Ikf 4171l 	 NA MC COW APkilI 
SPACE VEqILE COUNTDOWm - RESCUE VEHICLE 180 
DATE' 
AU"UST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 
TEST NO. 
SV-4040OR 
SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
APPENDIX A
 
PRE CRYOGeNIC LOADING CHECKLISTS
 
KSC FORM 23.111 0 W.641 
SPACE VEr4ICLE COUNTDOWN o RESCOE VEHICLE 181 
4U-UST 22, t973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SV-4f4ODR 
OArC: DRIGINAL TEST NO. SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
RN 0:STOE 
THE CHECKLISTS ARE TO BE 
PERFORMED BY THE 
OPERATIONAL SUPERVISOR 
PRIOR TO OR AT THE T-TIMES 
LISTED 
FUNCTION TIMF 
t, SPACE VEHICLE TST SUPERVISOR 
--------------W------ ---------
A. VERIFY SUPPORT CONTROLLER'S 
EVACUATION CHECKLIST IS 
COMPLETE, 
T-7 HOURS, 51 O", 
vERIFY RADIO COMMUNICATION 
SYSTEMS ARP OPERATIONAL, 
T.7 HOORS, 3O1 0", 
, VERIFY SYSTEMS SAFETY 
SUPERVISORIS CHECKLIST IS 
COMPLETE (INCLUDES FIRE 
PROTECTION AND SECURITY), 
Tv7 HOURS, 10 O" 
2; SYSTEMS SAFETY SUPERVISOR 
A, VERIFY TO THE TESTSUPERVISOR THAT SYSTEM SAFETY; 
FIRE PROTECTION, AND I 
SECURITY CHECKLISTS ARE
COMPLETE; 
-T7 HOURS, 101 0", 
9. VERIFY OPERATION OF HAZARD 
WARNING SIGNAL AND PUBLICADDRESS SYSTEM, 
T-8 HOURS5 O 0"1, 
; VERIFY SAFFTY EQUIPMENT IS 
LOCATED IN SPECIFIED APEAS, 
VERIFY RADIO HF 105 NET 
COMMUNICATION SYSTEM 
OPERATION WITH 
Tu5 HOURS, 
T8B HOURS, 
0 0", 
a' a". 
KSC FIRE DEPARTMENT 
MEDICAL SUPPORT 
IMPACT COLVOYS 
ROADRLOCKS 
TEST SUPERVISOR 
OPOOR Qjis 
tC€ *ohu fl.|t O 6/ 
SPACE VC.ICLE COUNTDOwN - RESCUE V PICL AaT2 
AU3UST 22t 1973 Al^LO/SATURN PAGE 
DATE: O ISINAL TEST NO. S('Cy 
REVISION 	 VEHICLE 
E. VERIFY POINT-TO=POINT 	 TxB HOURS, Of oi,
 
TELEPHONE sYSTEM OPERATIONJ
 
WITH
 
L02 AND LH? FACILITIES
 
VAB ROOF
 
FALLBACK AREA
 
DISPENSARY
 
IMPACT CONVOYS
 
r, 	VERIFY THE FOLLOWING T-8 HOURS, o 0i".
 
ELFPPNTS ArE ON STATION,
 
MANNED AND READY,
 
FIRE DEPARTMENT
 
MED!CAL SUPPORT
 
IMPACT rOhvoYS
 
CIFP SUPPORT
 
1, 	 VERIFY FIRE PROTECTION TuB HOURS, 0' O".
 
3FFIcE CqEcKLIST IS
 
COMPLETE,
 
4A. 	 VERIFY SECUPITY EVACIATION T-7 HOURS, 30' Olt;
 
CHFCKLIST IS COMPLETE.
 
3, 	 FIRE PROTECTION OFFICER
 
A. 	 VERIFY THAT ALL LAONCH T-i DAY, I) HOURS, 0' 0"; 
DAD LIFE SUPPORT AND FIRE 
SUOP0ESSIONI EQUIPMENT IS 
COCATED AS SPECIFIED BY THE
 
OFFICE CHECKLIST, VERIFY
 
THAT ALL EQUIPMENT IS
 
FUNCTIC%'AL:
 
t 	 VERIFY THAT ALL PAD RFSCUE Tu8 HOURS, 0' 0", 
EQUIPMENT IS REAy TO 
SUPPORT COOT; 
C. 	 VERIFY RADIO COMMUNICATION To8 HOURS, of 0"
 
SYSTEMS OPERATION WITH
 
TEST SUPFRVISOR
 
SYSTVIS SAFETY SUPERVISOR
 
KSC FIRE DEPARTMENT
 
MEDICAL SUPPORT
 
IMPACT CONVOY
 
K$C FORM 23.S1 0 1/64) 
SPACF 
DTE 
",)ICLE COUNTDOWt. 
kUILIST 22, 1971 
!: GI AL 
- PESCUE VEH L E 
APO 1 /SATURN PAGE 
TEST NO. 
183 
SV-40400R
SKYLAB P 
REVISION VEHICLE 
0, VERIFY TO SYSTEMS SAFETY To5 HOURS, el 0", 
SUPERVISOR THAT FIRE 
PROTECTIcir, OFFICE EVACUATION 
CHECMLIST IS COMPLETE, 
4. SUPPORT tONTROLLER 
A. VFRIFY OPERATION OF ML AND T-8 HOURS, 01 0", 
PAD ELEVATORS, 
4, VERIFY BLAST ROOM CHECKLISTS ToB HOURS, c' 0", 
COMPLETE AND BLAST ROOM READY FOR 
ERSONNE L SUPPORT ' 
1. VEPIFY SLIDEWIRE CAB-Is LOCATED T.1 HOURS, Of 0", 
AT THE TAKE OFF POINT AND IS 
READY FOR USF, 
0. VERIFY ALL REQUIRED EQUIPAENT IS .T-8 HOURS, O' O". 
PLACED IN SA NO, 9 RESCUE LOCKER; 
VERIFY THE FORWARD OBSERVER 'T6HOURS, Of 0"l 
SITES ARE F9UIPPED PER THE 
REJUIREMENT DOCUiIENT, 
5. SECUfITY 
A, UNLOCK THE GATE IN THE pAD T-8 HOURS, 0' 0". 
DERINETER FENCE AT THE END OF 
RnAD "'" THAT SECURES THE DIRT 
ROAD LPAIJI"IG To THE PUmP STATION; 
4, VERIrY TO qYsTEms SAFETY T.7 HOURS, 301 0". 
SUPERVISOR IHAT THE SECURITY 
EVACIATION CHECKLIST IS COMPLETE: 
END OF APPENDIX A; 
ORIGIt.PAS 
op POOR QAEI 
OF R8D0o ALI 
KSC FOA1M 23-81 0 IC60) 
SPACL- VEICLE COULITDOW)J - RESCUE VEHICLE 184 
OATE: 
AUGUST 22, 
ORIGINAL 
1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE 
TEST NO. 
SV-404OOR 
SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
THIS PAGE INTENTIONALLY
 
LEFT BLANK
 
VIC FORM 23.51 0 *a/64) 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTD)WN - RESCUE VEHICLE 185 
AUGUST 22. 1973 APOLLO/SATURN PAGE SV-4P4OOR
 
'DATE: OTIEISAL 
 NEsTHO. SKYLAB R 
REVISION VEHICLE 
APPENDIX B
 
CO'iTINGFNCY CRF PAD ACCESS AN D EVACUATION PROCEDURES
 
oFpoo? Q 
"Lt FOS, 23.11 0 (O84AI 
186 SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 
M4 AUGUST 22, 1973 IES7NO SV-4040ORAUVGSUSORIGINAL LUNCH OPERATIONS SKYLAB R 
VIV~S~ ORIINALVEHICLE 
TME COMM. COMMAND RESPONSEIIONTIME CH. SEQUENCE STA. STA. 
MAKS 
NOTE 
THE FOLLOWING PROCEDURE IS 
TO BE USED AFTER LV 
CRYOGENIC LOADING TO ASSURE 
A SAFE SPACE VEHICLE 
CONFIGURATION PRIOR TO 
CONTINGENCY CREW ACCESS TO 
THE PAD; ALSO INCLUDED IS 
THE PROCEDURE FOR 
INITIATING EVACUATION OF 
THE CONTINGENCY CREW IN THE 
EVENT OF AN EMERGENCY, 
CVIS CONTINGENCY CREW ACCESS PROCEDURE 
jtl CVTS CLTC 'A CONTINGENCY CREW IS READY TO ENTER 
THE PAD ARE,A' VERIPY RAZARDOUS GAS 
DETECTION SYSTEMS ARE OPERABLE AND 
INDICATE SAFE; VERIFY' WHEN THE LAUNCH 
VEHICLE IS IN eONFIGURATION FOR 
CONTINGENCY CREW ENTRY TO ?HE PAD; 
81 2 CVTS HSTC A'CONTINGENCY CREW IS READY TO ENT9R 
THE PAD AREA; VERIFY RHENr THE LES 
TOWER IS DISARMED, VERIFY WHEN THE 
SPACECRAFT IS eONFIGURED FOR 
CONTINGENCY CREW ENTRY TO THE PAD 
AREA' 
i8i 3 CVTS UYSO REACTIVATE OIS TO AND FROM 
CONTINGENCY OPERATION; 
PAD FOR 
NOTE
 
THE NEXT STEP IS NOT TO BE
 
PERFORMED UNTIL THE LES IS
 
DISARKED, 
SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE PAGE 187 
"'"1 AUGUST 22, 1973 tE5tNO. SV-4040OR 
RLI ORIGINAL LAUNCVEHICLE SKYLAB R 
COMM COMAND RESPONSE 
TME COMM 
CH. 
SEMUENCE 
SQE 
C STA,
T. 
S 
STA. 
DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
I 8i 4 CVTS CSA9 EXTEND ACCESS ARM TO COMMAND MODULE; 
I 8 CVtS HARD 
TOP A CONTINGENCY CREW IS READY TO ENTER 
THE PAD AREA: 
181 6 CVTS NO SWITOHING OR TEST PROGRAM STARTS 
EM PERMITTED UNTIL FURTHER NOTICE: 
PA 
U9TE 
THE NEXT STEP IS Tb BE 
PERFORMED IF THE 
CONINGENCY CREW IS GOING 
ABOVE THE ZERO LEVEL OF THE 
LAUNCHER UMBILICAL TOWER' 
iBi 7 CVTS CSTO LOWER ELEVATOR NO; 2 TO "A4 LEVEL; 
REtURN ELEVATOR NO; 2 TO NORMAL 
OPERATING MODE: RETURN KEY TO CTS6 
END OF CVTS CREW ACCESS PROCEDURE 
. IC... IIkV NAAK( CO1 AN 1..  

SPACE VEHICLE COUNTDOWN - RESCUE VEHICLE FACE 188 
DATE: 
REVISION 
AUGUST.22, 1973 
ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPERATIONS 
TESrNO 
VEHICLE 
SV-4040OR 
SKYLAB R 
TIME 
COMM. 
H. S 
C 
UENCE 
COMMAND 
STA. 
RESPONSE 
STA. 
DEftIPION REMARKS 
CONTJNGIUNCyCREW 5V tUATIONPROCjDURE 
-------------------------------------
PERSON DETECTING AN EMERGENCY CONDITION 
\ SHALL NOTIFY ALL PERSONNEL 
IMMEDIATE AREA: 
IN THE 
li/ 
BLAC9 
PHONE 
CALL CVTS ON 0IS CHANNEL ±81 
PHONE *); STATE 
(OR BLACK 
A; YOUR NAME 
8 LOCATION'O EMERGENCY 
# NATURE OF EMERGENCj 
D1 DESCRIPTION OF SITUATION 
E, ACTION ALREADY TAKEN 
FR 3' 7o5753: 
EVACUATION ROUTES MAY 8B 
CHANGED AT THE DISCRETION 
OF THE TEST SUPERVISOR OR 
THE SYSTEM SAFETY 
SUPERVISOR: 
I CVT-S AC?-iVATE EMERGENCY WARNING SYSTEM; 
SHOT OFF 'FOR ANNOUNCEMENT, 
i8i 
EM 
PA 
2 CVTS ATTENTION ALL PERSONNEL, THIS IS THE 
TEST SUPERVISOR; (DOSCRIBE THE 
SITUATION)' ALL PERSONNEL EVACUATE THE 
LAUNCH PAD, 
NASA KSC(O'A Alk 11 
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,, AUGUST 22, 1973 LAUNCH OPERATIONS TESTNO. sV-4040OR 
.,tn ORIGINAL 
---- ! m COMMAND RESPONSE 
VEHICLE SKYLAB R 
COM. SEOUENCE CMAN SPOS DESCRIPTION REMARKS } I OI 
IF THE FLIGHT CREW IS ON
 
THE PAD AND EMERGENCY
 
EGRESS O THE FLIGHT CfREW
 
AND CLOSEOUT CREW IS
 
REQUIRED; THE APOLLO/SKYLAB

FLIGHT CREW EMERGENCY EGRESS
 
PROCEDURES LAUNCH COMPLEX 39
 
(DOCUMENT V;46002) SHOOLD BE
 
FOLLOWED FROM THIS POINT.
 
{8{ 3 CVTS BOFH 	 INiTIATE FIRE SUPPRESSION IN THE (NAMEi

AREA (IF REQUIRED);
 
I 4 CVTS INITIATE PROCEDURES IN APPROPRIATE 
PORTION OF THE TEST SUPERVISOR
 
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES (DOCUMENT
SV;461o ):
 
END OF APPENDIX B
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mOVnMsNT OF SPRVICE ARM NO'. 9 DURING 
HOLD AFTER T-5 MINUTES 
1' 1I E 31JAIK NOT rILMffWNOG 
'C 
I 
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REVIS,0I ORIGINAL LAUNCH OPTIONS E SKYLAB R 
71w COMM. SEQUENCE COMMAND RESPONSE DESCRIPTION REMARKS 
CHI STA. STA. 
THE FOLLOWING SEQUENCES 
WILL BE USED FOR MOVINU 
SERVICE ARM49 FROM THE 
FULL RETRAeT POSITION 
(AFTER TQ5I 0" IN 
COUNTDOWN) TO EITHER 
PARK POSITION OR FULLY 
EXTENDED TO THE 
SPACECRAFT AND LATCHED: 
181 1 CVS MSTC 1, VERIFY READY FOR SA-9 MOVE TO 
A? 
B, 
PARK POSITION, (CR1 
SPACECRAFT AND LATOHED; 
2. VERIFY PVRO/LOGIC BUSSES SAFE, 
i8. 2 CVTS PSA9 ON YOUR MARK, 
A; EXTEND SAO TO SV AND RETRACT TO 
PARK POSITION PER Vo36OB5 AND 
VERIFYI CORI 
9'1 EXTEND 5A=9 TO SV AND VERIFY 
LATCHED PER V;36085. 
.8i 3 CVTS MSTC 1, SAa9 IS AT 
A, 
B, 
PARK POSITION, (OR)
SPACECRAFT AND LATCHED: 
2, CLEAR TO ARM PYRO/LOGIC BUSSES AND 
VERIFY v (FOR HOVE TO PARK 
POSITION ONLY), 
END OF APPENDIX C
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TYPICAL FLIGHT EVENT SEQUENCE FOR 4A;90 DEGREES
 
LAUNCH AZIMUTH
 
.I­
i­
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DATE ORIGINAL TEST NO. SKYLAB R
 
REVISION 
 VEHICL
 E
 
TYPICAL CRITICAL EVENTS SEQUENCE
 
(FOR 46,90 DEGREES FLIGHT AZIMUTH)
 
SKYLAB MISSION
 
TI"n FROM
fIRST 40TIOV
 
(.4I SEC) EVENT TIME BASE 
----------------- : ------ --- -- " - -. - -------- B 
Cl! no'n 
00 02 
flf 2 
r-I s9 
i1 13.6 

n2 10:5 

02 i11i 
C2 20'5 

n2 1.9 

uc 52,0 
,2 23;3 
0' 2r57 
,,c 139 
fl 45.6 

P2 50tA 

111 41.9 

C9 42:1 

n9 51jp 

irk 12 

14 42:1 

_.--------
FIPST MOTION
 
LIFTOFF TB-1
 
INITIATE PITCH AND ROLL MANEUVERS
 
MACH ONE
 
Ax o
 
TILT ARREST
 
ENAPLE S-I PROPELLANT LEVEL SENSORS
 
12 14.6 LEVEL SE'JSOR ACTIVATE 
n2 0'6 INBOARD ENGINE CUTOFF 
_.------ _.---------- -­ '----- --
TB-2
 
(IECO)
 
-- '--- --- --- ---. '- - - "--- -

OUTSOARD ENGINE CUTOFF (OECO) 

S-I8/S-IVS SEPARATION SIGNAL
 
S-IB/S.IVB RYSICAL SEPARATION
 
S-I\V8 ENGINE START COMMAND
 
ILLAGE ROCKET BURNOUT
 
ULLAGE ROCKET MOTORS JETTISON
 
LET JETTISON (CREW ACTION)
 
ACTIVE GUIDANCE INITIATION
 
"U1['ANCE CUTOFF SIflNAL (GCS)
 
S-IVR ATTITUDE HOLD 

ORBIT INSERTION
 
PITCH MANEOVER TO LOCAL HORIZONTAL
 
NOPIINAL CSM SEPARATION
 
" 

TB-3
 
TB-4
 
..-------------- -. ------- ------ ------- - -----­. -

ORo
oFp IS3. 
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